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CHAPTER 9

Income and Education: Does Education Pay
Off?

Hennas P. Miler*

IT IS GENERALLY ACCEPTED, on more or less intuitive
A grounds, that income and schooling go together. Persons who have
not gone beyond elementary school are seldom qualified to hold any
but the most menial jobs, and persons who aspire to profetsional or
managerial work generally need at least 4 years of college training.
In a society where one-third of the salesmen and one-fourth of the
office clerks have gone to college, the man who is inadequately schooled
would appear to stand little chalioe of achieving financial succem

Statistical studies of the relationship between income and school-
ing tend to support our intuitive feelings on this matter. Numerous
studies, conducted under varying economic conditions, have shown that
person's with more schooling tend to earn more money. The studies
support the thesis that investment in education provides, on the aver-
age, a favorable return when compared with other investment yields.
Despite the marked increase in recent years in the number of propor-
tion of oollege graduates for example, their reltgively high incomes
were maintained. Labor market demands for more highly educated
people appear to have kept pace with the increased supply. During
the past generation professional and managerial employmenttwo
major outlets for the college-trained--increased 60 percent, absorbing
the enlarged flow of collegegraduate&

Education, however, is only one of many factors that determine in-
come; both income and education may IA related to more fundamental
traits like ability, drive, and imagination, or to family status and
prestige in the oomnumity. The relationship between schooling and
earnings may be spurious, and what essentially may remain undis-
closed are underlying causes both of advanced educatim and higher
earnings, conditions such as superiorintelligence, better home envirok
meet, and greater opportunities both socially and economically.

Recent analyses of returns on investment in human resources have
interpreted income increvien'ta accompanying additional years of

Special assistant la the Wise et the Director of the Bureau of the Census. V.A. Depart-
ment ot Commerce.
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130 ECONOMICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

schooling as the consequence of the schooling. It is generally as-
sumed that the attainment of more schooling, particularly at the
secondary and college level, in some measure improves the produc-
tivity of the individual, and thereby his economic contribution and
earnings.1

Economists have long argued that earnings could be increased by
improving human capacity and productivity. This type of formula-
tion was made 200 years ago by Adam Smith in his famous compari-
son between investment in education and in a machine ; 2 and it appears
in similar form in current economic literature as well.' Very likely
this same formulation underlies much of the emphasis placed on edu-
cation by minority groups. ,

While I have on other occasions set forth findings from the Census
Bureau's population surveys on income differentials and education,
findings that give support to the idea that college education pays
off in enhanced earnings. the present chapter is designed to illustrate
by two examples that we must consider the earnings returns to the
individual cautiously. Education has many values, and these values
are not measured exclusively by income returns. There are barriers
to job opportunities and factors of selection among individuals and
groups that interfere with a direct association between education and
income. The time perspective we use to assess income yield may
not be adequate; schooling itself delays employment and earnings,
and generationto-generation effects of education' such as those re-. ported in the Brazer-David study elsewhere in this volume, do not
often appear in the statistics.

Some groups in the population, particularly nonwhites, have not
realized income gains commensurate with increases in their education.

ring all the years for which figures on income, education, and
color are available, the correlation between income and education
is much higher for whites than for nonwhites. Among nonwhite
men 25-44 years oldan age group that has benefited from recent
advances in education and from the migration of Negroes from south-
ern farms, and one that also encompasses the period of peak earn-
ingselementary school graduates had about the same average income
as high school graduates despite the 4-year difference in schooling.
Moreover, during the past decade nonwhites have made far greater
relative gains in education than have whites, but income differentials

I Theodore W. Reknit& "Bducation and Economic Growth," is National Society forthe Study of Ilidusaties Sixtieth Yearbook, Nelson B. Henry, ed., Part 2, Hooka ForcesIsposossoisty Amain* ideostien, 1911, University of Chieago Press, p. 46-88.Adiun Smith. 'h. Wealth of Islet. liveryman's Library. New York, N. P. Dutton,1010. Book I, p. WS.
Theodore W. Behan& Capital Formation by 'lineation. Jeurnel of Politiosi Booltosig,68 : 571-488, December 110606
See Harvey I. Bruer and Martin David, ch. 2 of this publication.
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between the two groups have remained more or less constant. Under
conditions that prevailed in 1949, male college graduates could have
expected to earn about $296,000 over a lifetime.' For whites the
average was about $300,000, as compared with only $188,000 for non-
whites and the nonwhite college graduate could expect to earn no
more over. a lifetime than the white with only 8 years of schooling.

An analysis of income changes for veterans also raises some ques-
tions about the extent to which education is primarily responsible
for the income gains made by veterans of Worla War II. Nearly
8 million veterans of World War II accepted education and train-
ing benefits provided under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944, at a cost of about $14.5 billion to the Federal Government.
Scholarship aid under the GI program raised the educational level
of veterans considerably above that of nonveterans, and income dif-
ferentials between the two groups increased progressively from zero
in 1948 to a peak of 80 percent in 1955. Yet, and this is the im-
portanf fact, veterans who did not receive scholarship aid under the
GI program had only slightly lower average incomes than those
who did, despite their lower average educational attainment It
is possible that 1955 was too soon to attempt to measure financial
gains associated with training completed after the dose of World
War II. Pending additional data on the subject, however, we must
conclude that there is some question as to whether education was
a primary factor in the development of income differentials between
veterans and nonveterans.

The meaning of the relation between education and income is not
easy to assess if we insist upon scientific standards of evidence, and
certainly the figures require more penetrating tnalysis than they
have received to date. Other recent studies have observed the slug-
gish way in which nonwhites' incomes have responded to increases
in educatice. With the exception of an analysis by Becker now in
process, being made for the National Bureau of Economic Research,
the %r "I responsiveness of a narrowing of educational differences
between hits and nonwhite groups has been ignored or treated
in a very cursory way,

Nonwhites are virtually excluded from certain occupatices, and
many nonwhite men and women who have completed college an in
low-paid jobs. It is entirely possible and indeed likely that produc-

. tivity potentials of nonwhites have been raised, as suggested by the

The comparable estimate for 19511 was 44115,000. See Herman P. Mier, "Annual and
Lifetime Income In Relation to adseatlen : 10110-51Itm Americo. loossoodo Regime, 50:
062-0114, Member 1900.

fleet for example, Oozy S. Becker, utraderinvestmeat Ii College Ildneatlear Amerloss
ifeefunste Betio., Papers and Preceedlap, Aniertian Seesemde Asaeslation, 50 : 1146473.
Nay 11)00 ; and Wyo. P. maw, 1111stimatlair the Rotuma to lideastiatt" rtow of
Illoosooefor smi StaNsHes, 41: $1$-$$4, August 1.10. Port 1#
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theory that correlates increases in years of schooling with additicesto human capital, but these potentials may not have trialised,owing to discrimination. There are, however, other facto that havea bearing on the situation and these relate to the precise meaning ofthe unit of analysis year of schoolinby which educatkm ismeasured.
Thl available statistics used to measure eoccomic returns from

education are in terms of years of schooling completed. In view ofobvious differences in the importance of a year of elementary school, ofhigh school, and of college, the classifications by level of edgctionare made in the basic dots. Since they distinguish 1 year of school-ing from another, they introduce a qualitative factor into the statistics.Beyond this distineticm, no allowance is made for differences in thequality of education provided or received. Crude attempts that ha*been made, largely for the purpose of historical comparison, to modifythe concept in terms of school- equivalents based on days of
schooling per year mug be regar as faltering first asps. &ads-tia3 which show that the average young nonwhite male is only about
11,4 years behind the average young white male in years of schoolingcompleted most present an erroneous impressim of the educational
difference betwen the two groups when account is taken of possible
differences in the quality of schooling. Qualitative differences havetended to be ignored in measures of physical capital and, exceptfor minor attention, they are also being ignored in recent work onhuman capital. For broad overall analyses, it is perhaps essentialto ignore the qualitative element, especially since it eludes accurate
measurement. This logic seems much less applicable when attention
is focused on relatively small subgroups in thepopulation.

Although qualitative difference in education are difficult to meas-ure, there can be little question that on the average nonwhite children
receive schooling of lesser quality. This problem has received inten-
sive study by Dr. Eli Ginzberg, director of the Conservation of Human
Resources Project at Columbia University, who ooncludes thate-oft

. . . cousitterabli weight Rust 1,0 Orel to poor schools. Often theseschools in predominantly Negro neighborboods are in sirloin disrepair.are staffed by inexperisoced teachers, and are unable to provicW inetrudimgeared to the widely different abilities air their students.
Dr. Ginzberg cites many instances that attest to the lower qualityof Negro schooling. The Speaker of the House of Representativesof Georgia is quoted as stating that "What the Negro child gets in

I Theodore W. Sault*. adaeatioi aid Illeanosie Grow*. op. eft., and fib. ddspublicatioa.
Mary Jean Bowman. A. II of thin publication.NU Ginsberg. rh Nor. Potostisl. New Ter% Collenabla ttolverefty Press, ledi.
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the sixth grade, the white child gets in the third grade." '° As pre-
sumptive evidence of great differences between educational opportuni-
ties of Negroes and whites, Ginzberg quotes a 1956 report of an earlier
study by the National Manpower Council showing that "the average
freshman in a Negro college scored only a little higher on aptitude tests
than the lowest ranking freshman in the average college." "U.

Another important limitation of the "years of schooling completed"
concept is that no differentiation is made with respect to the learning
gained through exposure to a given amount of education. "Years of
schooling" has an entirely different meaning for a student who has
done well in a school system with high standards and established
bases for measuring achievement from the meaning it has for a poorly
motivated 'student who has just managed to get by in a school system
with low standards. Education, after all, is not synonymous with
tianut spent in a schoolroom. If as a result of cultural, social, or eco-
nomic conditions nonwhite studwts as a group tend to have a rela-
tively low standing in their classes, they cannot expect to derive as
much from a year of schooling as do other students Therefore the
narrowing of differentials in years of schooling that has taken place
is not matched by a parallel narrowing of differences in scholastic
achievement or in later earnings, since there appears to be an associa-
tion between scholastic achievement and occupational success."
There is some empirical basis for the judgment that problems relating
to behavior, discipline, and lack of motivation occur disproportion-
ately in Negro areas and this may well be part of the explanation for
the low correlation between income and education for nonwhite men."
The whole quedion of the relationship between income (or earnings)
and IQ, performance on aptitude tests, standardized achievement
tests, and other objective measures has been inadequately explored
despite the existence of much basic data on the subject. In view of
the importance of education and the increasing share of our national
income that is being devoted to educational services, it is perhaps
time to intensify the efforts devoted to the collation of school and
Army records with socioeconomic data collected in household surreys,
for the purpose of measuring more precisely the economic importance
of education to the individual when other relevant factors are taken
into acommt.

u
n I1r d., p.

Illoe Donald B. Bridgman. Problems In Estimating the Iltenetary Vales et College
Education. p. 180-184 ; sad Dad Weill*, Economies and Zdueational Values, p. 1711410,
betii la Iffeler On the MOW Motes, no Ilesismoio Pmbions, 617116OUT I.
Harris, *Le Mass., Harvard University Press, MO ;end Ernest Havessaaa and
Patridia Salter We rho Va. N Ofolleee; flip Oeilepe testa is America !Wow.
New York, Haremarellirate & Co., 11152. p. 1St

For a resent study, era Calvin P. Sebald, lam! of Ramat Noun M4 ran** en
Monk Haw* (paper preseated at the Intonational Population Conte:vete% Vienna,
INS).
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L Income and Education: Differences between Whites
and Nonwhites

ANNUAL INCOME AND EDUCATION
ion and technological change during the past two decadesare altering the occupational patterns of the ncawhite, from thesouthern farm laborer or sharecropper to the low-paid industrialworker. In 1040 about three-fourths of all nonwhites in the UnitedStates lived in the South, where they were largely engaged in agri-culture. By 1950 the proportion residing in the South dropped toabout two-thirds; 14 and in 1960 it was somewhat more than half (56

percent).!' Even in the South, nonwhites are now more concentratedin urban areas than ever before. In 1960, over half (58 percent) ofall southern nonwhites were urban residents,"
The figures on the occupational distribution of nonwhite malestell the story even more dramatically. In 1940, 4 out of 10 employednonwhite males in the United States worked on southern farms aseither laborers or sharecroppers." In 1960, fewer than 2 iut of10 were employed in agriculture, and about half of them were eitherunskilled or semiskilled workers At nonfarm jobs.l The change inthe occupational status of nonwhites was accompanied by a, markedrise in educational attainment, proportionately far greater than therise for whites. Among men in tlie 25-29-year age group --and theseare the ones most likely to have benefited from recent advances in

education--the median years of school completed by nonwhito in-
creased by about two-thirdsfrom 6.5 years in 1940 to 10.9 yearsin 1959 (table 1) . The increase for whites in the same age group
was only about one-fifth--from 10.5 years to 12.5 years. In 1940the average nonwhite male 25-29 years of age was about 4 yes
behind the average white male of the same age in his schooling.By 1959 this gap-had been narrowed to only 11/2 years.

The most dramatic advances in schooling among nonwhites have
occurred at the lower elementarigrades. In 1940 one-third of the
nonwhite males 25-29 years of ,age in the United States had cwm-

L tom. Doparteamot of Conimerce, Bureau of the Census. MO Nouse of Poptileefon--Prolimisorp Boort,. Series PC-It No 2, Itiaploynsent and Income is the United Statesby Regions, 111110.

U* Department of Coataieree, Bureau of the Census. U.B. Oestes of Pepoistion:MO, &sierf4 Population OhoreoterisUos, United HtsSes Hossiwary. Final Report PC(1)-1B, table ST.
" DM. tabi IS
11 U.S. Department of Coalmen% Bureau of the Comm. MO Otalitst of PepoistiosoPrdiradeary Bow, op. tit.
a U.B. Department et Labors Bureau of Labor Statistics. imploisient food Benslago,vol. 4, Kay OWL
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plated less than 5 years of school. By 1959 the proportion had been
reduced to only 8 percent, and this decrease was largely responsible
for the striking reduction in illiteracy among nonwhites during the
past two decades." Gains in education among nonwhites during that
period were by no means restricted to the lower grades. The propor-
tion of high-school graduates among nonwhite men 25-29 years of
age rose fourfold, from 10 percent to 40 percent, and the proportion
of college graduates more than tripled.

IL

TABLE 1.-Level of scboWing completed by white and wnwitite aisles, United
States, selected dates, 11140-69
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Despite the proportionately greatAr gains in education among non-
whites during the decade 1950-59, earnings differentials between the
two groups did not change much (table 2). In 1950 the average wage
or salary income for nonwhite workers was about three-fifths of that
received by white workers ($1,800 as compared with 0,000). In
1959 this ratio was unchanged; the median for nonwhite workers
was $2,800, u compared with $4,900 for white workers. Prior to
1950 there had been a substantial narrowing in earnings differentials
between whites and nonwhites. This, however, was not primarily at-
tributable to differences in education, but was rather closely related to
war-induced labor market conditions, including extreme shortages of
unskilled labor and Government regulations such as those of the War

of Mt Depart:neat et Cosalere% Bureau et the Colon. Ovnivat ftgoisistion ampowts,
Seim P-110, Hato, Mk table 11.
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Labor Board, designed to raise the iztxnes of lower paid workers."Although the educational gains among nonwhites were concentratedin the younger age groups, incane differentials between whites andnonwhites in these groups were virtually =changed during the decade195049. Table 8 shows that in 1949 and in 1956 among males 24-44years of age, nonwhites received about one-half the income receivedby whites.
4

TABLE L.Median annual matey wage or salary Imola* of white and nonwhitemale workers with wage er salary ineeme, United Stag lni and 1950-4.
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Some of the basic statistics pertaining to the relationship betweenannual income and educational attainment for whites and nonwhitesare presented in table 8, which shows the average (mean) annual in-come in 1939, 1949, and 1956 of men with different amounts of achool-ing." (Similar data for 1959, based on the 1960 census, will won beavailable.) The data are presented separately for three broad agegroups for all men in the United States 25 years old and over so thatthe figures can be examined independent of changes in the age distribu-tion of the population. Women have been excluded from the analysis;since a large proportion of them do not enter the labor market andmany of those who do are employed on a part-time basis only, therelitionship between their income and education may be distorted. Incontrast, practically all adult men are full-time workers and it cantherefore be assumed that any advantages that may accrue from more
schooling are reflected in their income.

For discussion of the aarrewing of ear:dap diftereatials during World War 11, seeHerman P. Miller, "Chums is the ladowtrial Distribution of Wages la the Ualted States.1536-104110," In Steam) in /wow sod Wealth, vol. 2$. Prisoetoa. NJ., Priaceton Ualver-sity Prow iNS.
34 For each year the await Wow was obtained as a summation of the prodeet et theaverage Income asd the prtoortioa of pones. for each Intone level. Penes* with seincome were excluded. Pew Isom* lewd, bekow $5,000 is OW below OSA* It ISAand below 44,000 is 19541, the atbipOst at sad* elms interval was aseussil to be theaverage. For 111110, $0.000 was aged for the 616,000 sad wile Interval ; ter 1100. POWwas need for the 6110,000 and over" Interval ; and tor INS the averages ter the "KMto $10,000" and "$10,000 aid over" Intervale were fitted by the use et Pante earns.See the note to table S ors oelaparabliity. for more details regarding the lindtatiese et thedata.
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TABLE L--Ifoast Income for maks Tatra of age and over by educational
attainamtv cokw, and age, United &ate* 0119, !NO, and 1966....1111Mm=rupwairroormr.
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In timb 8 years for which data are presented in table 8, there isprogressive increase for both whites and nonwhites in the averageamount of annual inoonm associated with each level of schooling.This increase, however, is typically greater for whites in both absoluteand relative terms. Thus, for example, in 1949 the incane differen-tial between elementary-school and high-school graduates 24-44 yearsold was about rtoo for whites and POO for nonwhites. When theaverages for the two groups were compared for that year, the differen-tial amounted to 25 percent for the whites and 21 percent for thenonwhite& A similar comparieon for 1956 shows little difference'between the average inoours of nonwhite elementary-school and high-school graduates, but among the white, 34-percent differmas.Because of the relatively small number of nonwhite college gradu-ates, income data for this group are not available troth the 1956samph5 survey. The 1950 oensus, however, shows for whites animune difference of 53 percent between high-school and collage grad-uate 25-44 years old, as compared with 81percent difference fornmwhites. In 1956 white males in all age groups who had attendedcollege but did not graduate had an average incon* 30 higher thandid high-school graduates who had never attended college; those whohad oompleted college had an average inowne 13,075 higher.The figures in table 3 point to the general conclusion that the associ-ation between income and education is closer for whites than fornmwhitea, and that the association for ncewhites may have dimin-laind somewhat in recent years. The data from the 1i)60 censusshould shed ocesiderable light on this association.

uFrnmE INCOME AND EDUCATION
Estimates of lifetime imam provide summary measures of thefinancial returns associated with education that cannot be readilyobtained from the annual data presented above.II The estimates oflifetime bloom presented here are derived figuresone might saysynthetic figuree=based on variations in the payments to individualsin different age and education groups in 1989 and 1949, the onlyTears for which the bus data are available in sufficient detail topermit preparation of estimates by color. The figures are thereforebased on a cross section of the population in 1989 and 1949 and noton life-cycle data which would trace man's income from the timehe starts to work until he retires. Although life-cycle data on thevariatims of immix by ague are not available, there is scum teasonto beams that they would differ considerably from the cross-sectionaldata. Of course, life-cycle data would involve problems of their own,

al Poe Widow' information ea salmon.. et lifetime booms. Ho Norma P. MoroAwed sad Moths* !MOM is Roistios to allactatiot : 11111114 011., Anterior& BooossisBerke, 110 : 01-01S, Dasuabge
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since they would contain variations resulting from periods of pm.-
perky or depression, with resulting changes in opportunities for
employntent, in wage rates, and in the ooh, of living."

Illustrative of the kinds of differences presented by erme-sectional
and life-cycle data on income and age are the variations in the trftt-
ment of annual inoome gains due to productivity in the two proce-
dures. At any given Lim, wage diffezentials by age groups within
specific occupation tend to be a function of skill, experience, and vari-
ous random factors that are always present, like illness and accident&
The annual gains in imorm due to increased productivity, therefore,
are not of major signifkance in crowsectimal surveys because such
gains do not affect the distribution of immix among age graups. In
cmtrasti tiu) aBeulAr growth in real income per capita, which has aver-
aged 1.6 porent per year since the turn of the century, has a marked
impact on the pattern of earnings over a lifetime by exerting a contin-
uous upward for on the earnings of the individuals in the study.

Consider, for example, a group of 100 nun of the same age, educse
tion skill, and erperienoe who started to work in a particular occupa-
tion in 1ir2,5 at age 25. If the average incorm for the group is
expressed u 100 in the first, year of work, 10 years later (at age 85)
the average would be 117 if we assume an annual growth rate of 1.6
percent and no other change& By age 45 the average would be 187,
and in 1955 (at age 56) it would be 161. If, on the other hand, we
consider a cross section of men in the same occupation in 1956, the
differentials by age would not be at all related to the alnumed growth
daring the preceding 30 years, woul differwes
dated with skill, experience, and random factors ex time

Standard life-table techniques were used in oomputing figures
ahoWTI in table 4. First, an estimate was made of the survival rats
per 100,000 white and nonwhite children born in 1989 and in 1149;
that is, the number born who would be alive at specific ages. These
estimates were made from appropriate life. tables." By way of illus-
trationit was estimated that out of 100000 white infants born alive
in 1944, about 96,000 would survive to soge 18, at which time they would
enter the labor market. The basic problem °muted of estimating tluN
Iifespan of these 96,000 survivors and the amount of insane tilmy
would receive during their lifetime. For this purpose it was assumedly
that survival rates for men in each educational group would be the
same as for all white males in 19t9. On this basis' it was estimated
that time 96,000 men would live a total of nearly 5 million manyears

as Foe a Mammies et seek tat*. w. S. IlrenlaskY taesisa Crib is the IM seAmines sad ladtvidask. Daft! iimartig RuasHat, 0: 4-1T. Is 110411.
ag D.L Departamat tit Ossmassesi Bares* et thil Cams. VA lAft ?Was sad alLefter41
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between age 18 and the time the last one died. It was further assumedthat during each year of, life these men would receive an averageincome corresponding to that received by men in the same age groupwith the same amount of education. The averages used for this pur-pose were arithmetic means computed for detailed age groups bymeans of procedures described abolve."
There are several cautions that should be considered before dis-cussing the figures in table 4. First, the figures should not be inter-preted as returns from education,'because they reflect the impact ofmany of the factors that influence the relationship between incomeand education. In addition, the figures are not exactly comparablefrom year to year owing to changes in the income concept. The datafor 1939 are for wages and salaries, whereas those for 1949 are fortotal income. Finally, the estimates for each year reflect the economicconditions and other circumstances which existed'in that year. The

TABLE 4rLifethne income based on arithmetic means for males in selectedshe groups, by color and by years of schooling completed, United States,1939 and 1949
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increase, for esample, in the value of a college education for white
males by about $140,000 between 1939 and 1949 reflects the increase in
prices as well as changes in the underlying relationships.

In 1949 white males had an expected lifetime income of about
$157,000, as compared with $69,000 for nonwhites. For both groups
additional schooling was associated with increases in lifetime incase;
but the gains were much more striking for whites than for nonwhites.
The difference between the lifetime income of elementary-school and
of high-school graduates was $53,000, or 39 percent, for whites as
compared with only $13,000, or 16 percent, for nonwhites. Similarly,
the income difference between white high-school and college gradu-
ates was $114,000, or 61 percent, as compared with a difference of
$38,000, or 84 percent, for nonwhites. Viewed alternatively, the
average nonwhite elementary-school graduate in 1949 had an expected
lifetime income that was about 61 percent of that expected by the
average white with the same amount of schooling. At the high-
school level this ratio dropped to 51 percent, and among college grad-
dates it was only 44 percent These figures lend further support tp
the conclusion cited earlier that the association between income and
education is closer for whites than for nonwhites.

II. Income and Education : Veteran, Nonveteran
Differences, 1947 -59

While World War II was still in progress, the Congress enacted
the "GI bill of rights," designed to assist veterans in reestablishing
themselves in civilian life. A most important part of this program
was the provision of Government-financed education intended to im-

. :prove permanently the economic status of veterans. Nearly 8 mil-
lion veterans of World War II accepted the education and training
benefits provided under the act. Over 2 million received collegek or
university training at Government expense, and in additional 3.5 mil-
lion received free education below the college level at elementary and
secondary schools, vocational and trade schools, technical institutions,
and business schools-7-the last program ever undertaken by the
Federal Government to provide financial aid to individuals for their
education and training."

The impact of the GI.bill on the educational attainment of veter-
ans is shown in table 5. In 1947, when most of the former service-
men were in the initial phase of their training under the GI bill,
veterans were already a more highly educated group than nonvoter-
ans. This was, of course, to be expected since many men were re-

MI.. The President's Conksbudon on Veterans' Pensions, Reedisshiseist Bensjita:
Genova Rom" soli Appraisal. Staff Report No. IX, Part A, ilifth Coag., 24 new, House et
Representatives Committee on Veterans' Affairs, Rouse Committee Print No. 291v 1958.
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jetted for military service because they were of low intelligence.There was no difference in the proportions of younger veterans and
nonveterans (25-34 years of age) who had completed college; but alarger proportion of the veterans had been exOsed to some collegetraining, even if they did not graduate. By 1952 this picture hadchanged markedly. The proportion of college graduates among
younger veterans increased from 7 percent to 12 percent, as com-pared with an increase from 6 percent to 9 percent fot younger non-veterans. At the lower educational levels, the gains for veteranswere equally striking.

Since older veterans (35-44 years of age) did not make as muchuse of the education and training provisions of the GI bill as did the
younger ones, the older group's educational attainment did not changeas much. The most significant change for the older veterans was asharp drop in the proportion who quit school upon completion of theeighth grade and a rise in the proportion of high-school graduates.
Between 1947 and 1952 there was no change in the proportion of
college graduates among older veterans.

TABLE S.Percent distribotion of male veterans of World War II and of non-vetersuis, by years of schooling completed, by age, United States, 1947 and1962
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Although the GI bill was instrumental in raising the educational
level of millions of younger veterans, table 5 suggests that some of
them would have completed additional schooling even in the absence
of the Government program. Note that in 1952 the proportion of
college men was the same (23 percent) for the two age groups shown.
Since relatively few of the veterans in the older age group made use
of the education and training provisions of the GI bill, it can be
assumed that the younger veterans used the benefits to attain a level
of education that was customary at the time and that they would
have attained this level had military service not interrupted their
normal education. This conclusion is, of course, conjectural, but it
has been suggested also by others who have examined this question in
greater detail."

Although millions of veterans extended their education under the
GI bill, an equally large number did not take advantage of this oppor-
tunity. A comparison of the educational attainment of veterans who
did and who did not accept these benefits is shown in table 6. It is

TABLE 6,--Preservice and postaervice educational attainment of veterans of
World War II and of the Korean conflict by use of GI training benefits

fiscIndes veterans with service-oonneeted disabilities for whieh they accepted Veterans' Administration
compensation)
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SouicZ: U.8., The President's Conuninkm on Veterans' Pensions, Readjustment Revefits: General
Bursa sad Appraisal, Staff Report IX, Part A, 114th Cong., 2d sew, House Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
September 1961, app. B, tables 6 and &

$ In paper read before the annual meeting of the Southern Sociological Society on
Apr. 6, 1911, Dr. Charles B. Nam, education analyst, Bureau of the Census, stated : "One
general conclusion which can be reached from this analysis is that the number of college-
trained men in the population was increased substantially because of the postwar education
of veterans, but that, even if the benefits of the GI education and training programs bad
not been available, the rising secular trend in the formal educational composition of the
male population would have continued unabated and at the same general level,"

615105-12-1 1
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quite clear that veterans who took postservice training were on the
average much better educated initially than those who did not. Only
13 percent of the veterans who did not use the GI bill for additional
education or training werecollege men, and only one-third had com-
pleted high school. In contrast, 21 percent of the veterans who did
take additional training had completed one or more years of college
before they entered the service, and 40 percent were high-school grad-
uates. By September 1955 over one-third of the veterans who accepted
GI training were college men.

The shifting patterns of educational attainment for veterans and
nonveterans were accompanied by changes in income differentials
(table 7). As we shall see later, however, the income differences do
not appear to be attributable entirely to education.

In 1947, younger veterans had somewhat lower incomes than non-
veterans despite their greater educational attainment. Thus, any
selective factors which may have produced higher incomes for veterans
were not operative immediately after the war. The lower incomes of
veterans at this time may have been due to several factors, including
the greater work experience of the nonveterans as a result of their
civilian employment during the war and also to the loss of civilian
employment during 1947 by many veterans who went to school part
time or who served in the Armed Forces during part of the year.
By 1948 veterans and nonveterans had the same average incomes,
and in every year thereafter veterans experienced relatively greater
income gains, reaching a maximum differential of 80 percent in 1955.
Because of the changing age composition of veterans within the age
group 25-84 during recent years, it is difficult to make meaningful
comparisons between veterans and nonveterans in this age group
since 1955.

The veterans who were 2544 years old in 1947 had by 1959 moved
into or through the 85-44-year age group. As a result, the income
differential between veterans and nonveterans within this age group
was beginning to increase markedly. Until 1954, veterans who were
85-44 years old had only slightly higher incomes than did nonveterans.In 1956, the differential increased to 15 percent, and in 1959 it rose
still further, to 25 percent.

Nonveterans have a greater tendency to lose time from work than
do veterans, presumably because of ill health or because they work
at less skilled jobs and are more subject to layoff. Table 7 shows thatthe average income of veterans is about 20 percent higher than thatof nonveterans even when account is taken of the differential effectsof part-time employment.
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TABLE 7.-Medliut Income of male veterans and nonveterana of World War II,
by age and extent of employment, United States, 194749

Year

ALL WOR KISS
1947_
1948
1949
1950
1951.
1052
1953
1054
105
1956
1957
1958_
1959

Yiua-Rovws Tuuellats
Wayzata

1965:
Percent_
Median income

1956:
Percent_
Median theme

1957:
Percent_
Median income__........ . -

1958:
Permit-
Median imam- .......

1959:
Percent_
Median income_

Median total money income
411111s

44 years of age

Veterans

$2,401
2,734
2, 828
3,068
3, 359
3, 611
3, 948
S, 978
4 330
4,1175
4, gs4

010
423

Nouveterans

36-44 years of age

Veterans Nonvoterans

Ratio of veterans'
biome to ea

non veterans

2144
years of

35-44
years of

age

$2, 588 mete
zeal too
2562 2, 4
2,898 3,291
2,875 11,447

466 3,634
3, 183 4, 118
I, 073 277
304 4,483
3, 712 4, us
4,041 4, 985
4,171 6,225
4, 481 6, 629

81

63

$4, 630

$4, lit4

82
$6, 321

76
451

77
$6, 798

72
864 $4, 679

72 80
$4,1110 $6,12`2

70 80
$4.486 $5, 321

es 77
$4, 804 85, 009

70 79
0 122 $1,000

$3, 900
3046
2, 935
324
3, 1195
2,602
2, ows
3, 966
4, 210
4, 279

1106
4,613

1111pilm1M

78
$4,319

78
$4, 564

74
$4, 792

70
$4, 844

73
$6, 023

93
102
110
116
117
118
124
129
131
126
123
120
121

120

119

119

114

113

08
,,100

102
102
101
106
106
111
114
116
117
121
126

&macs: Q.B. Department of OOMMOVII, Bureau of tits Ciscans. Current Population Reports, Series
P-00, annual issues.

The close association between education and income shown in the
preceding tables suggests a possible causal % relation between these
variables. This view, however, is not supported by the facts available
from a study made in 1955 by the Bureau of the Census for the
President's Commission on Veterans' Pensions." In this study it was
found that in 1955, at a time when the income differential between
young veterans and nonveterans was at a peak of 81 percent (see table
7), there was only, a 4-percent differential between the average income
of veterans who participated in the educational program under the C14
bill and those who did not. Specifically, the figures show that nondis-
abled veterans of World War II in the 25-84-year age group who
received educational benefits under the GI bill had median earnings of
$4,400 in 1955, as compared with a median of $4,200 for those who did
not received such benefits al' and '.;,800 for nonveterans. Thus it ap-
pears that although veterans who did not receive GI training benefits

a President°. Commission on Veterans' Pensions, Stair Report IX, pt. A, op. cit.
DK, p. 124.
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had much less formal education than those who did receive the bene-
fits (table 6), the average income difference between the two groups
was not very great. On the other hand, both groups of veterans had
considerably higher average incomes than nonveterans had. Con-
ceivably the full impact of the additional training was not yet reflected
in 1955, and if the same study were repeated today we might find that
veterans who took additional training have far higher incomes than
those who did not take such training. Evidence on this point, how-
ever, is lacking at present.

a



CHAPTER 10

The Nation's Educational Outlay
Rudolph C. Bats

Moat of this paper was written at Johns Hopkins University during
the spring semester of 1960 while the author was on leave from Van-
derbilt University. The leave was financed by a grant from the Ford
Foundation. The author expresses indebtedness to Simon Kuznets,
who was most generous with both his ideas and his time. He also
expresses appreciation to Mrs. Constance Nathanson, who, as a re-
search assistant, was a great help her initiative and Intuition,
unencumbered by formal training in economics, uncovered many
lends and new vistas.

AINVESTIGATION of educational expenditures as a propor-
LEI tion of gross national product necessarily starts with a definition
of the scope of education.1 Narrowly considered, education is training
in specific skills for sale in the marketplace more broadly, it is
training in skills and training for integration and participation in
the life of the community as long a$ this training is done in some formal
manner. An even broader concept of education would cover all aspects
of social life. Clearly some limit is needed.

In part I the basic conceptual problems are explored; in part II
the scope of the calculations is presented ; and in part III the findings
are discussed briefly.

I. Some Conceptual Issues

Educational expenditures as one type of investment in human
capital are primarily of interest here. However, for practical
reasons the statistical categories of educational outlay will have to be

both broader and narrower in some respects than can be justified
under a rigorous definition of educational investment in human capital
and will certainly not satisfy a purist.

FORMAL VERSUS INFORMAL EDUCATION

This chapter, for example, will treat all expenditures on public and
private elementary and secondary education, including such program

Associate proteseor, Department et lloosonien and Business Administration, Vanderbilt
University.

1 The reason for using pees national preduet rather than national income and the way
in whit& my eoneept et gran national product Mete from the conventional one will be
dimmed later in this chapter.

147
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as athletics and music as expenditures on jormal education. The
expenditures will not, however, include the costa of athletic coaching
outside the regular school curriculum, of operating athletic clubs, or of
music instruction in private homes.'

The costs of the school curriculum, which may also cover such
items as driver education, athletic instructicm, civics teaching, or re-
ligious instruction, should be accepted as stated, in view of the factthat the community has decided by a sociopolitical mechanism that
this training is necessary for the scpcial and occupational developmentof its citizens. Thus the statistical categories of educational outlay
used here will represent a measure of what may be called "formal
education." This is both a broader and a narrower concept, than
the usual concept of educational investment outlay in human beings
broader because of the considerations just discussed, and narrower
because the cost of internal training programs and on-the-job training
programs offered by firms are not included. The calculations are
limited to the base years 1955-56 and 1957-48, the most recent academic
years for which information from the Office of Education's Biennial
Survey of Education is available.

GROSS VERSUS NET INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION
The educational outlays discussed in this chapter should be viewed

as gross investment in human beings, since no attempt will be made to
allow for the formal or informal education of persons who die or
retire from the labor force. A net measure would have to make illow-
ance for this depreciation of the stock of human capital. A few com-
ments are in order here about the concepts of gross and net investment
in education. The concept of net investment in the education ofhuman beings is grasped most clearly if we temporarily discard the
idea of informal acquisition of knowledge and consider a world where
education is acquired by formal training only, where workers do not
"appreciate" or "depreciate" before the final day of retirement fromthe labor force. However, even then both the content of specific
formal education and the educational composition of the labor force
will change over time. The problem of changes in content of formal
education is similar to that of replacing an old piece of capital equip-ment with an improved model. Moreover, the content of formal
higher education changes more rapidly than that of the elementary
grades, reflecting the advances in science and technology that create
obsolescence and depreciation in education, as in capital equipment.To the extent that the proportion of the people in the total labor force,with more advanced formal education increases, to thatextent the prob-

I The issue of sebool feeding programs, health program, etc., will be discussed separate.
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lem of the calculation of plus or minus "net investment" in fortn4/
educatiot will become more complicated. Moreover, with an increase
in the working Megan of the population, the differences are widened
between the quality of the education of retiring workers and that of
their replacements and of net additions to the labor form

Formidble as these difficulties are, it is really the informal acquisi-
tion of fu her skills and knowledge after formal education is com-
pleted that constitutes the greatest obstacle to any meaningful calcula-
tion of investment in education. Much informal acquisition of
knowledge s deliberatethrough reading, observation, conversation,
conferences,\and traveland may involve outlays of time and money.
Other know
ante of the j

The relatio
complex, but
ran rhps be

however, is acquired pin passu with the perform-
or in a completely unplanned manner.

ips between formal and informal education are highly
wo important trends, moving in opposite directions,
discerned. In Western countries, with the spread of

formal education, the weakening of family ties and of the apprentice-
. ship system and the disappearance of rural isolation, a substitution of

some formal for informal educativ has taken place. But these
different methods of absorbing knowledge are also complementary
to the extent that the spread of literacy has immensely facilitated
acquisition of informal education. The greater the class and job
mobility, the greater will be the opportunitiee for and signifi-
cance of informal education, which can be transmitted from the
"formally amore educated members" of the community to "the formally
uneducated" members through social and vocational association.

The value (productivity) of informal education is reflected in

promotions and rising income of members of the labor for as they
gain more experience. It has to be realized, however, that the time
path of a person's income reflects many factors besides increase in
experience and productivity, and perhaps eventual decline in pro-
ductivity and efficiency. Social mores, increases in personal good will,
pensions, and tax considerations will all influence personal inoome.

Because of the difficulties of determining an appropriate allowance
for education depreciation, no attempt will be made to calculate a
measure of net investment in educatim My calculations will be
limited to gross concepts, which are subdivided as follows:

Gross educational investmtnt in human beings, defined as cur-
rent direct and also indirfot costs (to be discussed later) but
excluding investment in new schools and educational equipment
Depreciation of buildings is counted as part of direct costa.

Gross total atioaiional investment in both human beings and
edudationai plant, defined to include, in addition to above costs,
the investment in educatknal plant.
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The no ion of gross investment implies the possibility of educational
disinvestn ent by a process of nonreplacement. An exploration of the
choices o I . to society, if it were to decide on educational disinvest-
ment, will veal a few peculiarities of educational investment in oon-
trast to in imate investment. The educational investment of the past
is a partial planation of the technology and the standard of living of
today, indluil ing the present level of income that students forgu.
'Possibly su * 4 antial intellectual disinvestment could occur without
resulting in eventual decline in gross national product if it were
gradual enoug to allow for certain factor adjustment and technologi-
cal modificatio but it would have severe retarding effects on the rate
of economic gr th and on technological progress.

It is custo : le to think of a stationary economy as one with zero
net investment n physical capital. What about human capital I
Since a given stack of educational capital would not be completely
absorbed by me ly operating the productive plant in existence but
would continue t produce some new ideas, we would still have ad-
vances in technolo , although net investment both in physical capital
and in education would be zero. As long as we had some technological
progress through replacement we would not live in a truly stationary
state. Therefore, the truly stationary its requires either zero net
investment in physical capital and disinvestment in human capital at
a rate sufficient to neutralize technological progress or, alternatively,
disinvestment in physical capital at a rate sufficient to counteract the
technological progress and the potential increase in aggregate output
generated by the fixed stock of human capital.'

TWO TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL OUTLAYS

Gross educational investment may be discussed in two broad cate-
gories; namely, direct costs, which cover outlays for operation and
maintenance of educational facilities, and indirect costs, which cover
earnings forgone during the period of training.

Direct costs.Direct costs comprise number of different categories
of outlays that involve the use of resources for the education of stu-
dents and include both current costs and capital outlays (the earlier
distinction between the two types of gross investment is relevant here).

The rate of produetion of new ideas would, of course, be to a large extent a functionof the amount of educational capital aretdy in existence at tbe time educational net invest-ment would be reduced to sero. If the cutoff were to take 'dace In the United Statestoday, the existing research facilities would continue operation at the present level ofcapacity and the output of new ideas would be large. It the cutoff had taken place at thetime of the Ilnglish economist David Ricardo, when the edgeational capital was very small,the subsequent output of new ideas would have been inesgar. His model, which defines astationary state merely in terms of sero net investment in inanimate capital, eorrespondedclosely to the realities of the early nineteenth century but today sero net investment InInanimate capital would no longer be a sufficient condition for a stationary state.
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Excluded, however, should be the cost of research separately budgeted,
as well as the costs of auxiliary activities, such as school feeding and
school housing programs.

Conceived broadly, the purpose of institutions of higher learning
is the advancement of frientific truth and human knowledge. These
functions embrace both research and teaching. We are interested hero
primarily in the economic costs of efforts to dismninate the stock of
knowledge in existence at any one timethe function of teaching.
We are not interfeteti here in the costs of society's efforts to increase
over time the stock of knowledge, which is the function of research.
"Organized march" looms large in the budget of institutions of
higher learning, and the amounts so budgeted are growing rapidly.
Only a token amount of reeearch can be justified as a neetk%ftry con-
comitant of teaching proper. Graduate students have to get some
research experience as part of their training, but this accounts for
only a small fraction of the total reseaitli undertaken by institutions
of higher learning, and in the statistics of the U.S. Office of Education
this portion of the research cost is conventionally carries under the
heading, "Instruction and Departmental Research." Costs of "Organ-
ized Research"of research 9eparately budgetedshould be excluded,
as well as costs of auxiliary activities of schools and colleges. (A
functional analysis of the cofds of student higher education is pre-
sented in Chapter 11.)

Direct, current costs of student education are represented by outlays
for teachers' salaries, maintenance, and supplies. Data on these costs
are collected and publiahed by the Office of Education biennijilly both
for elementary and secondary schools and for colleges and universities.

In addition to,these direct outlays for which statistics are readily
available, depredation, interest, and the benefit of certain tax ex-
emptions will have to be imputed to educational institutions as a mt.
These imputations are called for in order to account more fully for
resources used directly by educational institutions.

1. Depreciation.-7It is the established accounting practice for non-
profit educational "Institutions, which is followed, by all public and
private schools, with the exception of commercial vocational schools,
not to allow for depreciation as a part of current Cost. This item will
therefore have to be imputed as a cost, and the conventional gross
national product increased by the same amount.

2. Interest on oapital outlay. ---Only to the extent that the edu-
cational plant has actually been financed la bonds is interest charged
as an expense. Interest has to be imputed for the balance of the
capital outlay and correspondingly added to gross national output.
Interest is the cost of every capital outlay. It measures the return
this capital outlay could have obtained in an alternative use. Beano-
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mists sometimes impute interest on capital of business enterprises anddeduct this amount from accounting net profits for the purpose of
obtaining a measure of true profits. Nonprofit educational institu-
tions by definition do IRA show any na profit on their books.

8. Ezemptions from property t1141,68 and 1414511 kiisti68 ("Mated a a drib
to educational institutiono.7-Tax eremptions granted to educa-tional institutions should be viewed as a subsidy from the Governmentto the educational sector. For example, if tax exemption shouldamount to 3 IA the educational outlay, $100 million spent on

education ow the educatimal sector of the economy to
engage a volume of factors of production for which other sectors ofthe economy would hare to pay actually $108 million. If the educa-tional sector were required to pay these taxes and received from the
Government subsidy exactly equal to theamount of the taxes, then
the total outlay of the eiducational sector would reach $103 million.An alternative way of visualizing the problem is to assume at first that
schools and colleges are paying taxes like all other enterprises. A
subsequent tax exemption would relmse funds to schools and collegesfor use in attracting additional factors of production in an amount
equal to the taxes saved.

Before discussing the appropriate national income accounting oftax exemptions, we shall consider the simple case of an outright casesubsidy. In conventional national income accounting, outright cash
subsidies from the Government to the private sector of the econc.nny
are not treated as payments corresponding to purchases of current.outpu 4 In order to obtain the market value of the output of thiP
subsid* sector, the subsidy must be deducted from the total pay-ments w the factors of production received for producing thisoutput in the subsidized sector. The factor cost of this Sector willaimed the value of the output by the amount of the subsOy.

Unfortunately, what has just been said about the conventional han-dling of subsidies in national income accounting has only limitedapplicability to subsidies to educational institutions whither given in
6 Subsidies are not incluiled in the net purrhases made by the Goverment_ They willalert, however, as is their explicit intent, the allocation of resourtes. The total alloca-tion or resources to any subsidised iltietiM at the economy will be scowl to the vale* themarket puts on the output of the subsidised sector plus ttxt subsidy received by this sectorfrom the Government
The concept at rem national product is basically one et the vale* of the output atmarket prices. If the gross national product is calculated from the output (market value)side, the subsidy may 'set be included in thi net purchases of the Govegiument If thegross national product is calculated frogs the Jimmie (factor cost) side, the subsidy willhave to be deducted tram the gross factor income In order to obtain the market value efthe output. ". . Net national product should also contain this adJustinent, since it alsois a valuation in terms si market rates. National boom, however, should not excludesubsidies, since it is designed to swam. payments to the !actors of production for theircontribetion, and theme do include the idles that the producer passes on to the factsmsat production." (Itidiard Ruggles, As inarimisetios isSiossei /seems sod laoseneAnsive4s. New York, McGrawRill Boot Co., 1 949. p. 118.)
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product iAowered. Therefore, the value of the gross rational product
itself will not be affected by this opieration.

Indirect co8t8.---The problems encountered in an attempt to cal-
culate Incopie forgone by students warrant some detailed discussion
fOr three reasons : (1) The concept of "income forgone" is both sta-
tistically and also conceptually ambigmous. and .elusi16, but, once
accepted, calls for a major modification of the conventional national
income framework; (2) any imputation of 'this no- m'at.tpr how
modest and conservative, is bound to affect significantly AliCaggre-
gates for the Nation's outlay on eduCation; (3) the.dii3cussion, should
clarify certain peculiarities about educational investment and eco-
nomic growth,. which may not be entirely obvious.. The 'following
discussion of the concept of income forgone is supplemented by a
detailed explanation of e calculation of income forgone, in appeudix
B, and therefore the cl: hre will be contmed to analytical
issues.

A distindiOn needs to be made between the income forgone by an
individual student and by the total student population. The individ-
ual problem can be solved in Weria paribus fashion if the reqaisite
statistics are available. The iirmic;ieWrgone by the entire student
population, constitutes a more roblem, Clearly, if the entire
student body or a large portion of it were shifted into the labor
market, the marginal product would fall. We simply do not know
with any degree of accuracy what would happen if a large number
of uneducated people were to be added to the labor marked' The
problem leads to a paradoxical observation. It may be possible

A to achieve a much more accurate calculation of the income forgone
by students for an underdeveloped country than for an inthistrially
advanced country, in spite of the fact that the statistics are apt to
be of poorer quality in the first than in the second case. In the tinder=
developed country only a small proportion of the fichool-age popula-
tion actually attends sclitool, but in the advanced country the majority
of the school-age pop anon is in school. Thus *a simple ceterie
paribu8 calculatibn would be snore in the first than in the
second case.

*Because of these -dillikties, one authority uses a Oat maintenance allowance for the
Income forgone by studen P. J. D. Wiles in "The Nation's Intellectual lave/lit:meat"
(Bulletin of the Offford Ina of Stotistios, August 1956), p. 285, imputes for the
United Kingdom u income fo ne by students 15-18 years of age a maintenance allow-
ance of £100, and £200 for students 18 and over. .

The relevant marginal product here, however, would be a "long run" marginal product.
This implies that the transfer of the students into the labor force would be anticipated
and that capital .equipment would be allowed to adjust accordingly. It also implies that
capital resources and teachers now employed in the educational seett4 would be transferred
out of the edOcatlbnal sector and would be added to the eooperating factors in Otherr sectors of the economy. ti

He* a4 Mary Jean Bowman, ch. 6, and Richard B. ickans, ch. 8 a this publication.
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The concept of income forgone. both for the individual student
and for the students as a group is based on the notion that people

at different levels of education have before them the alternative
of continuing their schooling or of earning an income which is ap-
proximately equal to the income of others with similar educational
attainment. If they choose the first alternative, they become, so

to speak, self-employed. This notion is clear enough when applied
'to the individual. If, however, it is applied to the group, the meaning
of .certain educational requirements for certain jobs is much more

difficult to interpret. Certain educational achievements may be a
prerequisite for jobs, not because of the need of certain technical

knowledge or the improved ability in learning processes because of
past learning, but merely because employers rely on educational
achievements as an index of native intelligence, curiosity, perse-

verance, and stability, or perhaps as an itidex of social status. To

the extent, then, that educational'achievement serves these purposes,
the concept of income forgone becomes much more elusive. In this
case mulch of educaticp would really turn out to be without basic

significance, except for the function of providing information; the
private rate of return to education would be higher than the social
rate of return." To the extent that educational requirements do not
fulfill any intrinsic need of the job, the social income forgone is

greater than the private income forgone. There are indeed many
highly skilled and very remunerative jobs, which require little formal
education for efficient performance, although a high school or even
college education is a prerequisite for many of them.

A transformation of society which would result in a large-scale
diminution of the student body and an increase in the labor force
would, lead to an easing of many educational requitements. This
trend then could counteract to a certain extent the decline of the
marginal ptoduct resulting from a large influx into the labor force.

There remains the question of the proper treatment of the incidence

of unemploymint within the concept of income forgone. The issue is
important for two reasons : (1) The incidence of unertiployment is
extremely high among young workers." (2) It is not clear whether

10 Great external returns on education, such as the beneficial effect of educated parents
on children and of an educated environment on the individual in general, have been

Asalkeed so widely that there is no need to go over this old ground here. We are dealing
here with the one factor that may make the wivate rate of return higher than the social
rate because it bears on the concepit of income forgone.

n Theodore W. &halts, in Capital Formation by Education, Journal of Political
Boonoisz 68 : 575, December 1960, cites the Boonomio Report of the President, January
1980, table D-18, which shows that in 1959 the total unemployed equaled 5.2 percent of
the total employed, whereas for the group 14-19 years of age the percentage mug 11.8.

Average unemployment rates among young people in the United States for October 1948
and October, 1955 were For those enrolled in sehgol, age 14-17 years, 4.22 percent
age 18-24, 4.75 percent For those not enrolled in school, age 14-17 jean, 11.7 percent ;
age 18-24, 5.4 percent Calculated from Current POpulation Rgporte, Series P-50, No. 64,
Labor Force, January 1956, p. 2.
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unemployment of this youngest group is a different phenomenon from
unemployment among other segments of the labor force. Over 90
percent of the full-time workers of high-school age live at home, and
most of these have left school because of some adjustment problem
in the school environment. In view of all this, there is a very strong
presumption that their "intensity of jobseeking" is considerably be-
low the "average intensity" which prevails among the rest of the
labor force.

Schultz adjusts the income forgone by an allowance for unemploy-
ment according to an average rate of unemployment in the labor force.
Certainly allowance should be made in some fashion for the incidence
of unemployment when one is dealing with the income forgone on the
put, of the individual student

In treating the lotion of inbotfie forgone for the entire high-school
and college-student group, that is to say, with a potential additional
labor force of about 10.5 million, we may work either within the
framework of the real, imperfect world, or within a framework of an
ideal, frictionless :world, which allows us an approximate measure
of the potential productivity of this addition to the labor force under
ideal circumstances. Unless one assumes some ideal state of affairs,
the whole notion of income and productivity forgone would become
extremely hazy. I therefore propose to calculate the income or
productivity forgone on the assumption of a frictionless Niorld without
unemployment. (See app. B.)

H. Scope of Calculation
The estimates given in this part of the chapter use the foregoing

categories of cost, both direct and indirect, and include the imputed
amounts for interest, depreciation, and taxes. The institutions rep-
resented in the estimates are public and privateelementary and
secondary schools, colleges and universities, special schools for the
mentally and physically handicapped, commercial vocational schools,
and residential schools for exceptional children. The estimate also
covers the costs of training programs for interns and residents in
medicine, for Government executives, and for the military.

Executive training programs are included in the calculations only
to the extent that these programs,,are conducted at universities and
colleges. The cost of instruction would be shown as part of the budget
of universities and colleges, but these figures do not show the total
cost of these program& They fall short of the salaries of the execn-
fives participating in them.
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I have no 'statistics on internal executive ifrogranis. Most of thede

may be viewed as akin to upgrading and therefore should not be in-

cluded. Others, however, like the IBM school, are formidable and by

rights should be included.
The source of the data and the methods of estimating costs, which

supplement the usual statistical data on educational outlays, are de-

scribed briefly below. The section headings and items are numbered

to correspond with the items in tables 1 and 2.

TABLE 1.The Nation's outlay on formal education, 1955-56 and 1957-58

[In millions]

Type of institution 1955-56 1967-68

Total gross educational investment in people
Total direct costs (see below)
Total indirect costs (see below)

Cuaatrrr COSTS, Disler

1. Public elementary and secondary schools
2. Private elementary and secondary schools
3. Commercial vomal schools
4. Special residential schools
5. Public colleges and universities
6. Private colleges and universities
7. Imputed value of depreciation and interest:

Elementary and secondary schools, public
Elementary and secondary schools, private
Colleges and universities, public suad private---

8. Imputed value of property tax exemption:
Elementary and secondary schools, public
Elementary and secondary schools, private
Colleges and universities, public and private

9. Imputed value doles tax exemption
10.tImputed costs of books, supplies, and travel:

High-school students (5 percent)
College and university students (10 percent)

11. Special defense exclusive of basic training
12. Other direct costs, ederal

CURRZNT COSTS, INDIRRCT

13. Earnings forgone by high-school students
Earnings forgone by college and university 'students

14. Earnings forgone by medical interns and residents
16. Military pay to students

$36,980
18,967
17,993

$44, 539
23,331
21,208

18, 987

1,
196
23

1,324
959

1,912
288
712

795
120
300

8

561
614

1,100
241

17,993

11,211
8

148
500

23,331

10,716
1,642

223
30

1,712
1,188

2,392
862
896

885
182
335

8

876
702

1,100
342

21,208

13,519
7,024

165
600

TABLE 2.Groas total educational investment in people and physical facilities,
195546 and 1957-58

[In millions]

Physical facility 1055-56

Total_

Total investment In people:
1-15. Current oasts, direct and indirect

Total capital outlay for plant expansion.

16. Ilementary and seoondary schools
17. Colleges and universities
18. Pbblio institutions hr delinquents_

$40, 422

36,990==irst
3,442

2,748
686

8

1957-58

$48,959
x.d

44,539

4,420

2,290
1,122

8

1 Bee table 1. .
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CURRENT COSTS, DIRECT

1. Public elementary and secondary schools.--The data on eseschools, from the U.S. Office of Education's Biennial Survey o Edu,cation in the United State8,1954-66, chapter 1, table 9, do not include
expenditures for auxiliary services such as transportation and school
lunches. The schools for which the information is reported do notinclude Federal schools for Indians, nor Federal schools on Federal
installations, nor residential schools for exceptional children. Fordata on the residential schools, see 4 below.

2. Private elementary and secondary schools.The figures are fromthe same source as those for public elementary and secondary schools.They are estimated by the Office of Education on the basis of expendi-tures per pupil in public schools.
3. Commercial vocational schools.Only a very rough estimate canbe made of the gross output of commercial vocational schools, based

on the number of these schools and on their payrolls, reported underthe State unemployment insurance program. A recent vocational
training directory 12 lists 7,300 such schools. In 1955-56 their total
payrolls amounted to over '.:5 million, exclusive of payrolls of 720
beauty-operator and barber schools, which are grouped differently

din the Standard Industrial Code. A large number of the com-
mercial vocational schools teach accounting and secretarial skills
(1,260). In addition, the directory includes flying schools (475) ;schools or art, music, cframa, and related subjects (400) ; nursing
schools, schools-tor medical technologists not affiliated with univer-
sities (3,800) ; and mechanical and technical schools (630). Some ofthe students in art schools and flying schools undoubtedly engage in
these programs for recreation. For these students the educational
outlay constitutes consumption outlay rather than investment. Quan-
titatively, however, students taking these courses for recreation consti-tute an insignificant number, and no special allowance needs to be
made for them.

The gross output for these schools may be approximated by deriving
the equivalent of a gross sales figure on the assumption that a rough
correspondence exists between the budgets of the commercial voca-
tional schools and those of the public sc-hools. In 1953h-56 the current
costs of public schools were divided as follows : instruction and adniki-
istration, 71.2 percent ; operation, 9.1 percent; maintenance, 3.9 per-
cent; isehool transportation, 4.3 percent; other school services, 5.1
percent ; and fixed charges, 6.4 percent. If we assume that in addition
to the over 70-percent instructional and administrative costs about half

la Nathan M. Cohen. Voitettionai Training Directory of UM United States. Arlington,Va., Potomac Press, 84 ed., 1958.
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of the noninstructional costs are made up of various labor costs, the
total labor costs approximate 85 percent. The *.:5 million payroll of
the commercial vocational schools accordingly would represent 85 per-
cent of the current budget of those schoolsa total current cost of $100
million in 1955-56. To this amount is added $60 million for imputed
costs; items comparable to those included for publicschools, making
a total of $160 million for 1955-56.

We have no payroll data for the barber and beauty-operator schools.
If we use the average gross sales of the commercial vocational schools
for which we have payroll data to impute gross sales for the barber
and beauty-operator schools, schools which account for about 10 per-
cent of the total number of schools, the aggregate commercial voca-
tional school figure would be raised by 10 percent, or to $176 million,
including imputed cost items for 1955-56.

It was assumed that in 1955-56 the $12 million payroll of the com-
mercial correspondence schools amounted to 60 percent of their gross
sales andithus we obtainkl a total of $20 million for those schools;
and a total of $196 million for the combined gross sales of the com-
mercial vocational and correspondence schools. The same proce-
dure was followed in deriving the estimates for 1957-58. As this
item is a relatively small one, the substantial margin of error to which
the estimate is subject would not affect our overall findings.

4. Special residential schools.There are three possible methods
of handling the costs of residential schools for physically or mentally
handicapped children and for delinquents: (a) complete inclusion of
all costs of operation of such schools, (b) complete exclusion ofithese
costs,13 (c) inclusion of the costs that may be roughly classified as
instructional costs. I have Posen method (c) because I believe it
takes into account relevant educational outlays while omitting
other costs such as cost of medical care.

Assuming that the average current cost per student in residential
schools for exceptional children is similar to that in ordinary pub
schools ($294.22 in the school year 1955-56, according to the B' ial
Survey of Education in the United States, 1954-56, ch. 2, p. 110), we
multiplied that cost by the number of students in the residential
schools in Atha year-80,000and thus obtained $23 million as the
estimated expenditure for these schools in 1955-56. In 1957-58 the
average current cost per student was $341.14, and the number of resi-
dential-sdivol students 86,500an approkimate expenditure of $30
million in that year.

5. Public oolkges itniversities.--Data for the academic year
1955 -56 on current educational and gengral expenditures of publicly

2,1 MS is the method followed by one authority in the most recent and comprehensive
study on educational expenditures in Great Britain,. John Yew. The Coate of Behloa-
tion. London, George Allen & Unwin, 1968. p. lg.

4
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controlled colleges and universities are from the Biennial Survey of
Education, 19541-56, chapter 1, table 56, and exclude the amount ex-
pended for organized research.

6. Private college and universities.Data on privaitely controlled
colleges and universities are from the same source as the data on the
publicly controlled ones and also exclude the amout expended for
organized research. (For both public and private colleges and uni-
versities, organized research expenditures came to $506 million
for 1955-56.)

7. Imputed value of depreciation and interee.Figures on the
original value of school property in the United States in the school
year 1955-56 (Biennial Survey of Education, ch. 2, p. 24) and in 1957-
58 (estimated) are as follows:

4

195546 1057-6R
Tkvp of imitative I* billion'

Public elementary and secondary schools $23. 9 $29. 9
Public and private colleges and universitieu_ _ _ 8. 9 11.

Total 32.8 41.1

To determine the distribution of physical assets of public elemen-
tary and secondary schools, Schultz calculates depreciation and im-
plicit interest by Rude's method." 16 He calculates that 20 percent
of their assets are in land, 72 percent in buildings, and 8 percent in
equipment. There is no depreciation in the value of land. The de-
preciation of buildings is calculated at 3 percent per year. Although
buildings are assumed to have a lifespan of 50 years, a period that
would warrant only 2 percent __depreciation, 3 percent is imput.:' to
that factor to make some allowanfor obsolescence due to population
shift.5. Ten percent depreciation isjmputed to equipment; to this i
added implicit interest of 5 percenta total of 8 percent for deprecia
ton and implicit interest.

.1Figures on depreciation and interest for private elementary and
secondary schools have bed' estimated by Vladimir Stoikov of Prince-
ton University." He estimate property values of private schools in
the United States in 1955-56 at $3,600 million, and the implicit rent
of these properties at $288 million. Adding outlays for sihool plant
in the next biennium, he estimates implicit rent on privateschools at
$362 million for 1957-58.

For colleges and universities; Schwitz imputes only 2 percent for
depreciation of buildings; but since, on the other hand, the asset
distribution in land, buildin and equipmefit is 15 percent, 70 per-.

I. Theodore W. Schultz, op. eft., p. 579.
= Robert Rude. duets of Private Nonprofit :Institutions is the Hatted State*, M0-1041t, National Bureau of Memos* .Reesareh, April 1954 (unpublished) .

Unpublisbed figures.
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cent, and 15 percent, respectively, the overall interest rate for depreci-
ation, and implicit interest again comes to 8 percent

8. Imputed value of property tar exemption.----Harris estimates the
replacement value of real estate used by colleges and universities in
the United States at $20 billion, compared with the original cost of
$9 billion." Imputing 1.5 percent for property tax exemption,
the value of the exemption is estimated at $300 million. Applying
this estimate to public elementary and secondary school real estate, I
obtained a replacement value of $53 billion and a 1.5-percent imputed
property tax of $795 million. Similar computations on 1957-68 data,
including additions to plant in the period 1956-58, indicate a replace-
ment value of $59 billion for elementary and secondary schools and
$22.3' billion for colleges and universities, which at a 1.5-percent rate
suggests a property tax exemption of $885 million for elementary and
secondary schools and $335 million for colleges and universities. Ac-
cording to Stoikov's estimates for the replacement costs of value of
mal estate used by private elementary and secondary schools, pre-
viously mentioned, the value of the property tax exemption for these,
schools is $120 million for 1955-46 and $132 million for 1957-58.

It will be noticed that depreciation and interest are imputed on
original cost, but imputed property taxes on replacement value. This
procedure corresponds to that used in the Department of Commerce's
national income statistics.

9. Imputed value of salsa tax exemption.---A small additional
amount is included as the value

the
sales tax exemptions; the figuka,

though approximate, indicate the general order of magnitude of the
value of this tax exemption.

10. Imputed- COlitit Of boded, illippli81 and travel.---The costs of
books, supplies, and travel,to and from school, were calculated accord-
ing to the procedure used by Schultz. Expenditures for these items
were estimated at 5 percent of earnings forgone for high-school
students and 10 percent for college students.

11. Special defense programs, exclusive of basic trainin.The
defense budget of the United States, mining- well over $40 billion,
is so large that even a small proportion of this spent on training and
education would, by inclusion or exclusion, affect the aggregate figures
significantly. Therefore,,,the nature of defense expenditures on train-
ing and educatioh needs to be disOussed. (The Biennial Survey of
Education makes explicit allowance only for the Service acadeogee..)

The problem here is sotnewhit different from the one thit concerned
Kuznets in his study of the Nation's output duripg a war period."

Beymetue X Harris. "Broad lames in lrlianeing," Finassolag Higher 'duet**,
i1le-70. New York, bteGraw1111 Book co., 1.51). D. 115-7S.

is Simon Kusnets. Prodisot tift Wartime. New York, National Bureau of
Monona. llossarekt 1.45. P. 1.
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Kuznets was concerned with the military output during a period of
actual war, when no significant portion of productive factors, includ-
ing labor ("personnel"), once absorbed by the military sector of the
economy, is released to the civilian sector, even though those factors
may be useful to it.

The problem here is one of a peacetime economy with a large mili-
tary budget where personnel is periodically released from the Armed
Forces to the civilian sector. Skills acquired during military train-
ing, such as pilot and mechanic training, can be put to civilian use,
although their transferability is rarely complete. A study conducted
by the Air Force in 1955 showed that of 5,000 enlisted men with a
great variety of skills, separated from the service in 1950, 17 percent
held jobs related to their Air Force experience." Moreover, as I have
suggested earlier, the cost of all formal education that contributes
anything to later professional advancement should be included in our
calculations if possible. Military training schools, even if they have
no "usefulness" to the civilian sector, fall into this category.

Even if one were to ignore the problem of consistency, a decision
to exclude all military training expenditures from our calculations
mould merely invite a new set of problemi\and paradoxes. Much
education that takes place in the civilian sector and eventually leads'
to increased "civilian earning capacity" is actually gearedunder
the prevailing conditions of a large military budgetto the require-
ments of military production. This suggests that exclusion or inclu-
sion of educational outlays merely on the basis of military or civilian
supervision and budgeting would be arbitrary.

The cost of all military training programs is included with the ex-
ception of basic training, because under the conditions of a peacetime
military draft, basic training is a compulsory jequirement and does
not add to a person's . g capacity. On the other hand, par-
ticipation in additional 4.: ion and training programs is not csin-
pillsory in the same manner asrbasic training and also tends to in-
crease the Income of participants." The estimate also covers the
pay of personnel while attending school."

Harold Wool. "The Armed Services as a Training Institution" in Eli Ginsberg, ed.,
Ms Nation's Children, vol. 2, Development and Educatkin. New York, Columbia Univer-

- sity Press, 1980.
*This treatment is arbitrary in two respects : In a society with a strong ideal of a

soldier citizen and of martial virtues, basic training would have to be viewed as an
integral part of "fprmal education," even though not "productive" in a pecuniary sense.
and would constitute merely an extreme case of divergence between cost and productivity.
Moreover, baste training is a necessary prerequisite for participation in more advanced
military% educational programs, whose costs are included here.

n It has been impossible to devise a formula that would allow for "procurement" cost
or "attrition" of equipment, used for training purposes or to calculate depreciation of
military training installations. My limes for military educational, programs therefore
fall short by a substantial amount
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Since the outlays for these military educational programs are ac-
tually substantial, statistics may be cited to illustrate the importance
of these programs within the military framework and also to the

civilian sector of the economy. There are approximately 400 spe-

cialties for enlisted persozinel in the Navy and the Marine Corps,

and more than 900 in the Army.. Some historical trends in changes

in military skills can be observed from table 3.

TABLE LiPercentage distribution a enlisted jobs, by major occupationalScup'

Ma* occupational group

loctronics
Otha technical
Mechanics and repairmen
Administrative and clerical
Crafts and services
Oround combat

111...111111
Percent of enlisted jobs

At end of
World
War II

Sotritcs: Wool. The Armed Servkims as a TrainindInstitution, Ths N
went and Education, Harold 1111_Oinsberg, ad.kNewYork, Columbia Uni

6.2
6.9

21.3
1&3
2I 7

l& 5
7.{

30. 6
48.8

12.9
19. 4

4. 2, Develop.
1960. p. 106.

An important feature shown by this table is the steady decline of the

relative importance of the category "Ground combat" and the increas-

ing importance of "Electronics." As to the number of men involved,

the following figures maybe cited : in 1955 alone, 430,000 men received

training in civilian-type sfietisities (this excludes training in purely

military skills, flying training, and professional training of officers).

The figures shown, which were obtained from the Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense, represent "current cost of education," as well as

costs of food, cl4thing, and medical care of students, and so forth.

Some of these items are "fringe benefits" of military service. A portion

of these should be shown actually /under indirect costs rather than

under direct ones, but this breakdown cannot be effected ; and the

present breakdown does not distort the aggregate results. The figures

for the armed fiervicei are those for 1959, as 191S5--.156 and 1957-68

data were not available, b4 the 1959 outlay does not differ drastically

from the figures for those earlier years. ,
12. Other Federal direct eaypenditures on training and education.'

A substantial number of educational and training programs are carried

on by various agencies of the Federal Government, and the coe4 of

operation of these programs are includ* to the extent that the

figures are available..
Some of the more important Government educational outlays are

for : education of dependent children overseas; for education of Amer-

ican Indians in Federal schools; for distribution of Federal surplus

property to educational institutions; for apprenticeship Programs; for
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safety training in mines; and for education progranis in Federal cor-
rectional institutions."

CURRENT COSTS, INDIRECT .4

13. Earnings forgone by high school and by college or unit,
atudenttEarnings forgone by high school and college or univer-
sity students are based on a number of empirical studies of the
actual earning of the school-age population in differtnt periods.
For 1955:661 the estimate derived is $1,456 per high school student
and $2,099 per college or university student (see app. B) . Apply-
ing to t estimates the 4.39-percent rise in average gross earnings
in all manufacturing industries between 1956 and 1958, the average
earnings, forgone per high school student in 1957-58 was estimated
at $1,519, and the average per college or university student, at
$2,139.

When these figures are multiplied by the number of high school
students (7.7 million in1X955-56 an4 8.9 million in 1957-58) and by
the number of students in colleges and universities (9.,996,000 in
1955-56 and 3,284,000 in 1957-58), the estimathsare derived of the
total earnings forgone. Thtearnings forgone by high-school students
are estimated at $11,211 million in 1955413 and $13,519 million in
195748. For college and university students the multant estimates
are $6,139 million in 1955-56 and $7,02A million in 1957-58.

14. Earning8 forgone by medical interns and residents.Although
my calculations allow for the income forgone by medical interns
and residents, they do not allow for other training programs for
certification, such as the programs for certifies public accountants,
mechanical engineers, and architects because they are on a different.
footing. Such programs are not comparable to the programs for
medical interns and residents because they are not requirements in
the sense that iritterning is for a medical career. Apparently beause
of this, there exists no substantial income differential in those three
fields between persons who take part in the special programs and
those who do not.

On September 1, 1955, there were 9,603 persons serving medical
internships in the United States. (This and the following figures,
with one exception to be noted, are taken from the annual survey
of such internships and residencies published by the American Medical
Association.) " From this total, I substracted the number of grad-

si Such programs are discussed in Federal Puede for //dtioatiss /911-11# suet 19514Ii(U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OfBco of Education, Bulletin 1961.No.14).
is Graduate Medical Education in the United States. Journal of the Americo* Mane*4 ssociat4o*, 162 : 277-290, Sept 22, 1951

a

k

p4
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uates of medical schools in foreign countries who were interning
in this country (1,859), leaving 7,744. Approximately half of these
interns were .4wving in hospitals affiliated with medical schools and
were receiving an average monthly cash stipend of $121. The other
half, in nonaffiliated hospitals, were receiving 8.11 average monthly
CaSh stipend of $169. The average of the two is $145.

About 8 out of each 10 hospitals provided full maintenance for
interns in addition to the stipends, and almost all of the remaining
provided partial maintenance. I valued maintenance at $120 per
month, taking into consideration the fact that a small number of
hospitals provided no maintenance.

Adding the monthly cash stipend to the value of the maintenance,
It figure of $265 was obtained as the average intern's income per
month, or about $3,180 per year.

To obtain the income forgone by the intern, I subtracted this figure,
$3,180 from $4,921an estimate of the yearly income of a person with
equivalent trainingan estimate based on the median salary in Use
academic year 1955 -56: for 9 months of teaching at the assistant-
professor level."

I increased' this figure by $1,300 to take account of the 3-month
summer session and then added 10 percent to represent the difference
between ,salaries in academic nonacademic jobs, and arrived at
a total of '. i,843. Subtraction from this total of the average income

earned in a year gave $3,663 as the average yearly income forgone
by the interns. This figure was then multiplied by thli. number of
interns, 7,744, to gimme the total income forgone-428.4 nuilion. (The
1957-58 figure is an adjustment of the 1955-46 estimate to allow for
the change in the number of interns between the two periods.)

The income forgone by medical residents was calculated by a

method parallel to that used for interns. On September 1, 1955,
there were 21,425 iudividuals serving residencies in the United States.
From this figure we subtracted 4,174, the number of residents from
foreign couritries, having a total of 17,251 residents. Resident pro-

grams (surgery, internal medicine, etc.) were grouped in eight in-

come classes and the number of proitra.ms were distributed in roughly
normal fashion among the classes. we assume that the residents
also are normally distributed (an assumption that is certainly open

to question), then we may take the midpoint of the distribution, or

si This estimate was obtained through a study of 772 institutbus, reported in Italarieff
In Higher Education," NRA Research Bulletin, 86: 90-95., October 1148, published b7 the
National Education Association.

All information on residencies is quoted from "Graduate Medical Zducation in the
United States," op. cit., aid another article with the same title, giving more recent figures,

in the Journal of the Americas Medical Association, 171: 06&-674, Oct. 10, 1959.
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P250, as our estimate of the average stipend paid to rwidents. To
this figure we add $100, representing the value of maintenanoe. This
maintenance value is somewhat lower than that for interns, since
only 56 percent of the hospitals provided full maintenance for rttli-
dents and 2-5 percent_ partial maintenanca

ho average monthly income of ti residents, then, was calculated
as $3,50, and the average per year was $4,200. The est imate of the
total income forgone by the regidmits was based on the reported net in-
come in 11149 of general practitioners in the United States under the age
of 35-49,04." (This is the mm .4. recent information 1 have found
in which income is given by age.) Incomes of general practitioners
are now at least 20 percent higher than they were in the early fifties,"
and I therefore increased the 1949 figure by 20 percent, finding a net
annual income for general practitionen3 under 35 years of age of
$10,865. From this figure 1 subtracted my estimate of medical
dents' income, $4,200, to obtain the ak.tual income forgone by resident&
1 then multiplied this final figure, $8,665, by the number of residents
and arrived at $115 million. If we add to this figure the figures
previously obtained for income forgone by interns, $A28 million, we
get a grand total for income forgone in medical education of $143
million.

15. Military pay to atudent8.Information on military pay in 1959
was obtained from the Department of Defense.. My calculations are
based on pay average for 18,000 officers and 124,(X)0 enlisted men,
constituting the average annual number of siudents. figures do
pot include any military reserve programs or schools. The pay of

uden t military personnel is included here becaui they are with-
drawn from other tasks while in school but continue to zweive the
same pay.

CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR PLANT EXPANSION
16. Elementary andsexondary 8cho914.Data on expenditures for

Plant expansion of elementary and secondary schools in the academic
year 1955-56 are quoted from the Biennia Survey of Educationj
19(54-66, chapter 1, table 9. For 1957-58, comparable data, unpub-
lished, are quoted from tabulations prepared by the Office of Educa-
tion for the Biennial Survey of Eduoation,1956-68.

17. Colleges and universitieseData on expenditures for plant ex-
pansion of colleges and universities in the academic year 1955-56 are
quoted from the Biennial Survey of Education, 1954-56, Chapter 4,

00 William Weinfeld, "Income of Physicians, 1029-49." Sarver of Ourreost Datirinsso,vol. 81, July 1951, U.B. Department of Commtve. p. 9-25,44
Wallace Croatian. Are You Better OltrThen the Tipical G.P.? Mafiosi Economics,24: 28, April 1957.
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table 2. For comparable data, unpublished, are quoted. from
tabulations prepared 1w the Offi-e of FAiucatiOn for the Biennia/ Stir-

y of Edumtion,19456--48.
18. Public irmtilutionA for de ii en! Data on capital expendi-

turtm for inst itut ions for delinquents are quoted frvin Hobert I,. Row-
land, Stathtle8 c Public hvtilutiowi for PilinItient Children,
Statistical Seritm No. 48, itX)S and No. 19GO. Chilthvnts
Social Security Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Fduca-
t ion,and Welfare.

No figures any available at pre.4ent on capital outlay for education
prognms carried out b the Armed Foreets Thervfore the total cal-

._

for capital outlay for plant expansion does not include such
outlay.

III. Findings and Concluding Observations

The Nation's total investment in ptxiple through education for the
academic year 1955,56 is estimated at V17.0 billion, and for 1957-58
at $44.5 billion (table 1) . When capital outlays for school and college
plant are added, the sums are incre4aNd to $40.4 billion and $49.0

billion, respectively (table 2) .

Current costs of oducation are divided about_ equally between direct
and indirect was in each of the years. The earnings forgone of high-
school students more than equals the total direct imMitutional costs
of public elementary and sA-condary schools. FEarning,: forgone of
college students by far exceed the direct costs of colleges and uni-
versities. Direct. institutional expenditures of the colleges and uni-
versities totaled $2.3 billion in 1955-56 and $2.9 billion in 1957,58.
If we add to these direct institutional expenditures the imputed
depreciation and interest, and the value of property tax exemptions,
the amounts are increased to $3.3 billion and $4.1 billion. Earnings
forgone of college and university students. are estimated at ainmst
double these amounts, or $6 billion for 1955-56 and at $7 killion for
1957--M.

What share of Our national resources does investment, in education
claim ? As was suggested earlier,, the conventional gross product
estimates are not wholly adequate to permit a direct answer to this
question without first adjusting gross product figures to reflect the
imputed educational cost items (table 4) . The adjusted estimate is
5 percent higher than the conventional gross national product esti-
mates. Educational investment in human beings amounted to 9.6
peroen'.t of the adjusted gross national product in 1957--58.and 8.6 per-
cent in the biennial year immediately preceding. When the costs of
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plant expansion are added, the share of resources devoted to educa-tion is increased by an additional 1 percent ; for example, for 1957-58from 9.6 percent of the adjusted gross national product to 10.6 percentThe investment in education may be viewed in still another way,namely, as a share of the total gross investment, both public andprivate. Table 5 summarizes these estimates and indicates the itemsthat may be added to the conventional gross private domestic invest-ments to arrive at a more inclusive approximation of investments,including both direct expenditures arid the opportunity costs of invest-ment in education. The national total thus arrived at for the aca-demic year 1955-56 is $129.9 billion, of which $65.3 billion is thegross private domestic investment, $27.6 billion the gross public invest-ment, and $37.0 billion the direct and indirect costs of education asan investment in people.
In 1955 -56 and also in 1957-58, we were investing about 80 percentof our gross national product (as adjusted) for future growth. Inmore customary nation41-product accounting, private investment isshown as about 16.0 percent of the national gross product, and publicand private investment at 22.7 percent.. Educational investment isequal to about one-third of the total investment This makes itprobably the largest single component of all investment in the UnitedStates.

TABLE 4.--Gross national product, adjusted to compute share devoted toformal education
[Amounts in billions)

Gross national product (oonventional accounts)ADD: Depreciation on school property, and interest paid ce such propertyDIDIICT: Interest paid on school bonds (included in annual cost)ADD: Inoome forgone:
&ChI students *ad university students

Medical interns and residents *

Adjusted gross national product

Educational expeedrtures, direct and indirect:Amount
Percent of adjusted gross national product

1965-66

$408. 7
2.9

. 2

11.2
& I

. I

1957-68

428.8=:=
87.0
a6

$439. 7
& 6
.3

13.5
7.0
.2

463.7

44.6
9.6

See tablet 2 for estimates of depreciation and interest and for income bone.
Somics: Gross national product estimates from Department of Commerce Surrey of Current Rusfness,July issues. Figures are for the quarters October through September of the designated years.
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TABLE 5.Gross private and public investment, adjusted

lin billions]
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Type of investment

Total gross investment as adjusted for educational investment... -

Gross private investment (oonventimal &manta).
Gross public inveetment (conventional accounts) 1_

MSS educational investment _ _ _ - - - -

Current ousts, direct 1. 1
Current costs, indirect

4

Gross eduqational investment u a peroentAge of total gross investment (dd ingt*(1)- - -
4.0

1956-56 1957-53

X129.9

ez. 3
27.8
37.0

19.0
18.0

$133L8

61.1
27.7
44.5

23.3
21.2

Percent-

2& 5 33.4

1 Francis U. Bator. The Quedfon of Government Spmfine. New York, Harper & Bros., 1960. ',D. 156,
table 13.

I See table 1. In addition to the three types of inodme forgone listed in table 4, military pay to stu-dents has to be included bare.
1 Tio.addition of tb ti total imputed property tax and sales tax exatnptice is, strictly speaking, incorrect.

If these taxes were shifted to the educational sector, other taxpayers would have to pay so much less. Part
of these taxes could be shifted away from oonsumption outlays and part of them could be shifted from private
investment outlays. To the extent that the latter would take plus, we would have merely an intrasectional
shift in the investment seaor and to that extent the figure is exaggerated.

A
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CHAPTER 11

Student Higher Education and Facilities of
Colleges and Universities: Projections

Selma Mushkin and W. Robert Bokeiman

I. Expenditures and Income of Colleges and Universities
for "Student Higher Education," 1970-75

PROJECTIONS OF EXPENDITURES by colleges and universi-
ties for "Student higher education" 1 and of tbe institutions'

sources of income for that purpose are presented here as a backdrop ,/
for su uent chapters on financing of higher education. The pro-
jections reflect the estimator's judgment of the amounts required,
under the conditions assumed, to assure educational opportunities for
the increasing number of ented young people in this country and
to permit, the colleges ..scl universities to discharge their greatly
enlarging responsibilities.

The underlying assumptions and the computations based upon
t hem are presented in summary form below. Projection for a dec-
ade and even longer is necessarily an adventure into the unknown.
The estimates presented are derived from and consistent with the
assumptions made. Under conditions other than those assumed, col-
lege and university finances would develop differently in detail, and
perhaps in broad outlines.

STUDENT ENROLLMENTS

Total enrollments, reported in the Office of Education's series on
fall enrollments of degree-credit students, are projected on three
different bases by Conger (ch. l of this publication). His projections
for aggregate United States are summarized in table 1 below.

Pt. I of this chapter' wu prepared by Selma J. Muahkin, economic consultant for the
Division of Higher Edutation ; and lg. II by W. Robert Bokelman. Chief of the Business
Administration Section, College and University Administration Branch, Division of Higher
Education, U.S. Office of Bducation.

1 Student higher education represents essentially teaching costs and "overhead" costa
allocable to teaching. In the tarns of the Once of likluestWn's expenditure definitions.
student higher education includes costa of Instruction and departmental research, andthat portion of expenditures for general administration, libraries, and physical plant
allocable to instruction. It excludes from the amount for total educational and general
expeolitures those expenditures for organised research and overhead connected with such
research and e:94061tores related to other organised naninstructional activities.

173
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I

TABLE 1.Enrollments, fall 1957 and 1%0, in colleges and universities, aggre-gate United States; and 3 illustrative estimates of enrollments, 1970 and 1975

Actual
I Trend prx*Netion. _ _ . .II Fathers' attainment pm*Llun
111 _ Constant-rate prv)oct1on...

(In Lhousantia)
d

OM,

.....

&610 ...
7, Otir:
6., 001

f241

I V7S

The threk4 enrollment projoct ions form the basis of the illustrative
estimates developed here of expenditur% by colleges and universities
for student higher education and of sourct a of income.

The long-term trend toward greater expansion in public institu-
tions than in private institutions, it is assumed, will continue. For
purposes of the estimaies it is assumed that two-thirds of the enroll-
ment increase between the academic yea.n3 1957-58 and 1970-71 and
70 percent of the additional expansion between 1970-71 and 1975-76
would occur in publicly controlled colleges and universities.' An
alternative assumption of a uniform increase in enrollments in both
public and private colleges would change the astimatses very little.
Similarly, a somewhat higher rate of expansion in enrollment in
public institutions than that assumed here would not change the
estimates markedly.

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

Salaries paid to faculty and others employed by colleges and uni-
versities and costs of equipment, books, scientific instruinents and
apparatus, heating, and so forth, necessarily are influenced by trends
in general employment and in price and earnings. Income received
by colleges and universities is perhaps even more directly affected by
such trends. It is assumed in the projections presented here that the
economy will continue to grow in the period ahead and that a high
level of employment will be maintained, with a maximum rate of 4
percent unemployment.

The 1970 and 1975 projections assume that output per person em-
ployed will increase at the historical trend rate of 2 percent per
annum; that the labor force will grow at 1.7 percent per annum; and
that price rises will average 1.4 percent per annum.'

I See flielma J. Mishkin, ch. 14, for discussion of changes in the proportion enrolled inpublic and private coOtges and universities during the 1980's.
4 Combining a single estimate of labor force growth with three estimates of collegeenrollments (with a sprout of about 1.8 million between the "low" and "high" enrollmentestimates) implies different definitions of "full employment" A single gross nationalproduct figure was used for simplicity of present/dim, but it should be recognised thatLarger college enrolbnents may, in a single year period, reduce the potential gross aatioaalproduct. at full employment levels.
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These assumptions and the tstimates of gross national product
parallel those presented by the President's Council of Evonomic Ad-
Vi sws before the Joint 11 conom ic Commit tee of theh 7t h Congress. The
estimated figures on the gross iu product for the years used in
projecting expenditurw for student higher education and the institu-
tions income are:

) cur
1iit)7 $14:f

1960 actual_ tp0-1

191'0 st60

1975 _ 1, 130

f AS 01 a 1-0111 d I prtH1 t-1

oni

XPEND1TURES FOR STUDENT HIGHER EDI CATION

The financial accounts of colleges and universities do not routinely
provide a wpariite accounting of expenditures for emli of their major
functionsstudent higher education, research, and public services.
For the purposes of this chapter, expenditures for student higher
education are projected in more detail than are the other functions
named. As uw.41 here, expenditures for student tiglier education in-
clude expenditures for instruction (and departmental reANarcii),and
the portion of expenditures for general administration, libraries, and
maintenance of physical plant that is attributable to instruction. Ac-
cordihly, from the category of expenditures typically reported in
financial accounts, namely, "educational and general expenditures,"
the following items have been excluded : organized research, extension
courses for nondegree students, other public services and related ac-
tivities, and also the part of administrative, plant-operation, and
library expenses that is attributable to organized research and public
services. Expenditures for auxiliary activities, scholarship aid, and
capital outlay are also excluded. Student higher education expendi-
tures of colleges and universities as defined here are estimated at $2,364
million for 1957-48 for the aggregate United States. Educational and
general expenditures, as reported that. year, amounted to $3,634 million.

Student higher education expenditures in turn are divided into
(a) personal service expenditures, and (b) expenditures for com-
modities or contractual services. The personal service component.,
which represents payrolls and fringe benefit outlays for persons em-
ployed by the colleges and universities, was computed at 75 percent
of the total expenditure for student higher education.' The com-
modity and contractual service component represents the expenditures

I This percentage represents the weighted average percentage of payrolls associated with
instructional costs and of payrolls for all educational and general purposes. The weights
seed were : (e) instructional expenditures, and (b) other expenditures for student high',
education. including expenditures for administration, plant maintenance. and libraries.

035101-4,---111
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for books, apparatus and equipment, cleaning materials, heatlpg,
lighting, travel, and so forth.

The amounts spent in the base year 1957-58 for student highereducation and the illustrative (Nstimat44s of expenditures for 1970-71and 1975-78 are shown in table 2,

TABLE 2...Expenditures for student higher education, colleges and univer-skits. aggregate United States, academic year 19574$; and 3 illustratieestimates of those expenditures. 1970-71 and 197 5-76, according to errolimentprojections
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In the development of the expenditure imates the wide differences
among colleges and universities in educational programs and in staffing
have not beien taken into account ; the institutional pattern of higher
education is assumed to remain 0.4,se.ntially unchanged.. Geographic
differences among institutions and differences in rates of growth havealso been ignored, although there is evidence that some StatesArizona, California, and Florida, for example--have been experienc-ing a rate of increase in enrollments that is a good diAai higher thanthat obtaining in other areas of the country. The techniques of pro-jection used here deal with aggregates and nationwide averages, andprobably conceal some important financial problems.

Expenditurei for faruity and for other personal services.---The mostimportant item in educational outlays necessarily is faculty salaries.A recent report by Committee Z of the American Association ofUniversity Professors states:
If the economic status of the profession Is unsatisfactory, the growingmasa of students will nyeastithelees, somehow, continue to be taught. Butwhat they will receive in the process will turn out to be no more than acaricature of tn education. Of all product*, education is one of the mosteasily diluted, and unless the academic profession is kept sufficitaitly at-tractive to gifted teachers and researchers, more or less unobtrusive adulter-ation will be the inevitable consequence!

* The Sammie Status of Use Pro/swim 1000-41: Annul Report b Committee LAAUP lettetis, 47 : 101, Jai* 1961.
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The Preeidents Committee on Education Beyond the High School
estimated in 1957 that average, faculty salaries would have to be
increased by 76-80 penvnt to rttore teaching to a competitive
tion in the professional labor-market, and that to maintain this po-
sition, once motored, would require additional increase& The Com-
mittee recommended doubling the average salarity; in t--10 year
This recommendation has been widely broadcast, and the increase is
generally accepted as a goal to strive toward.

The estimates of payroll expenditure* of oolleges and univeraititks
are computed so as to allow separately for (a) faculty and other ool-
kite and university salary increases large enough to permit thwe posi-
tions to become more attractive and to compete effectrvely for the
talents of gifted persons with alternative employment opportunities;
and (b) sufficiently increamd averap salaries in the future to enable
faculty compensation to hold its improved conipetitive position. The
base-year salary levels, accortliii0y, are computed to allow for a read-
justment-increase of 50 percent over 1957-58 averalsre salaries. {It
must be recognized that salaries increased by 16-20 pert-tint during the
period 1957-48 to 1a6o-61.) Although. the 0-percent inortNL% is
admittedly an arbitrary figure, it corresponds to the increase that
Harris %animas as required to restore the relative income status of
full professois in outstanding universities to its position of the
1930's.' The base figure, adjusted for the 50-percent rise, is increased
further to allow fore 2-peroent-per-annum rise in the averago pro-
ductivity of all the workers in the civilian labor force and also for an
assumed average rise in prices of 1.4 percent per annum. The allow-
ance of 2 percent productivity gain per annum is made to retain the
competitive position of faculty salaries, whether or not faculty pro-
ductivity is increased. Thus in a sense the further assumption of an
increase of 20 percent in student-faculty ratio for the academic yeor
197 71 and of 25 percent for 1075-76 is independent of the salary
inc used in the projections.

In the projections, staffs for instructional and administrative pur-
poses were increased less than proportionately to enrollments for the
academic years 1970-71 and 1975-76. The assumptions used in' de-
veloping the staffing figures are based on those outlined by the Office
of Education in a report on the futurifinancial needs of higher edu-
cation.' That report assumes that the number of staff members
41=111100111111111111111111111111110

U.L. Ta. PrinkUsea Conualttoe on adneatift Beyond dui High ol. H000nd Rpnrt.
to IA. Prooldont. Waadnitaa, July 1 $57. p. S.

mar S. Barris. Winanetag of Bigkr Lineation s Broad Isom, In Pinsow4a.
/11.1or 3d* Non, 1.14-10, Dexter M. Keener. oi. Now York, McGraw-Hill Book Co..
11W11.: p. 71.

U.S. Dapartawnt of Hada, Iduoatioas and %Voltam Office of adueation, rowYoar
0 milk Idea; /140or education ataling ant pagoioal fooinies, 11160-41 throsith
IM-70, %ablates 1W1. p. ft.
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engaged in instruction and administration will rise with the increasedenrollment, allowing, however, for a higher student-staff ratio duringthe decade of the 1960's of about 20 percent. The report says:
The 20-percent rise in student-staff ratios is assumed in spite of the likeli-hood that an increase in the proportion of graduate students and an in-crease in curricular diversities corresponding to continuing increase inknowledge would tend to produce a change in the other direction. A largerrise in the projected student-staff ratio could not, in our judgment, beassumed without building into the academic structure a planned reductionin quality of instructional service.'

In making the estimates presented here, a 20-percent rise in student-staff ratio is assumed to occur by 1970-71 and an additional rise of 05 percent in the period 1970-75. As a consequence of the combinationof assumptions (the rise in productivity and price and the largerincrease in staff relative to enrollment increases during the last 5 yearsof the projection compared with 1970-71), expenditures per studentenrolled are higher in 1975-76 than in 1970-71.
Expenditures for commodities and contractual 8emice8.Expenai-tures other than payroll costs are projected on the assumption ofgrowth in such expenditures proportionate to increases in enrollment,with a further allowance for an underlying general price rise. Al-though per-student expenses for library, administration, and otherservices may be reduced as a consequence enrollment,and may therefore bring about lower costs per student, these savingswould be offset by the higher costs accompanying new instructionalmethods, such as costs of equipment.10

SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR STUDENT HIGHEREDUCATION

The major issue in this chapter is not whether we can afford tofinance the projected expenditures in 1970-71 and 1975-76 (seetable 2), but rather what the relative shares in the financing will be forstudents, governments, and private philantrophy, and how far thetotal approximation of projected incomes will go toward financingthe required expenditures.
Base-year income distribution.--A preliminary step in the projec-tion of income available to pay for student higher education is toI mol .1111111

Ibid., D. 9-
3 John Dale Russell, In commenting on an early draft of this chapter, wrote : "I have ahunch that we shall be using more commodities per student and spending more for suchservices per student than In the past. We 'than dud many ways of wicking and improv-log the instruction of students through audiovisual aids, travel grants, better libraryfacilities, etc. In the past we have been severely limited in budgeted expenditures forthe kinds of teaching aids that research bai shown to be highly advantageous. My ownidea is that there should be a modest allowance for some inereaess in the kinds of eon-nioditiee and service' that will viable -the colleges to do a mord eftestive Job et teeekingstudents."
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approximate the amounts contributed by each of the several sources
in the base year 1957-58. The sources of funds used for the three
major functions of colleges and universities are not separately identi-
fied in the basic data. However, reports from these institutions to the
Office of Education provide data on their current income for "educa-
tional and general purposes"; these data exclude amounts received
from auxiliary enterprises and those received for scholarships and
other student aid. Funds designated for organized research are also
separately identified and are excluded, and income from "organized
activities relating to educational departments" is limited to the excess
of this income over expenditures for those departments. With these
adjustments a beginning can be made toward identifying the funds
available for student higher education. The amounts estimated for
1957-58 for student higher education, by source of support, are shown
in table 3.

TABLE S.Current income for support of student higher education, by source,
in colleges and universities, aggregate United States, academic year 1957-68

[Amounts in millions)

Source Amount Percent

TotaL

Tuition and fees 1
Gifts and endowment earnings a
State.and local funds 2

Federal funds,
Other

$2, 363.9

Mt 1
346.8

1,001.3
966
04.2

100.0

58.2
14.7
42. 4
4.0
2. 7

1 The amount of Income from student tuition and fees u reported in Biennial Survey data for 1957-58 is8939.1 million. To this amount is added tuition and student fees set aside in plant funds, MI million.
An estimated $47.6 million for scholarship aid (estimated at two-thirds of scholarship income, _excluding
transfers of income and remisMons of fees), _Isdeducted from tuition; and $6.6 million,

_tbeestimated amountof income from tuition for extension non-degree-credit courses also is deducted. See Richard Goode, oh. 17,
for explanation of the two-thirds' adjustment.

I Income from sources other than student tuition and fees, proportionately reduced to d to the
difference between student higher education expenditures and total income as reported in BiennialSurvey.

Federal finds paid to colleges and universt less funds kw organise4 research and for agriculturalexperiment stations and extwork. The es to used here represents a reconciliation of BiennialSurvey data and an Independent estimate by Penrose Jackson (School Finance Sectkon, Office of Educa
tion), based on amounts remted by Federal agencies in a survey of Federal activities related to education(unpublished data, U.S. De t of Health, Eduattion, and Welfare, °Moe of Education). It should
be recognized that Federal ds in addition to the 095.5 minion are spent for higher education, but that
these additional amounts are either for purposes other than student higher education, such as organisedresearch, or are paid to etudes d do not go directly to the colleges and universities u !Wend aid.

Tuition payments.--In the projections in tables 4 and 6, tuition per
student enrolled in public and in private colleges and universities is
increased as a first approximation in proportion to the increase in
average family income, or at an assumed rate of 8.4 percent per
annum ---a rate consistent with the underlying general economic as-
sumption. It is assumed, however, that the increase in the number
of children in families in the future not only would somewhat reduce
the college attendance (see Brazer and David, ch. 2 of this publica-
tion) but also would exert some downward pressure on tuition
increase& Arbitrarily the estimated tuition payments were reduced
by 10 percent to allow for the larger family size.
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Gift8 and endowments earnings.-----Gifts to colleges and universitiesfor "currant income accoiknts" and earnings on endowments have in-creased considerably in recent years, but have declined relative to othersources. In projecting amounts received through gifts and endow-ment earnings, it is assumed that the pattern of growth evidenced inrecent years would persist in the future. The growth in gifts andendowment earnings to more than $1 billion by 197041 and more than$1.3 billion by 1975-76, under illustration I, assumes essentially asustained drive to stimulate giving by alumni, corporations, andothers. The Council for Financial Aid to Education has estimatedthat such giving would increase by more than $1 billion during the12-year period from the academic year 195748 to 1969-1970. Fundraising of this magnitude for current expenditures for student highereducation alone will imply almost a tripling of gifts and endowmentearnings in the next decade.

TABLE 4.--Current income of colleges and universities for student highereducation, by source, academic year 1957-68; and 3 illustrative estimates ofthat income, 1976-71 and 1975-76

[In billions]

Sourre

..........--7.....=w-4........we.
Tqtal

Total 1st approxirnatim of income
Tuition and fees
Gifts and endowment earningsState and local funds_

(Without tax rate increases)Other I

Additional amount needed

&Alm*, by year, and illustration

10748 1970-71

I

$2. 4 10. 1

6.9
16
1.1
1 9

(2.0)
.4

2,1

&9
2.2

. 9
2.4
2.0)

. 4
as=penag=r

1.9

HI

$12.6

& 2
2.0
.8

2.1
(2.0)

.3
ammo=

1.7

9.4 7.7 6.8
8.7 & I 2.6
1.3 1.1 .9
3.8 & I 2.6(3.6) (2.6) (2.6).6 .5 .4

=1111=1111111

3.1 2.6 2.1
I Includes income from Federal Government, which amounted to $96.5 inithcm in 1967-58.Totals may not add because of rounding.

TABLE 5.---Percentage distribution of current income of colleges and umbror-sides for student higher education, by source, academic year 1957-48; and3 illustrative estimates of that income, 1970-11 and 1975-16

=1,pow

Total.

Total lit smwortmation of incomeTuition and fees.
Oitte and endowment awningsplat* end local funds
Other

..... Mb .1. 41, 11.

AtkIltiotel amount Deeded

Percent of estimate, by year and illustratim

1057-68
19*-71

I II III

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 140.0

DI 2
14.7
42.4
a7

411=1,1=111

76. 7
021

11.7
31.
4.

73.6
23.3
1L 7
31.0
4,6

76. 3
21 6
11. 7

7
4.

76.2S3
10.5

S
4. 7

KS 36.4 96.1 KJ
I Includes Income from Federal Government.Totals may not add because of roundhlt
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State and local governmental funds.---As a first approximation of
the Amounts of State and local funds made available for student
higher education, these funds were projected on the basis of expe-
rience since 1950. State and local funds for this purpose per student
enrolled in public colleges and universities remained relatively uni-
form from biennium to biennium. Over the whole period, these per
student contributions increased, on the average only 1.2 percent a year.
Although these public funds are not exclusively used to finance public
institutions, and the amount of State support of private institutions
is growing, the historical data suggest a close parallel between the
growth in public funds and in the number enrolled in public institu-
tions. State and local funds accordingly are projected to rise in
proportion to the number of students enrolled in public colleges and
universities, with an added adjustment corresponding to the average
increase in per student funds over the period since 1950. The figures
thus computed are compared with the amounts that State and local
governments will raise for student higher education if their tax effort
remains at the 1957-58 level.

Several studies of State and local finance suggest that State and
local tax bases can be expected to expand roughly in proportion to
increases in the gross national product. Accordingly, there would be
a 1-percent increase in tax base for each 1-percent rise in the gross
national product. The growth in the economy would increase the $1
billion contributed in 1957-58 by State and local governments for
student higher education to $2 billion by 1970-71 and $2.6 billion by
1975-46. A large share of the State and local funds estimated in the
illustrations shown in table 4 could be raised without imposition of
new State and local taxes or increases in rates of existing levies.
There is every indication that States and localities have increased
heir support of institutions of higher education more than propor-
tionately to the expansion of the economy in the past, and further
increases may be anticipated, calling for greater tax effort.

Other sources.----For the purpose of arriving at a first approxima-
tion of the projected amounts of college and university support from
sources other than those already discussed, Federal Government funds
and other miscellaneous amounts of income are increased in propor-
tion to the estimated increase in the gross national product and
adjusted by an index of enrollment increases to reflect the differences
in fund requirements arising from the different levels of enrollment
projected.

Total first approwiniation of incomes and additional amounts
needed.As a basis for projecting an approximation of the total
income available for student higher education in 1970-71 and 1975-76,
as shown in tables 4 and 5, the various sources of funds now used
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have been projected, as indicated earlier, on the assumption thattuition charges will be increased in proportion to the rise in familyincomes; that States and local governments will continue to make atleast as great a tax effort for student higher education as they havein the past; and that other funds for that purpose, both private andpublic, will be enlargesi in amounts consistent with the growth in thenational economy and with past trends.
No change in the haaic structure of financing has been assumed indetermining the total first approximation of amounts of income avail-able by source of funds. However, some change in the structure offinancing is needed, as is indicated by the additional sums required tofinance the total costs of student higher education (tables 2 and 4).These requirements will presumably have to be met through greaterefforts by individuals and by private and public agencies if the quality

of education is not to be impaired.

ESTIMATED TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
EXPENDITURES

In table 6 projected expenditures of colleges and universities forstudent higher education are combined with estimates of research
expenditures in thewt institutions and with rough allowances for theirpublic service outlays to provide estimates of total educational andgeneral expenditures for 1970-71 and 1975-76.

The projected increases in expenditures of colleges and universitiespatently will require substantial increases in their income. However,
economic growth will enlarge the resources available for this financ-ing; the gross national product by 1975 will exceed $1 trillion if ourstock of manpower and equipment is fully utilized. Out of the en-larged income flow, the country can well afford to finance highereducation for the growing number of students. As a Nation, we can

TABLE 6.0Educational and general expenditures of colleges and universities,academic year 1957 -58 ; and 3 illustrative estimates of these expenditures,1970-71 and 1975-76

(In billions)

Function

Total educational and gemeral

Student higher education I
Research I
Public services and other organized activities 3

E xpenditures, by year

1957 -68

P. 6.

2.4
. 8
. 4

1970-71

$11.1-$14.3

6. 8- 0.1
3.5- 4.4
0.8- 0.8

1975-76
111111.1.

$15. 3-$21. 2

8.6- 12.5
5.7-- 7.5
1.0- 1.2

I Bee table 2 and accompanying text for discussion of estimates and underlying asounnotkins.r I Estimstes of research outlays are ttaeprwen tad by Herbert Rosenberg in ch. 111 of this publiesticei.I Assumes a rate of Increase proportional to gross national product for cmtlays between 1997-61 and the19Ws.
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ill afford to fail to commit the resources and funds required to fulfill
our national manpower needs for professionally trained people. The
highest of the estimates of student higher education expenditures
presented here calls for ttn increase from one-half of 1 percent of gross,
national product in 1957-58 to 1.0 percent by 1970-71 and 1.1 percent
by 1975-76. The highest of the estimates of total educational and
general expenditures calls for an increase from 0.8 percent of gross
national product in 1957-58 to 1.6 percent by 1970-71 and 1.9 percent
by 1975-76.

II. Needs for Facilities, 1961-75

Several important factors contribute to the critical need for expan-
sion of physical facilities for institutions of higher education. A
larger college-age population is a certainty. There is every reason
to believe that a continually increasing proportion of college-age
youth will seek a college education and will remain longer in order
to earn more advanced degrees. Also, the vastly increased emphasis
on advanced study and research calls for new, costly equipment and
other facilities not formerly required in many institutions of higher
education. These evidences of increased need, plus a backlog of
obsolete and temporary buildings in need of replacement and repair,
form the basis for the projection of needed physical ficeilities as set
forth in this chapter.

To what extent rising costs will be offset in the future by the
development of less costly construction materials and techniques and
better utilization of present plant facilities (sometimes brought about
through academic and instructional reorganizations) is difficult to
assess. These and other developmentsmay emerge to alter estimates
of unmet needs.

Physical facilities costs as projected here include costs of equip-
ment for the building, site development, and auxiliary items such as
sidewalks and parking lots, as well as actual building costs.

In the pal, the physical facilities costs have accounted for approxi-
mately 20 percent Qf the total annual expenditures for higher educa-
tion. Current annual expenditures for higher education facilities
approximate $125 billion.

It is in the national interest to provide adequate physical facilities
for the accommodation of every student properly admissible to our
colleges, universities, and professional schools in the years ahead.
These include all instructional, research, residential, and auxiliary
facilities requisite to each institution's performance of its full
functions.
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The achievement of this objective will require major efforts is
follows:

1. An increase in residential and service facilities sufficient to ac-
commodate expanded enrollments of both single and married students
who live on campus.

2. An increase in instructional facilities--classrooms, laboratories,
libraries, and equipment, quantitatively sufficient for the needs of
expanded enrollments and qualitatively sufficient for the ever-chang-
ing requirements of an advancing c4lture.

3. Rehabilitation, renovation, and new construction to wipe out the
accumulated backlog of wornout, outmoded, and unsuitable facilities
now in use and to maintain facilities in satisfactory condition as they
depreciate.

4. Expansion of research and graduate instructional facilities and
equipment, in keeping both with the growing needs of the Nation for
research and for highly trained manpower and with the mounting
potential of undergraduate enrollments from which graduate students
and research personnel in increased numbers will be drawn.

THE INCREASING STUDENT LOAD

Facilities needs, like staff needs, are related specifically to enroll-
ments, though in neither case is the relationship direct Shifts in
the proportions of resident and commuting students, of married and
single students, and of graduate and undergraduate students will
affect 4cilities needs, as will also moth bona in institutional cal-
endars, scheduling, and utilization of space.

The need to accommodate increasing numbers of students accounts
for only a part of the upsurge in requirements for physical facilities.
'the provision of special kinds of space and equipment appropriate
to particular instructional functions represents a growing burden on
the colleges and universities, many of which will need to replace make-
shift arrangements that they have had to use even in some areas of
graduate instruction and research. Proper facilities for graduate
programs, it should be noted, are generally more (Keay than the
for undergraduate.

New developments in both subject matter and methOds of
are continuously generating new needs for physical facilities. The
increasing emphasis on foreign language study, for example, will
require the construction of language laboratories for the application
of new learning techniques. Particularly expensive space and equip-
ment are required in the physical sciences, where knowledge of adab-
lished subjeds is expanding rapidly and where whole new fields of
study are evolving. The purchase and installation of a nuclear
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reactor today represents an investment of funds greater than would
have been spent for a whole scientific establishment half a century ago.

Much attention is being focussed also on new media of instruction
and an new techniques in the use of special media, such as television
and audiovisual devices. While these developments hold some hope
for savings in instructional oosts, a point we Shall discuss later, we
must oonsider also the requirements that such use could generate for
specially constructed facilities.

Medical and dental training facilities are current1T being utilized
to capacity, but the number of physicians and dentists graduating
yearly is not sufficient to maintain current standards of service to
our increasing population. To maintain` a satisfactory population-
physician ratio of Petstto 1, the output of physicians would have to
expand greatly.' It has been estimated that between 14 and 20 new
medical schools will have to be built if the existing population-
physician ratio is to be upheld. The financial cost involved here is
great since the construction. of a medical school requires a capital
investment of between $10 and $20 million, depending on whether
a teaching hospital is already available or must be included in the
investment. The factor of urgency also enters into the consideration
inasmuch as there is a lag of 10 years betwomi planning of a
school and the production of its first graduating clam.

Contributing further to the need for medical training facilities is the
need for dental schools. According to projections of trends in the
supply, the number of dentists in practice in 1975 will total only 93,000,
which is about 15,000 fewer than will be needed to assure that dentists
will be as widely available u now.' To forestall such a shortage will
require by 1970 facilities capable of graduating 6,180 dentists an-
nually. This is about 2,700 more per year than are now in prospect,
and will require a 75-percent increase in training capacity.

The preparation of many professional and eetmiprofessional tech-
nicians also reqUiree specific kinds of facilities, other than those we

have already mentioned in connection with the advanced training of
selentits engineers, physicians, and dentists.

001144e8 and %adversities 'wire increased their organized 'research
&divides tremendously since the end of World War II. In the
academia year 195748 approximately 20 percent of their total educa-
tional and general expenditures went toward the support of organized
ammelsopillgsmemlbilme

a TM Adtaseammt et Medical Res arch sad lidacatles. U.S. Department of Health,
Ida tloa, sad Welfare. Washington. D.C.. June 1911. (Mal report of Um, Secretary's
Cast*Maitta el Meilkal Ilteseartih and Zdacatkm.) Nee William H. Stewart, ch. l of this
palgicaties, for lassos of the Wanes's health asanpowu needs.

U,11. Daipansaest et Seal*, adaaatioa. awl Welfare, Public Health Service. Pkvai-
WNW far i rasOase &mart of the Surgeon Gowan, Ceasultant Group on Medical
RdscatWa, PRI Pub. N.. TOO, ISIS. p ST.
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research.' This is twice the percentage so expended in 194646. Al-though the majorportion of these expenditures is underwritten byfoundations, industry, and the Federal Government, the main burdenof providing physical facilities needed to carry on research normally.falls on the institutions the.mselVeS. Since organized research activitiesare expected to continue to increase, colleges and universities will haveto devote a significant portion of their funds to equip, construct, andrehabilitate the facilities in which college and university researcherscarry gm their work.
Still other factors will influence requirmnents. More and more in-stitutions are catering to a year-round student enrollment and willhave to make additional capital outlays to counteract the resultingmore rapid deterioration of buildim and to provide a more satis-factory environment for summer work such as air conditioning, even asthey thereby accommodate more students. There is also a need forhousing for married students and associated auxiliary facilities, suchas nursery schools, university laboratory schools, health centers, anddining areas.

SPECIAL FACTORS RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL
REQUIREMENTS

The growing numbers of married students on college campuses inrecent years has caused institutions to make increased investments inresidential facilities for such students. A study by the Associationof College and University Housing Officers shows that nearly two outof five institutions responding to their questionnaire have &mimedresponsibility for married students' housing by constructing at leastsome of the necessary facilities'
There is ample evidence that colleges and universities consider theaccommodation of married students a permanent responsibility. TheOffice of Education's physical facilities survey reveals that 4.6 percentof college and university expenditures for construction of housingduring 1951-55 was for married students.' Institutions estimate thatduring.1956-70, 9.7 percent of their expenditure for housing will befor married students. Since about 21/2 times as much residence spiceis reqiiired for a married student as for a single student, and sinceincreasing numbers of married students are attending colleges and
Fissemoial Statistic, of Institutions of Higher Education, 1917-111. V.A. Departmentof Health, Macedon, and Welfare, Once of Mutation, September 1960. Roo also HerbertH. Rosenberg, eh. 18 of this publication, for further insensatea of research in institutionof higher education.

I Server Married iltudents' Noosing. Report of Ressareb Committee, Amoilatlet etCollege and University Housing °Seers, July 195T.* W. Robert Bokelnuus and Jobs 11. Rork. 0011116 Obi USOI Ireit, reeallim 111~11,Port /: Out and !Fins seing et Oellors end University Buildings, 10111-41. Mi. Depart-ment of Health, IldueatIon, and Welfare, Office of Ilducatim, 1N.
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universities, proportionate increases in housing expenditures are un-
avoidable. A factor that further complicates the task of financing
residential facilities is the increase in the proportion of women stu-
dents in colleges and universities, since dormitoricks for women are
more expensive to construct than thaqe for men.

Urban universities especially are faced with the responsibility of
providing additional housing for their expanding student bodic, as
they increasingly attract undergraduate and graduate students from
outside their immediate area&

Additional residential facilities will be needed by junior colleges,
many of which have experienced increased enrollments. In 1861
about 240 of 276 privat,e junior colleges in the Nation I rovide some
residential facilities foio their students, as did also a few of the 391
public junior colleges. States where junior colleges abound, such as
California and Texas, estimate that an increasing number of their
pubes- ,junior colleges will need to (Terme student dormitories. A
number o tes either are planning or will soon have to plan dormi-
tories for the r public junior colleges.

One decideil economic advantage of the community junior college,
its proximity to the students' homes, has tended to limit the need for
dormitories and other physical facilities. Whether the number of
junior colleges will continue to increase as rapidly as it has been
increasing since World War II is not known. However, increase in
the number of these institutions will continue to receive prime con-
sideration by States as one method of alleviating the crowded condi-
tions in existing colleges and universities. Students who complete
the training available at the community junior college will either
terminate their formal education at that point or transfer to a 4-year
college or university. Transfer students will then strain the instruc-
tional and residential facilities of 4-year colleges.

Although junior colleges offer some opportunity for saving in total
plant investment in dormitories, a rapid rate of increase in the num-
ber of junior colleges will nonetheless require substantial additional
investments in instructional and general facilities.

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

Several research studies conducted at national and State levels
furnish important clues to the magnitude of the investment that must
be made in the Nation's higher education facilities in the years im-
mediately ahead.'

Advance data from College !Pad University Enrollment and Facilities Survey, 1961-.6.
U.S. Department ot Health, Education, and Welfare, Once of Education.
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A study made by Long and Black ' projects 1957-48 enrollmentsto MO and, on the basis of this projection, estimates the additionalphysical plant facilities that will be required to aocommodate theanticipated enrollments. The estimated increases over the 8,0'47,029figure for 1957--58 enrollment range from a low of 2,017,000 to a highof 2,851,000 in 1970.
In addition to estimating the needs for expansion of facilities forthe period 1957-70, Long and Black consider the cost of replacementof existing substandard facilities. Using a replacement rate of 1piercent per year, they estimate replacement of fseikities other thanresidua ial to cost V244) million per year, and replacement of residentialfacilities $80 million per year. Adding the cost of replaoement be-tween 1957 and 1970 ($4..32 billion for facilities other than residentialand $1.38 billion for residential) to the cost of facilities expansion,they estimate the total amount of funds needed for physical facilitiesat $12.19 billion to $1526 billion, exclusive of the met of additionalland, equipment, and campus improvement.

A study published by the Council for Financial Aid to Educationin 1959 ° surveyed the plant needs of 885 leading colleges and tuliversi-ties during the 19413t-47 decade. The estimated oast of building*
equipment, and improvements for the 82.43 institutions that respondedwas $6.04 billion. With this figure as a base, it is Estimated that thetotal cast of construction, equipment, and improvements for all insti-tutions of higher education during the 10 years-ould be $11.5 billion,or approximately $3,834 per student increase in enrollmnt, exclusiveof the costs of acquisition and improvement of sites and of replace-ment for deteriorated buildings.

In the second of its five reports of studies dealing with physicalfacilities of institutions of higher education, the Office of Educationincluded a chapter on grojections of buildings needed through 1970.On the basis of assumptions concerning nrollments, additional in-structional and residential needs, construction ooets, and rehabilitationor replacement of buildings' in 1970, this report estimates that for1956-70 the emit of new construction needed to accommodate 2,823,000additional students by 1970 will!). $12.86 billion, or over $894 millionper year for the 15-year period. Of the $12.36 billion needed for newconstruction, it is estimated that approximately $7.06 billion will be
'John D. Long eitil J. B. Black. Needed lopoistioss of 7sollit400 ler Striker Ideosidoe,itiS-1270. Hew Mach Will It Omar American Council on liducatiuk Walethigt.1938. Sao eh. 1 of this publleatkm for projections by Louis B. Confer.Council for Financial Aid to Education, Nearing the Dreehthresigh. Nur' York.The CounciL Juno len.
Robert W. Bokelman wad John B. Rork. Oollops mid Univorotig Pssiittiso lierstft.Port I: Pionstag for Collets sat Vetverettp Photos' Pima liaposioso 1911-70. U.S.Department of Health, aducatione and Wit. Ofiloo
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needed for instructional, research, gemral, and auxiliary facilities,
and $5.30 billion for residmtial facilitke.

Mother Office of Educatim ftatift audy " indicates that 15
percent of the college facilities .firg4 occupied between 1940 and 1957
are unsatisfactory and should be rued. This high rate of otwles-
cenee is due largely to the acquisition by colleges of temporary build-
ings under the Government's surplus disposal program immediately
after World War II. Make-do measures during the money shortag-
of the depremion and the materials shortages of the war period have
produced a bac)Llog of deferred replamments that cannot be indefi-
nitely prolonged. The same study indicates that 12 pert-enc of tile
buildings occupied before 1901 and gill in 1190 in 1957 should be rivick41:
that 17 percent of those firms occupied between 1901 and 1920 should
be replaced; and that 5 percent of those first occupied between 19421

and 1940 are obsolescent..
If an adequate allowance were made for the ct-xct of keepibg

ties in satisfactory condition as they depreciate from time and normal
usage, as well as an adequate allowanoe for replacing and rehabilitat-
ing facilities then obsolete and substandard, a computation based
upon probable needs during the period 1958-70 places the estimated
cost of such measures at $4.8 billion, or about $400 million per year.

In this study it was assumed that colleges and universities were
constructing both instructional and residential facilities to accom-
modate the additional students during the 1956-58 period, but that
funds to care for replacement, rehabilitation, and normal deprecia-
tion would continue to be deferred and that these factors would need
to be cared for during the remaining 12-year period 3958-70. There-
fore, the needed oonstniction for accommodating additional students,
fttimated to cod $12.36 billion, was averaged over 15 years at $824
million per year. The cost of replacement., rehabilitation, and allow-
anoe for depreciation, estimated at $4.78 billion, was average4 over
12 years at 4399 million per year. For the 12 year 1958-70, the
average for buildings alone was determined to be in excfte of $1.22
billion annually.

The report of the American Council on Education included sum-
mary data from research studies made by 15 States." Data from six
States (Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexioo, and
Tennessee) that had comparable data in each of the categories were
compiled to obtain an estimate of what the cost peradditional student

a Louts A. IrAinloo end N. Eugene Higgins. Chaim* mut Ulifversity realities Server.
Pert 1: /swatter, of Oeilege ass Univertity Phytiosi PeetUtitts, Deoeseber al, 19S7 (a Pre-
liminary /Vern. U.& Departzumt of Health, Educatiose and Welfare, Oillee of Educe-

,
desk 19611,

Loas aid Marko op. cit.
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would be to meet the needs by 1970 for residential facilities and thoee()tiler than residential. For these six States it was found that per-student need in other than residential facilities would average $1,938,and that the residential facilities cost per full-time student housedNvould average $033. It was estimated the one out of every threeadditional students would require housing.
Although the e.stimates reached in the studies mentioned naturally,differ, they constitute conclusive evidence that the per-student invest-ment in additional facilities required between now and 1970 is greatindeed.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THIS REPORT
'ro determine the cost of needed facilities for any target date inthe futury is a complex problem in statistical forecasting. .Con-tinued w41' Of substandard and obAolete buildings has frequently de-layed Ow construction of new buildinp. A further complication isthe fact that wo must project into the indefinite future a rationalbalance among the typtvi of .facilities to he provided: classrooms andlaboratorie*, residence halls, administrative office space, auditoriums,librariw, gymnasiums, luxspitals, student unions, and other auxiliaryfacilities. The proportions in which investment must 1* dividedamong these, as well as the total amount required, art dependentupon a wide variety of factor.

Data are reliably etctablished on two important factors to be con-sidered in estimating future building requirements: the oollege-agvpopulation and the condition of buildings now in use. The trend inthe proportion of collei,,re-age population actually going to college,though it cannot be forecast with certainty, is reasonably well estab-lished. Other factors in making cost estimates of physical facilities,such RS space per student and cost per construction unit, can beestablished from ditta available on State, regional, or national levels.It is difficult, however, to aw_A-1..-s to what extent better utilization ofexisting campuses will affect the total estimated cost, or the propor-tion of the college population of the future that will have to be housed.Jn projecting facilities costs these and many other factors can beused only through arbitrary assumptions based on the record of thepast and on one'sesst judgment as to the future.
The following assumptions have been made in projecting to 1975the total cost of necessary expansion and improvement of the facilitiesof the Nation's institutions of higher education.

Basic assumptions pertinent to al! three enrollment projections:
L That on January 1, 19811 the gross area of instructional buildings was4083 million square feet, and the gross area of residential buildingswius 229.9 million square feet.
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16 That in addition to the obsolete, substanda rundown, and functionallyobsolete space expected to be remodeled, modernized, or replaced by1970, 1 percent of the space in use between 1961 and 1970 will recuiremodernization- or rehabilitatiOn each year and the rate will increaseto 2 percent each year, beginning in 1971.
umptions pertinent to enrollment projection I (trend projection): "

1. That total fall enrollment will increase from 3.610,000 in 1960 to 5.257 000in 1965, to in 11}70 and to 677,000 in 1975.
. That during this .15-year period, the proportion of me enrollmentwill decrease from an average of 65 percent of total enrollment in1960 to 60 percent in 1975

3. That total enrollment will increase from 2,347,000 in 1960 to3,389,000 in 1965, to 4,354,000 in 19'70, and to 5,138,000 in 1975. Comparedwith 1960 this represents a full time enrollment increase of 1.042,000 by1965, 2,007.000 by 1970. = = nil 2,791,000 by 1975.
Assumptions pertinent to enrollment projection II (father's attainmentprojection):

1. That total fall enrtillment w- 11 increase from 3.610,000 in 1960 to 4,697,000in 1965, to 6,001,000 in 1970, and to 7,140,000 in 1975.
2. That during this 15-year period, total fun-time enrollment will varyfrom 62 to 67 percent of total faU enrollment
3. That total full-time enrollment will increase from 2.347.000 in 1960 to3,091,000 in 1=k15, to 3,-kir-13.000 In 1970, and to 4,395,000 in 1975. Comparedwith 1960, this represents a full-time enrollment inerease of 744,000 by1965, 1,496,000 197Q, and 2,012,000 by 1975.

Assumptions pertinent to enrollment projection if (constant-rate projection):1. That total fait enrollment will increase from 8,610,000 in 1960 to 4,367,000in 1965, to 5,241,000 in 1970, and to 5,a82,000 At 1975.4-
2. That during this 15-year period, total full-time enrollment will averagefrom 65 to68 percent of total fall enrollment.
3. That total full-time enrollment will increase from 2,347,000 in 1900 to2,937,000 in 1965, to 3,522,000 in 1970, and to 3,966,000 in 1975. Comparedwith 1960, this represents a fiat-time enrollment inorease of 590,000 by1965, 1,175,000 i s 1970, 1,619,000 by 1975.

Factors tluit may alter the projection8.Many unmeasurable influ-ences may tun out to have a marked effect upon the projections result-ing from the assumptions stated. Some of these are as follows:
1. Factors that may reduce needs for facilities :

More effective space utilization, through changes in scheduling pat-terns, summer use, and weekend use.
Development of more economical building material&
Development of more economical construction techniques.
Advances in building design.
Interinstitutional sharing of facilities.
Increased use of new instructional media such as television and ofnew instructional methods.

'a Projected fail and full-time enrollment data from Louis 11. Conger, eb. 1 of thispublication.
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2. Factors that may increase needs and costa of facilities :

Inflation, as rettmted in increami costs.
Additional functions assumed by institutions of higher eduestion.

such as adult education.
Intnergence of new are of study and research.
Accommodation of iricressed numbers of foreign students.

In considering the possible effects Qf any of the foregoing innova-
tions in reducing the need for facilities, account must be taken of
the delays in communication, the lag in adopting new approaches
that is inevitably associated with human limitations, and the length
of time responsible officials will need to give careful consideration to
questions of change. They cannot, without abdicating their respon-
sibilities, substitute entirely the experience of others for their own
in matters of capital outlay. Therefore, most of the factors that
now appear as rays of hope on the horizon are likely to become influ-
entral only in the later stages of the projections. Factors that may
increase facility needs are likewise intangible and can be applied
only to the longer range projection. Accordingly, projections have
been made for 5-year intervals---1961--65, 1966-70, and 1971-75.

Based on the assumptions previously stated, table 7 indicates that
approximately $23 billion to $33 billion, varying according to the
enrollment attained, will new to be expended for higher education
physical facilities from 1961 to 1975.

TABLE 7eProjectiolui of costs of needed facilities, cumulative according to
1961-75 enrollment projections

(In millions)

Year

1981
1982
1963
1964
1966-

1966
1987
1968
19e.
19

In
1972
1973
1974
1975_

Projection I Pro* Lice H

V., 213
4, 474
6,768
9,112

11,244

Ia. 686
16,,106
16,156
X771
Zt,

25,247
27, 032
29, 642
31, 306
le, 1119

$1, 671
3,681
6, 426
7, 242
8, 999

11, 096
12,771
14, 904
16, 566
18,759

24 095
21,426
23, 368
24, 675
26,613

Projectice III

$1, 610
2,956
4, 682
6, 079
7,910

ten
11, 194

14, ea
16, 263

17,706
19, 191
m,
31,E
23, XO

The additional amount needed during any one 5-year interval may
be expected to vary from a low of approximately $7 million for enroll-
ment projection III in the 1971-75 period to almost $12 million for
enrollment projection I in the 1966-70 period. For the entire 15
years the average of the amounts needed annually is $1.5 million for
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projection III, $1.8 million for projection II, and $2.2 million forprojection I. The 5-year figures and annual averages are given intable 8.

TABLE 8.Projections of costa of needed physical facilities by 5-year intervals,1%1-75, according to enrollment projections

1961-65
1966-70
1971-75 .

Years

Total 1961- 5

Annual average

[In million sj

2221 1,774

$7, 910
8. 343

96
23. 202

Iszonari====
1, 647



CHAPTER 12

Who Should Pay for American Higher
Education?
Marion 8. Folsom

THE
FINANCIAL SUPPORT of higher education law a patoh-

work quilt. This support is drawn from virtually every known
source of educational assistanceindividual gifts and foundation
grants, tuition and other payments from students, Federal land-grant
moneys, and State tax funds. In addition, many institutions receive
funds from privea business and industry and a growing amount of
income from Pederal agencies for research services rendered.

This patchwork quilt of financial support is no jumble of confusion.
Instead, it is a significantly complete list of the groups that form the
broad base of support for higher education in our society. Students,
individual alumni, philanthropic foundations, private business and
industry, and State and Federal Governments all share the responsi-
bility of supporting our colleges and universities, and this is as it
should be

BROAD SUPPORT ASSURES FREEDOM

If it is true that "ht who pays the piper calls the tune," the integrity
of higher learning is ensured by the fact that no one group is really
paying the piper and thus no one group can "call the tune." This
broad base of support ensures that our system will remain free of a
single, limiting educational creed. And this, in a sense, is the genius
of American educationthat there is no single interest, no one creed
or dogma, that might stifle the freedom and independence we as a
people cherish.

Another reason why each of these groups should help support
higher learning is that this is the only practical and equitable way.
The support of each group is vital if we as a Nation are to meet the
educational challenge in the years ahead. Just think of the immense
job that must be done! Enrollments in institutions of higher educa-
tion are expected by 1970 to be nearly 21/4 times the enrollments of
1957-58, by 1915 to be about three times as large. Costa will rise
oval more. Even as we prepare to provide facilities and teaching

*Former U.& Illeeretary et Health, ilimatisa. sad eitazo.
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staffs to meet the rise in enrollments, we must take action to enhancethe quality of our national performance in higher education and tocorrect the relatively low salaries of college and university facultiesand other teaching staffs.
In 1957-58, some $2.4 billion was spent throughout the Nation forteaching students in public and private institutions of higher educa-tion (including administrative and operating expenses allwsble toteaching functions, but excluding researcha nonteaching activities, andliving accommodations) . Of this total, $1.8 billion was paid for

professional staffing, apart from meareli staffing and for Sher per-sonnel costs.
Higher education teaching costs .(as defined above) of V7-0 billiesare likely for 1970; by 1975 the costs may reach '. :.5 -$12.5 billion,if we consider only the increase in enrollment and in costs per student

necessary to gain and retaiti a more competitive salary level for thoseon faculty and other instructional staffs of colleges and universities.However, marked changes are taking place in the responsibilities ofthe colleges and universities, and the quality of the institutions willhave to be raised commensurately.
Ten and fifteen years from now the people of this Nation will havea greatly increased income out of which to pay for higher Klucation.If a high level of employment is achieved, the gruze national productof this Nation can be expected to be about double the 1957 level by1970 and exceed $1 trillion by 1975. However, expenditures forteaching will grow much faster and require an increasing share of ournational output. Even if average tuition paymenta rise proportionallyto the increase in family income, and if all other sources of support

are enlarged in amounts consistent with the growth in national output,additional funds of over $2 billion in 1970 and $8 billion in 1975 willhave to be raised to finance current expenditure for teaching in theseyears.
With this kind of financing to be done, it would be entirely unrealis-tic to rely upon any limited base of support. No one group can beginto shoulder the entire load.
It has been proposed that students should pay the full cost of theircollege education. This is a dangerously beguiling idea, and theannual report of virtually every eastern university president playedupon this theme last year. There have been countless technique pro-posed to make this idea palatablee-~including some that come close

to indenturing the student for life.

TUITION CAN'T COVER FULL COST
The idea is not a new one. President Francis Wayland of BrownUniversity, over a century ago, Wed 1132 witimmimaa to Ni if adwathm
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could, as he put it, "be dispm3ed of at cost." For what it may be
worth--Wayland's conclusion was definitely in the negative college
education could not be disposed of at cost, even though he tried alter-
ing the product to give it greater sales appeal. He suggested that
students pay by the lecture, and that professors live off the admissions
they were able to attract.

This may smm a ludicrous illustration, but it drives home this
point : that if education is dispensed as a commodity, all the laves of the
market must apply, and we shall wind up offering, not the kind of
education we believe to be valid, but the kind that will sell.

At the root of the student-pay-all proposal is the notion that the
student benefits financially from his educationwhich is undoubtedly
true. The variety of tuition rates for different schools within a uni-
versity structure are tiot always atirikutable to differences in costs
of instruction.

What is the real reason for relatively low tuition rates in seminaries
preparing students to be clergymen, for example ? Certainly we don't
expect all clergymen to wind up penniless in small parishes. Rather
we subsidize their education so that more young people can afford
seminary tuition. Thus, we encourage young people to enter the
clergy because we benefit from having clergynum in our midst. But
it is important to realize that we as a Nation benefit from the existence
of all groups of college graduates.

As an obvious example, we benefit from the woli of physicians and
are in great need of them. Yet the number of physicians has scarcely
kept pace with our population, and it appears that there will have to
be a step-up in the number of physicians trained each year if the num-
ber of physicians per 100,000 population is not to decline in the future.
Thus the Nation will new from 15 to 20 more (new) medical schools
in the next decade to produce. needed medical personnel. Shall we
say that the students will pay the increased cost of creating 20 full-
scale medical whoolst If we do, we shall long be wanting for doc-
tors.

Or take the cue of teachers. Is it only the young men and women
who study to be teachers who benefit from that study ? Or does so-
ciety have an intere8t in inducing more young people to become
teachers?

It seems to me obvious that all of society benefits from having
young people "get educated," regardless of profession. A sample
argument is this: In 19 cities where half the population had finished
11 to 12 years of school, per capita retail sales averaged $1,100; in
11 other cities where the median wan only 8 to 9 years, average retail
sales per year were only $917. That argument should impress at
leset the businen community.
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But a better argument, and one that should impress us all, is
Thomas Jefferson's statement that "If a nation expects to be ignorant
and free in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never
will be."

ALL BENEFITALL SHOULD CONTRIBUTE
We as a Nation have far too much at stake to take the sanguine

view that we shall have only as much education as our young people
are willing to pay for. Through reasonable tuition rates we must
induce young people to get an education, because their education will
be of benefitdirectly or indirectly-4o those who paid the difference
between that tuition and the real cost of education.

Now, if we are agreed that "society" must pay this difference, to
what. source in society should we turn f Well, as a starting point, how
about individual alumni and friends V Certainly it is only right that
we look to them for widespread support. But in spite of such gener-
ous support as the lielions' $15 million gift to Yale University, no
one seriously believes such gifts can meet more than a small fraction
of the total wsts of mlucation.

As for foundations, even the massive benefaction of the Ford Foun-
dationundoubtedly the boldest stroke in the history of philan-
t hropybarely made a dent on faculty salaries, however great its
symbolic value.

And business and industrial corporations! They can and should
do much more than they are now doing. But even if we appraise
this new source optimistically, business and industry can never provide
a major degree of support.

All of these Keurces of support cau, together, pay a significant por-
tion of the axt of education, but they cannot provide the entire answer
on a nationwide basis. We must look to a further, and potentially
the most extensive, sourcenamely, the public.

Now I would remind you of a fact that is often overlookedthat the
public has indirectly supported higher education in a very substantial
way throughout its history by excusing higher education institutions
from virtually all tax responfibilities. If property taxes were applied
to the real estate of American colleges and universities, the cost would
be immense. The privilege of tax exemption, then, is a principal corm
of support for higher education, and we should not overlook it.

GOVERNMENT SUPPbRT NEEDED
The (government has traditionally given direct support to higher

education through many programs. And I believe that the Govern-
ment should support higher edwationto an even greater degree than
it does now. As I pointed out before, the Nation as a whole benefits
from an educated population and therefore should help ervzourage and
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pay for this education. Also, from a practical point; ofView, I don't
see how we can pay for the higher education that we as a Nation need,
without digging into our collective tax pocket.

I say this, fully aware of the potential dangers of Federal aid.
Yet I refuse to concede that. Federal aid means Federal control, and
there is ample evidence that this is a greatly exaggerated danger.

We must follow the thinking of the wise investor, who does not be-
lieve that his blue-chip common stock will fail him but who nonetheless
hedges his investmentdiversifies his portfolio----imgt in cam. As a
sensible people, we do not want to "put all our eggs into one basket."
And I think it would be plainly unwise for American higher education
to look to the Feral Government for more than a modest fraction of
its support Massive doses of Federal medicine could damage a
basically healthy system of higher education.

I tried, therefore, during my term in Washington to analyze care-
fullionly the real ills of our system and then proscribe only those steps
that would stimulate normal and healthy recovery. We had the ad-
vantage of the recommendations made by the 1955 White House Con-
ference on Education. We also had the recommendations of the very
able committee appointed by the President to study education beyond
the high school. We conferred with over a hundred educators from all
phases of our educational system. The President presented to Con-
grime proposals which resulted from these various deliberations.
Congressional committees held lengthy hearings, with many educators
and others testifying. The result wu the National Defense Education
Act, passed during the closing days of Congress in 1958.

APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AID
The defense education program is the first real program of general

Federal aid to education, and I think it is a good example of the ap-
propriate role of the Federal Government. It provides leadership and
encouragement without creating dependency u the Federal Gov-
erment as a source of financial support.

The Act states: "The security of the Nation requires the fullest de-
velopment of tix, mental TWOurcal and technical skills of its young men
and women." The programs established under the act have been de-
signed to identify and educate more of the talented young people and to
improve the mans of teaching.

It has three major objectives : fit*, to reduce the current loss of able
manpower from our schools and colleges; secondly, to give increased
emphasis to the basic studies of mathematics, science, and modern
foreign languages; and, thirdly, to help increase the supply of college
teachers.

In regard to the first, it is estimated that of the upper 39 percent in
high-school graduating classes, only half of the boys and one-third of
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the girls become college graduates. This low 'nay be partly remediedby early testing of aptitude and by improved guidance for promising
students to we that they make the most of their high-school education.Funds for this program provided on a matching basis by the Stat. andFederal Governments should be authorized and the program extended
to include elementary Schools and 2-- and 4-year college institutions.

As provided by the act, long-term student loans administered by theinstitutions, with 90 percent of the funds being advanced by the Fed-eral Government, permit needy studffits to stay in college once theyget there. The student loan program should be continued and put on a
revolving basis, and the present ceiling on Federal contributions shouldbe raised. The present feature which forgives indebtedness up to 50
percent of the loins to dx* who become public school teacher§ shouldbe eitended to include all school and college teachers.

When the National Defense FAucation Act was originally being dis
cussed in Congrms4 it was proposmi that the act provide for a limitedprogram of Federal scholarships for able high-school graduates, thenumber to be allocated to the States on the basis of number of graduatm
Under the proposal, the scholarships would be awarded to individuals
by the States on the basis of merit and nod, the amounts ranging from
$100 to $1,000. This provision was stricken from the House bill onthe ground that the loan provisions would make a scholarship program
unnecepsary. I still feel that there would be distinct merit in such a
scholarship program, not only to assist able and needy youth to con-
tinue their education beyond high school, but to serve as an incentivefor higher academic achievement throughout the entire high-school
population.

In addition to providing Etudent loans, the act bolsters instruction in
mathematics, science, and languages in several ways. It encouragesbetter State leadership by helping to establish State supervisors nscience. The State supervisors have helped schools to pep up their
science programs As a result of the enactment of the Vocational Edu-cation Act of 1918, virtually every State in the Nation today has super-visors of home economics, agriculture, mechanical trades, and retailing.But at the time the National Defense Education Ad was enacted, only
eight States had supervisors in science. Otrriously some encourage-ment was needed. The act also provides for more complete laboratory
equipment through matching State and Federal funds for that pur-
pose. It has served to enlarge programs for upgrading teachers of
mathematics, science, and languages, and to encourage research intotore effective methods of teaching these subject&

The third major objective of the act is desig/N4 to increase our
supply of critically needed college teachers by providing fellowshipgrants to graduate students and grants to the graduate schools. The
act provides that these fellowships should be given only to institutkne
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which are expanding their present program or inaugurating new
program& Additional fellowship should be authorized for institu-
tions that can u them within the existing capacity of established
departments. There are now many vacancies in the2* graduate de-
partments. With the great need for more young people to obtain
graduate degrees, the fellowship grants would be extremely helpful.
The program should be broadened to include students who plan to
.each in public elementary and sek--*ondary S=hook well as in higher
educa4ion.

NEW ACT PROVIDES LEADERSHIP
The National Defense Education Act is injecting a stimulus of

about a billion dollars into our wilools and colleges over a 4--year
perioda healthy shot in the arm, to be sure. C{ingrees in 1.9t3i

extendea the'itct for 2 years beyond June 80,1a62. Yet it will increase
the amount we currently spend on education by less than 2 percent.
It is na going to kill local respmsibility or support for our schools
far from it. Its matching provisions and other built-in stimuli are
certain to result in increawl local and State support for Klucation.
This is what one can truly call constructive Federal leadership
leadership without dominationstimulation but not suffocation. Ed-
ucators have generally agreed thk't the results of the program have
been satisfactory. Some recommend that the program be expandwi
to include istance in the teaching of English as well as mathematics,
science, and foreign languages, and also that the fellowship program
for graduate studies be expanded.

The Government has an important responsibility to join private
wurm in support of higher education. The patchwork quilt of sup-
port is one of the fundamental strengths of our educational
Major private sources of support serve as an anchor to windward
against any drift toward Government control, and Government sup-
port will prevent education from becoming the privilege of the
well-to-do. It is almost literally true that a young person of ability
in the United States has spread before him every conceivable avenue
of educational opportunitythe richest intellectual fare available in
the history of mankind.

As in the pait, the vitality of American higher education in the
future will depend won an ever-broadening base of support. That
students, alumni, philanthropic groups, business, anti industry must
maintain and Enlarge support through traditional amities is self-
eviditnt. But higher education also must be supported in part by
the American poop* &ding through their system of representative
government. This should not be viewed with alarm, but as evidence
of still brmder strength for American higher education.



CHAPTER 13

The Fede ral Government Role in Higher
Education

R E. Woor

THIS paper exam ies the r which the Federal Government mayI play in the story of higher education in the rnitell States duringthe next decade. Basically, two quev4ions are askod in the followingpagr: (1) On economic grounds, should the Federal Government &ssist higher education more fully? (2) If more assistance is given.what types of ownomic decisions will he nek-Nessary about the form ofaid
The attempt to answer these qua ions in an analytical manner

reprft3ents an interesting ---tend constructive= in exercis&It seems desirable for any society to examine the basic eAxmomic inter-
relationships between its government and its eAucational organiza-
tion&

However, no study can be made of higher education in the UnitJ
States in the 1960's without recognizing one fart: this Nation is in astruggle for survival, and education is a principal tx)urce of strengthfor that struggle. Mobilization of intellw_tual re&-)urces in this dec-
ade can be more crucial to the Nation's future than was mobilization
of physical curs in World War II. Without the mobilizationof intellectual reA)ureei, President Kennedy has stated, ". . . the
Federal Government will not be carrying out its re ponsibilities for
expanding the base of our . . military arength." a Under present
conditions, thefe military circumstanct* seem almost infinitely more
significant than any other eonsiderations. However, the purpose ofthis chapter is to examine the economics of higher education. Let usturn, therefore, to the more strictly economic aspecs of the Federal
Government's role in higher education.

*Fiscal polity staff ec4?nomist for the Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Contrm. Thuchapter was prepared while the author was a Brookings research ra'ofesiwr at BroodInstitution, on leave from Williams College. The views expressed are those of the authorand do not netiessarily re eel the position of any of these organizations.a U.S., Matsu* from the President of the United States relative to American educatkon.87th Cons., 1st ammo Doc. No. 92, re). 2e, 1981. p. 1.
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I. Economic Asn&ts

'103

It is usvful, initially, to rcogniz4 the extent to which tie Federal
Government has aim y participtitel in the provision of higher
education. Contrary to rxwular f the Federal Government has
traditionally supported higher education to some degree in the United
Statos and has done so inc in recent year as tinaLcial require-
ments 1-nive increased. No attempt will I* made liere to detwribe all
,,te_ various Federal progra_r-ris' but it is importabt to note their !---&-

Foderal aid to higher education dates bak7k at le_ait as far
when Co4,-rrem gran tkNi lands for educational purpoFes in Ohio. This
policy continued with almost every new State that joined the Union.
The first and w--ond Morrill Acts in 1562 and 181)-0 expanded the policy
Of financial assiance for land-grant (7-Alegi-As, and this a._%iance con-
tinues today. During the 190's many of the present buildings on
campuses of State universities and land-grant colleges were con-
flicted with substantial istance from the Works Projects Ad-

ministration and other Federal recovery agencies. The Housing Act
of 19tv0 authorized long-term loans at relatively low intEwt rates for
cunstruction of faculty and student housing, and a sutwitantial number
of eolleg hare taken advantage of tim_i4e loans.

Federal aid to education has included not only a..-sistance to S
and institutions but also subtiidies to student& Student grants were
initiated in 1933 by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and
were continued under the National Youth Administration until 143.
After World War II the \coil-known m bill of rights -the Se.rvie
men's Readjustment Act of 144 -was enacted and subsequent legisla-
tion extended similar aid to veterans of the Korean war. Some
former servioamen are still eligible for benefits, and many war
orphans now reaching college age will also be helped.

EXTENT OF PRESENT FEDERAL SUPPORT

At the present time the Federal Government carries on at4east four
categoric* of programs in the field of higher education.

The major category in terms of dollar an is, of coursi, re-
sewch. In addition to the well-known rctisRarrh outlays of such agen-
cies as the Departments of Defense, of Agricultunk, and of Health,

a One volume at retheral Oovun.nt programs for the rapport of higher odneatical. Aflt
The 3.1 .f the Potervil Gsfetineweeist I Pietssioise Rigker Stissoetiono was pub

Liabed to 1N1 by the Brooking. Institution ; another, by Homer D. Ilabbidave, Jr., and
Robert Boeensweig, entitled The 'Wong !steroid 4* Higher ideoeties, will be pub-
tidied in 102 by McGrew-BM Boa Co.. Ise. For a brief rikitim4 of the astir, history,
see ?odors' A41 for Ddeoplikke, by Belem A. Miller, wowed for the Committee on Educe-
tkm1 sad Laka. Ram a 144ffeseatadves, nth Oratz., 1t mee., ecommIttee print, May 1961.
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Education, and Welfare, the Atomio Energy emmifsion, the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the National
Science Foundation, re9earch funds are also granted by such agencies
as the Departments of the Interior, of Justices and of the Tteasury,and by the U.S. Information Agency. In 1957-48 institutions of
higher education in at least 31 States receiveid more than $1 million
from the Federal Government for resemh. In a number of instances
the Government actually owns reaearth facilities and artanges with
universities to operate them. Grants may be made either to the insti-
tutions or to faculty, and the funds directly or indirectly affed many
aspects of teaching; for eaample, research projects of graduatr
students.

Another category of Federal financial influence is in the general
area of education and training programs. For example, the National
Science Foundation conducts scientific oducatimal institutes, which
.redesigned to improve and update teaching, including college teach-ing. The National Defense Education Act provideslor instruction in
modern fore4gn languages. The International Cooperation Admin-
istration carries on educational programs in foreign countries, whichare arranged through contracts with universities. The ICA also con-
ducts educational missions and sme engineering work through the
medium of colleges. Other programs in this general area are car-
ried on by the Reserve Officers"rraining Corps; the Federal Extension
Servioe, Department of Agriculture; and the Public Health Service,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

A third category of Federal participation in higher education isam to 'rodents. The best example of this is the National Defense
Education Act program of making loans to students. A number of
fellowships are given by the Atomic Energy Commission, the PublicHealth Service, and t.)* National Science Foundation. Some trainee-ships and professorial training programs exist, for example, those
oonducted by the National Institutes of Health; and some directstipends ors given for advanoed R&M training. Educational bene-fits also are granted under the Veterans' Administration program.In general, there are very few scholarships as ima under Federalauspices at present.

the fourth categorygrants and loans for omutruotion of facil-ities and research-related equipment ; the Housing and Horne FinanceAdministration grants funds for (Wrmitories; the Atomic Enemy
Commission and the Nplional Seisms foundation grant materialsand equipment; and funds for constrwtion of research facilities areprovided by the National Institutes of Health, Department of Hada,Mititation, awl Welfare.
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Another category, which has seldom been examined in detail,
includRs the programs carried on under the Government Employe
Training Act, and related programs, through which various Govern-
ment agencieti give working experience to students during their college
yatint. The Department of Defense also operattki oversaws military
training programs and enwurages a substantial amount of oo11Ne
work through correspondence.

Few of those programs aro eonceived fts general at-zsitaneo to higher
f4iciuc.st.ion. Rather, they an progranIi designed to accomplish specific
national purpoete. Results of researrh, mnsulting advice, specialized
training, and use of equipment and facilities are all marketable prod-
rids that are purchased because they yield direct. benefits to the Gov-
ernment. The educational institution ia in the same position as any
other commercial supplier and the price for the service can be deter-
mined by market factors.

Institutions of higher learning are engaged in the production and
distribution of education to individual students, and the participation
of the Federal Government in this relationship between collegim and
theict, students is the subject of primary intert-tit in this chapter.
Ideally all Federal financial transactions with colleges should be
divided into two classes: those involving a marketable quid pro quo
and those that are planned to aid in supporting higher education.
However, it is virtually impoesible to make this division statistically
(as many school adminietrators have discovered in their relations with
the Goreniment, their overseers, and their faculty). The reason is
obvious: joint products and joint costs are involved, and any dis-
entanglement must. be largely arbitrary.

The Office of Education has recently attemptkA to list the types
of Government programs that are most directly related to higher
education, excluding those which are primarily research. This list
is shown in table 1, alarm with the expentlitures for each of the
programs in the fiscal years 1959 and UM. Table 2 shows, for the
same 2 years, the amount of direct aid to students in fellowship and
traineeship programs, the amount paid to institutions of higher edu-
cation in the form of training grants, and the number of recipients
reported. The definitional problems in any such statistical tables are
obvious, but the compilations may suggest the order of magnitude
of Fades' aid for direct higher education. The tables, incidentally,
include both undergraduate and graduate student aid. Substantial
portions of the tails are for asaidance to graduate student&
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TABLE 1.-Federal expenditures for higher education, excluding research, fiscalyears 1959 and 1960

,IIMMI/Saaa/10111Ms+Smaws.......a

TOTAL__

Rn thousands)

Agency and program

DEPARTMENT or HE...trill, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE.,

Oallaudet College. _ _

Howard University:
Construction
Operation
Staff Expenses....._
Currictiluni

Training grants and institute of Ment31 Health, _ _Traineeships for Public Health riemonnel and nurses,Rehabilitation training grants, OVR _Instruction in land-grant colleges and universitiesVocational education
Education in Public Health Service _ _Training grants and traineeships, Cancer Institute_ _Student loan fund, NDF
Resew-eh training grants, N I H
Training grants, Heart InstituteTraining milts, Institute of Allergy and Infectious DiseasesTraining grants and traineeships, Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases__Training grants, Institute of Dental ResearchTraining grants and traineeships, Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness..Research fellowships, NI11
Resident and intern training in the clinical sciences at St. Flizabeths Hospital__ _Fellowships in programs for the education of the mentally retardedRehabiUtation research 0 V RTraining at the Robert A. Taft Oanitiary Engineering Center .Experimental training grants to medical schools, NWChaplain training at St. Elizabeths HospitalTraining State personnel in maternal and child health programs_ ____________ _ _Training State personnel in child weUare agenciesTraining State personnel in public assistance wadesNDEA fellowships: Institutional grants..NDEA fellowships

Counseling and guidance institutes, NDEAResearch and studies in language development, NDEALanguage development institutes, NDEA
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Training foreign meteorologists
Research and training in the National Bureau of StandardsTraining foreign census technicians
Merchant marine schools

110. e a

------------

s------ - -

DEPARTMENT or DEFENSE

Professional training for Army Medical Service officersFederal Council on Medical Education for National Defense programU.S. Air Force Institute of Technology-Nonresident trainingMedical training for Navy personnel in civilian medical schools_ _ _ _ 40Education at civilian institutions for Army personnelEducation at civilian institutions for Navy personnel_Professional training. for Air Force medical officersU.B. Air Force Academy
U.S. Military Academy
U.S. Naval Academy

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Teaching and teacher traini4 grants, Educational Exchange ProgramUniversity teaching grants, Educational Exchange ProgramStudy grants, Educational Exchange Program
bliARTMENT or TIM TREASURY

U.S. Coast Guard Academy
U.S. Coast Guard officer specialized training

see footnotes at end of table.

Amount, by e.-ar

1969 1960

$616, 44 $554, 273

17.2. 146 16d. 362

834 I, ow

286 Kil
1, 475 1,476

A_V AN
2, 667

19, sin
2,84

m., 64o
&4
4, 757 6, N7
5,052 5, aga
1, 570 I, 665

211 24S
5,910 6,601

30. 473 40, 945
5, 705 11,351
7, =2 7, 790
1, 768 8,1135
2258 4, 3S5

660 1,073
8, NS 7, 2t44

10, 003 14, 3$4 4
121 181

985
42 103

318 476
500

3
5W

6
1,532 1,586
1,133 1,142

669 860
2,850
2, 820

1, 764 3, 976
143 990
967 2, 520

3, 493 4, 814

41 72
104 2070

3,26 4,016
---- .----:-

48, 231 W, 040

168 2W1
406 473

3, 504 4, 776
233 E710

4.636 5,88
72

15, 770 15, 882
12, 401 12,112
10, 332 10,892

18, nO A 661

4,152 4, 582
2, 017 2,227

12, 551 13,852

4,124 4,25
4,068' 4,150

86....= 96
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TABLE 1.Federal expenditures for higher education, excluding research, flacal
years 1959 and 19601Continued

(In thousands)

Agency and program I
Ea

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Fellowships in biology and medi
School equipment and tamer
Special schools and courses
Assistance to schools in reactor technology
Fellowships in nuclear 1461300 and engineering

FILDILIAL DIMWIT INSETRANCR CORPORATION

Employee training in bank examining and auditing

NATIONAL AERONAUTIC! 1,147) SPAM ADMINISTRATION _

Flight Research Center training program
Lewis Research Center training program
Space Flight Center training program
Ame_s Research Center training program
Langley Reaearch Center training program

NATIONAL Scialtat FOUNIIATION ,

&knee funky fellowships.
Speial field institutes grants
Postdoctoral fellowships
Research participation grants.... ...
Special projects in science education
Academic year institutes for teachers
Graduate fellowship;
Inservice institutes for teachers
Secondary school teacher fellowships_
Bummer conferences for teachers
Summer institutes for teachers
Supplementary training for science teachers

VrTZRAN8' ADMINISTRATION

Readjustment training program
Vocational rehabilitation program
War orphans educational assistance

Amount, by year

1959 1960

PS, 425 $7, 629

499
1, 367

728
485
426

630
1, 919
I, 630
1,100

550

14 16

14 16

46

1

18
0

13
14

49, 887

2
44
10
33
33

62,132

2, 827
233

1,884
2, 472

301
& 787
7, 385
1, 942
1, 475

260
22, 348

473

2,261
223

1,785
4,134

311
9, 211
8, 086
2,248
1, 300

276
21, 759

638

363,288 248, 492

347, 427
8, 875
6, 966

232, 596
6, 389
9, 506

I Compiled by Penrose B. Jackson, Federal Education Programs Branch, (Mk* of Education, U.S.Department Health, Education, and Welfare. Based on reports of Federal agencies to the U.S. 0Mce of
Education In its annual survey of Federal activities related to educative and other sources. 1939 figures
are actual expenditures; 1960 lures are estimated expenditures.

I Excludes research grants and contracts and value of surplus property transferred to educational instl-balms; includes payments to State and local governments, individuals, and to public and private insti-
tutices of higher education.

TABLE 20Federal fellowship, traineeship, and training grant programs:
amount of grants and number of individual recipients, fiscal years 1959 and
19601

Type of program

Fellowships
Trainmhips -
Training grants I

Amount (thousands)

1959

35 901
12, 752
93, 885

1960

47, 070
16,321

118,028

N umber of recii)ients

1959

12, 567
6,147

66,391

1960

14,736
10, 787
71,178

I Compiled by Penrose Jackson, Federal &Meath» Programs Branch, Ofilos Education, U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, based on reports of Federal agencies to the U.S. Moe Educates
in its annual survey of Feckral activities related to education. 1950 figures aro actual expenditures; 1960

niuriare
estimated.

llumber of recipients includes only those identified as individual trainees under training grants and ow--
tracts. Most agencies did not report number of individuab supported under such its and contracts.

411151011-43----15
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One other statistical point should also be mentioned. The assump-tion is generally made that any additional Federal contributions tohigher education should only consist of the necessary residual amountsafter State and private sources of funds have been tapped to thefullest feasible extent. It is, of course, difficult to measureor evento definethe amounts that should come from State and privatesources, and it is equally difficult to judge how much should be addedby the Federal Government. However, reasonable assumptions aboutthese quantities, such as those found elsewhere in this publication,'suggest that the additional Federal contributions might amount to$2.0 billion by 1970 and $3.0 billion by 1975. The important point tonote is that such amountswhile highly significant to higher educa-tionwould not bulk large in the total Federal budget. For example,the Bureau of the Budget recently made a series of forecasts of antici-pated Government expenditure levels for the next decade.' It esti-mated that expenditures in 1970 would total between $84 billion and$123 billion. Current budget data suggest that the 1970 figures maybe closer to the larger estimate. Eckstein has made estimates thatare within the same range.' Even with the lowest estimated budgettotals, an educationil expenditure of $2.0 billion in 1970 would beonly 2.4 percent of the total. With the higher estimated budgetlevel, the educational outlay would be 1.6 percent of the total. Therelative smallness of the potential educational expenditures obviouslydoes not in itself represent a juAification for these expenditures.However, a comparison with the estimated budget Wails does placethe educational expenditures in their context and lends perspectiveto the following discussion. Jr

JUSTIFICATION FOR FEDERAL SUPPORT
Two general types of justificatims for Federal support of highereducation will be indicated here : those based on eoonomic factors andthose involving equity considerations. Tlx5 most fundamental eco-nomic argument is simply that the intellect of the young is an essentialnatural resource that must be developed and used to the fullest ifthe Nation is to maximize satisfactions for the citimmry. 14 thiseconomic sense higher education becomes a process that producescapital in the form of improved intellectual equipment for futureservice in thesociety.

If reliance were placed solely on the free market economy to deter-mine the inputs into this capital process, hindrances could prevent
atpublic

Res eh. 11 of this ion.
417.8. Bureau et the Budget, Speolei eh*: ren.reer ?milk*** of igisrei Midget

I

Hapenditurft, Janustry 1911.
I Otto lelitet4ga. fres& 4* AMU liaptedikwee UM* Nag 'Moak. Cesainfttee towPleonoink Develoinftent, Washington, D.C., April left.
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full development of intellectual resources and cause waste of such
resourcm. The most obvious hindrance is inability to meet the costs
of production. Exploratory studies indicate cleaily that intellectual
potential lies in many other lodes of society besides those that can
finance their own development" Moreover, it cannot be assumed that
the private economy will lend sufficient money to individuals who wish
to invest in their own education, since the capital created by edu-
cation is within the mindnot a separate piece of machinery upon
which a lender can foreclose. In addition, private loans would create
undesirable discrimination among groups of potential borrowers.'
Finally, it should be mentioned that the decision maker typically con-
trolling the flow of educational inputs is an 18-year-old who may be
least impressed by the long-run returns on educational investment and
most sensitive to both the educational hindrances and the alternative
lures of the private economy.

The economic justification for Federal assistance to higher educa-
tion is strengthened by examination of the output side of the educa-
tional process. Essentially this process involves the creation, stimu-
lation, and elaboration of ideas. Yet ideas are not merely the com-
modity of education ; they are also the basic ingredient for growth in a
society. A continuing stream of new ideas concerning our world
seems estiential for continuing social and economic growth in the
Nation. The more rapidly thew ideas are created, the more rapidly
we acquire the ability for future growth. But ideas must not only
be produced, they must also be distributed. The wider the difflemi-
nation of ides, the more extensive the benefits derived from them.
The educational process is the technique designed to create and
disseminate ideas.

The Federal Government must concern itself with higher educa-
tion because the products of education are essential to the Nation's
growth and well-being. It has to be recognized that the returns
from investment in education accrue not only to the individual but
also to the Nation of which he is a part. In effect, the social bene-
fits from education exceed the private benefitsanother reason why

reliance cannot be placed on the free market allocation of
resources to education. The benefits to the Nation come in many
forms. The social costs from illnesses and inefficiences may be re-
duoed. Basic research can be carried out that may itself yield no

ID" for Charles C. Cob, Iry Nisansreeks. Heiontifto reiost. Now York : Col
antrum* listaidaatim Board. 19541, (11) Meet Kolleakopf, and Warren B.

Tergessos, Ihnbgrosal ~ore and (Nage foine Mose Among Hig11AptOwdo Publio Hy*
lohoot /Maier% rebates, NJ.: adnentiesal Testing Sorriest Angina 1M; Moo leper,
/Vetere ASieselkog Adhesimion XVI Jkilion &Mere N Oolime, Washington, D.C..mat *mull lidneaties, 19116.

*Jest as °warmest lea= welt Per a further op ant of this subject, Ho
Viskier, 14 et die plilisalleiL
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marketable product, but neverthelew provides a basis for subsequentdevelopment of useful products. In order merely to stay abreast inthe international arms and diplomacy races, we must continually bereceiving the new injections of ideas that education can provide. Theinstitutions of democracy and free enterprise themselves need thestrength that comes from education in order to survive in a worldof change.
These benefits are national in scope, as is the educational processthat provides them. A person may reside in one State, be educatedin another, utilize his Klucation in a third, and have the fruits of histraining disperwd throughout all the States.
The other basic justification for Federal support of higher educa-tion is equity. There are arguments for maintaining income inequali-ties in the United States, but virtually all of these arguments haveone aspect in common they relate to the economic effects on the indi-viduals who earn. Even if all of these arguments are accepted, itdoes not follow that income differences should create discriminationamong children, who themselves cannot influence their family'sincome status. Even if society disregards the ad*, poor on thegrounds that their poverty is their own fault, it oitnnot logicallydisregard the children of the poor on the same grounds.In the United States we have gradually raised the level of guar-anteed equal educational opportunities to include the high school.The forces that compelled us to raise the level to this height were,in effect, the increasing complexity of the world and the public needfor more intellectual preparation of youth before entering it. Yetthe world continues to grow more complex and the educational levelsthat meant intellectual maturity yesterday do not go far enoughtoday. The same forces that raised equalitarian educational oppor-tunities through the high-school grades may now necessitate providingsimilar opportunities at higher levels.

For the purposes of this chapter, the justifications for Federalaid to higher education will be accepted tg; sufficient. The next ques-tion then concerns the method of Federal aid. In examining thisquestion, the assumption will be made that other current programsof assistance, both State and Federal, are to continue and that anynew Federal aid will supplement, rather than replace, the existingprograms. This may not be a totally acceptable assumption, finesmany persons argue for a reappraisal of all Federal aid to highereducation and for a new, broader program that encompasses all cur-rent and proposed aid and is designed to meet purely educationalneeds. This approach has great merit, but it is not likely thatCowen will colander it.
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It. Issues
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Several types of decisions need to be made about additional Fed-
eral programs One of the is whether the help should go to States,
institutions or students. Another set of issues concerns how the
funds should be allocated among the applicants. A third problem
area involves the extent of Federal direction over the use of funds.
Finally, there are a number of questions about specific techniques,
once the more general decisions have been made. The following
paragraphs indicate some of the factors to be considered in each
group of issues.

ALLOCATIONS TO STATES OR TO INSTITUTIONS
The question of whether Federal funds should be given to States

or to institutions hinges on the issue of efficiency and the role of the
private colleges. The advantage of granting Federal funds to States,
rather than to institutions, is that the States can perform a major
portion of the budgetary function. A State can assess the most
effective educational uses for the Federal funds among all potential
alternatives within the State. Hence, efficiency in the use of Fed-
eral funds may be greater than if one Federal agency had to dhocee
among the competing claims of all the institutions in the Nation.

On the other hand, if funds are given to States, there may be a
tendency to favor the allocation of funds principally to State institu-
tions and to give less consideration to the requests of private colleges.
Moreover, there are constitutional restrictions on the States in reallo-
cating funds to private institutions. In order for private colleges to

Feral aid via State agencies, the colleges might also be
asked to conform to certain inappropriate State requirements. There
have been many instances, of couiese, in which States have given
unqualified aid to private colleges. If, however, the use of State
agencies as intermediaries would result in a relative concentration
of Federal funds in State colleges, the effect would be to weaken
the relative competitive position of private colleges in obtaining
resources. For example, more faculty personnil would presumably
be drawn toward State school& Because of the great difficulty in
measuring the quality of product turned out by educational insti-
tutions, it is impossible to mew accurately the relationships between
costs and output or to assess the changes in overall efficiency which
would result from a shift of resources from private to State colleges.
The products of the two types of schools can probably be differenti-
ated, but both types of products undoubtedly provide economic re-
turns to the Nation. In the alimnce of objective evidence concerning
these returns, it may be unwise to risk discrimination in favor of one
edu9aticaud product to the disadvantage of another.
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ASSISTANCE TO INSTITUTIONS OR TO STUDENTS
The choice between assistance to the institution and assistance to thestudent involves a different situation. If the educational process isviewed as creating a capital good that is of value to the Nation, thenthe institution becomes the producer of the capital and the student itscarrier. On the one hand, financial aid to the institution may be usedto reduce the costs that are passed on to the student; on the other,financial aid to the student may be passed back to the school to defraycosts. In either case, the aid would seem to be used to meet the samecosts and hence the technique uswi would be a matter of indifference solong as the aid can be restricted to the educational process (including,for example, board and room associated with the education).One major qualification exists, however. Either the institution orthe student may use the grants simply to replace other funds thatwould have been used in the educational process. A college may haveless incentive to campaign for gifts if funds are available from theGovernment, and a student may use the Government grant instead ofhis own money, which would then be available for other uses. In effect,therefore, the Government might be subsidizing nmeducational ex-penditures of a prospective donor or of the student. In practice,colleges seem unlikely to depend solely on their financial ands, bothbecause costs of maintaining existing quality are rising steadily andbecause colleges probably have the usual business and social stimulito increase output, both extensively and intensively. However, ifcolleges use Federal aid either to reduce student costs or increasequality with the same student cats, the Government will still besubsidizing noneducationil student expenditures in the same way thatit would with direct student grants. The only situation under whichthis result would not occur is if the colleges charged full costs to allstudents and then provided Government help only to the prospectivestudents who could not otherwise meet the college costs. It mum morelikely that the Government can avoid the noneducational use of fundsif it supervises the distribution of funds and insures that they go onlyto students who need them for college costs.

This conclusion raises the next set of rues concerning Federal aidto education; namely, how to allocate the aid. If Federal grants aremade to students, there are several logical reasons that support allo-cations only to those who are unable to pay the full costs of collegeeducation. As is indicated above, grants to anyone also mans paymentof noneducational costs. Furthermore, if the economic justificationfor Federal grants is accepted, that is, that the Nation recieives eco-nomic benefits from education, Una the corollary should also beaccepted that the Federal Government ought to maximize the benefits
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that the Nation receives from each dollar of Federal subsidy. Yet the
net return that the Nation will receive from assisting those who can

finance their own education is zero, since whatever national benefits
accrue from the education would have been obtained without the sub-
sidies. Because education 'provides personal as well as extrapersonal
benefits, the assumptim can be remnably made that those who have
both the intellectual and financial potential for college work will obtain
the educe ( o r their own best interests. The waste of rewurces
occurs wi who hare intellectual ability but not the immediate
financial ability to for the costs of education.

The principal objection to a means test is moral, not economic.
In the case of educational assistance, several factors serve to blunt
the usual objections to means tests. First, in colleges there is a long
tradition of financial assistance to needy students, and the procedure
seems to be generally accepted without social stigma. Secondly, the
inadequacy of personal funds is not associated with responsibility for
the inadequacy, since the individual, because of his youth, haenot had
an opportunity to enter fully into the labor force. Thirdly, not all
high-school graduates who lack financial resources for college would
Main aid from the Government; presumably only those who have
the highest apparent potential for college work would receive the aid.
Therefore, some distinction is obtained by receiving the financial
assistance (especially if a euphemistic title such as "national scholar"
is attached to the grant). At the same time, the slothful person is
prevented from capitalizing on his weakness1s. The conclusion can
be drawn that a means test in education would not represent so invidi-
ous a device as it may in Sher fields.

The administrative feasibility of d means test should also
boned. In recent years tests of means, that is, of family
ability to support a son or daughter in college, have been m

highly developed in the education field than is generally
Na only do some colleges ask families to provide Federal income x
informationwhich is by itself an inadequate indicator because it
excludes certain income and ignores assetsbut also extensive use is

made of means tests such as the of the College Scholarship Service
and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. These tests seem to
provide a reasonably accurate measure of true financial ability, and
experience with them has been reported highly satisfactory.'

If Federal aid is to be given to students, the same logic that supports
a mean tastein effect, that the returns to the Nation are of paramount

s Per was muss Oft imperious bees etutbsed Seek In the education titers
tom. At INA salligue sM i sow participate to the College Scholarship
Servkie and the IMIIMaar biereases yearly. Meelled swans tests patterned after the College
Sebelarsh* Nerds. anspetatims ars employed b a amber of other institution aad
several States hi the dbitriloutke of their selsolarship awards. lee Oeitoge Bawd Ballow,
Cakes Istmass illzudaatim Beard, Priaseton, vartoss Isom.
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importancealso supports allocating the funds to the students whohave the greatest potential intellectual ability. The techniques ofdetermining this potential ability involve educational, not economic,issues. However, assuming that the potential can be measuredandhence that rankings can be obtaineAthere is a further problem of therelative weights assigned to financial need and intellectual ability inselecting the students who receive aid. How is the allocation of fundsto be made among the who meet the criteria both of need and ofability I If we adhere strictly to the Konomic justification for Federalaid, then the problem can be solved by starting with the student ofgreatest intellectual potential, giving him the minimum number ofdollars that will be just sufficientwhen added to his own financialresourcwto pay for his education, continuing the procedure withthe second most able student, and so on until the Federal allocationto education has been exhausted. This solution satisfies the require-ment for getting the greatest potential return from the Federaleducational investment, in the same way that a businessman selectsnew capital equipment on the basis of greatest potential returns, whiletrying to pay the lowest price for each piece of equipment.There is a supplementary allocation question: Should Federalgrants to students be allotted according to geographical areas? Thisis also a problem if grants are given to institutions rather than stu-dents. In a national economy as highly integrated as ours, thereseems to be little sen.. ses in arbitrarily assigning Federal educationalaid by areas. A student may receive and use his education in dif-ferent areas from the one where his parents reside, and the nationalbenefits from his education will probably be diffused throughout theentire society. Only if the greatest mobility of educational resourcesis allowe{I can students obtain the greatest returns for themselvwand the Nation.
It has been argued that high schools in different areas do notproduce the same quality of raw material for college. If true, itdoes not follow that the Nation's best interests are served by havingcolleges accept inferior raw material, thereby necessarily loweringthe standards of college production and final output. The problemconcerns improvement at the high-school level. It is possible thatthe use of ability as the basis of Federal aid to college students maystimulate improvement in high-school training, both because increasedcollege oOportunitities would stimulate demand for better collegepreparation and because local pride would be at stake. At the same

* Seymour Harris, In a letter cosownting on the draft copy c this chapter, wrote : "Ithink there is a good deal to be said for allocating scholarships to some extent on the basisof the Dumber of people of college age In the State, even if this means that some studentswith high tut scores in New York State will be eliminated and sow with lower on willbe given scholarships from States like Arkansiva or Mississippi."
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time, the intelligence tests to determine the L*neiiciaries of Federal
aid would presumably be dig-ne(1 to measure potential ability to
benefit from college work, which may be somewhat different from
quality of high-whool preparation.

SPECIFIC vs. BROAD,BASE SUPPORT

Another range of iwucs in Feral aid to higher education con-

cerns the extent of Federalidirection over the use of funds. Granting
that the funds should be used for higher education, should the Gov-
ernment then go on to specify the types of education I The logic
of the economic justification for Federal aid might appear to support
specific types of grants, since they can be concentrate4 in the fields
that yield the greatest returns to the Nation. The catch is: Who
has the omniscience to decide what types of education will best serve
the Nation in the future ? We can say that history strongly sug-
gests the future value of education in providing economic growth.
We cannot say that history also reveals which types of education will
yield the matte, growth in the future. Yesterday, study of the
Russian language might have been considered a highly esoteric pur-
suit; tomorrow, a knowledge of Marathi, Telegu, or Ilokano may be
an tewntial prerequisite for effective American foreign policy. In
the alAence of knowledge, the best policy may be simply to allow
the "invisible hands" to determine the allocation of educational re-
source& In effect, this places the burden on each individual, with
his advisers, to decide what the nature of his own talents is and
where they may be most effectively used in the future. The apprmtch
also avoids allegations of Federal dictatorship over the educational

Proem.
It may be argued that the conclusion is not so clear cut as this.

For example, many girls who receive a college education will marry
and withdraw from they work force. However, as informed citizens
and intelligent mothers, their contributions to the Nation's well-being
and growth could be of primary importance. The same may be
true of the students who enter the humanities and the teaching and
ministerial professions, although the returns to the Nation may be
measured largely in psychic rather than mdnetary values. Even if
we assumed that the only immediate goal of our Nation is defense,
it would be extremely difficult to specify all of the types of bulwar
that can be strengthened by education.

OTHER ISSUES

In addition to the three general ateas of problems indicated above
in connection with Federal aid to higher education, a number of
specific issues also exist. Only two. of these, which are economic
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in nature, will be mentioned here. One conoerns whether the Fed-
eral aid should he in the form of tax reduction or of expwditure
sul:Rsidy. If the assumption is made that the Federal Government
intends to provide a specified number of dollars for the support
of higher education either through loss of revenue or direct out-
laysthen on both economic and equity grounds the caSe for direct
subsidies would seem to be stronger. The aid can be cancentrated
on dime students who may yield the greatitst potentil returns to the
Nation. The aid can, at the same time, be concentrated on the
students who have the greatest need for tie fiance. From an
administrative standpoint direct expenditures also have the advan-
tage that the Congrem can obtain more information about how the
Federal money is being spent than it could if the ultimate decisions
were in the hands of individual taxpayers and the results had to
be inferred from tax returns. Finally, subsidies involve no qualifi-
cations in the concepts of income used to measure taxpaying ability,
although it should be noted that the income owcepts might be sharp-
ened by consideration of personal educational outlays."

Another specific economic decision is required on whether the-assist-
ance would be in the form of scholarships or loam, The loans
would presumably have to be on more favorable terms than private
borrowing in order to accommodate students who could not obtain
private loans or who could n(A, afford them. Both oeholarshipa and
loans would presumably stimulate additional education. If the same
amount of funds were made available each year through either method,
the net cost to the Government would be lees under a loan program
because of repayments of principal and interest. However, the net
cost to the student, albeit spread ornb_ time, would be greater under
loans than under a scholarship program, and this would serve to
reduce entry into education to some extent.

Moreover, under a loan program, the process of selecting students
for aid would be automatically altered, since only those who had
ability, need, and expectation of high incomes after graduation would
apply. Prospective students with ability, need, and a desire to enter
low-paying professions would be discouraged from getting an edu-
cation by the financial burden of future loan reimyment. At the
same time, a loan program would perform an allocative function.
Eighteen-year-olds who either have not established their guile for
the future or are willing to sacrifice them in order to get an educa-
tion are encouraged by a loan program to aim only for the highest
paying careers rather than the on they might choose under a gen-
eral scholarship plan. Under present conditions, a student prepar-

I. Tor a foraher derrcloinsent of this inddeet. see Ildtard Goode, ek. 17 of dab paigi-
adios.
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ing to enter a lower paying profeasion must haves personal motivation

strong enough to offset some financial sacrifices. A loan program

would wt the odds even more againA him.

it might be argued that the Nation needs most the who will con-

tribute motA to the grtx43 national product, as determintAti by free

market monetary returns. Under the loan procedure discrimination

would result against those who do not anticipate high monetary

income. This group might include a wide variy of occupational

groups " 110 are relatively low paid, or whose contributions fall outside

the mark-et system, including ministers teachers, writers, a_rtists,

social workers, nur, and housewives, It, is a social judgment

whether diferimination should exist against these, One may enter-

tain the suspicion that on the whole they might contribute as much

increment in social value as any other w_gment of society.

Some have taken the position that though wholarships are appro-

priate at the undergraduate level, loans can be used for graduate
.4udentis on the .ground s that (1) the time lag before reparrient will

ho less; (2) graduate study generally pays for itself in future pro-
fessional income; and (3) the work is relatively more oriented to

personal benefit and less to public benefit than are undergraduate

murses.. Therifira argument doe not seem relevant if the problem

concerns low future monetary income. The second one does not take

into account the differences in future professional income from alter-

native types of graduate work, which may still create a change in the

ordering of preferences after loan factors have been considered. The

third argument cannot be documented either pro or con, but it seeMS

highly doubtful if one thinks, for example, of the public benefits from

graduate reseazth.
In summary, there seem to be wound economic justifications for

making additional Federal invwtment in the education procsgs, since

the process providm eesential contributions to the national economy

and the national welfare. In addition, such investments can also pro-

vide greater equality of opportunity without any reduction in incen-

tives for private effort& The investmemt can be arrangedeither
through institutions or studentsto maximize the potential future
returns to the Nation. The funds can be allocated to recipients in
order to enure students with both the greatest ability and the
greatea need. The returns can be maximized without Federal direc-

tion over the specific educational uses to which the funds are put.

Direct Government expenditures seem more effective than tax changes,

and sciugariiiips will probably be more effective than a loan program.
If at least some of these generalizations are accepted, one final conclu-

sion may be drawn the time to begin considering the particular
policies for future Federal aid to higher education is now.



CHAPTER 14

State Financing of Higher Education
Selma I. Mumkkbs

STATE FINANCING of higher ediication has its' origin in the
values and necessities of early America. Thomas Jefferson,father of the University of Virginia, argued that ". . . those persons,

whom nature has endowed with genius and virtue, should be renderedby liberal education worthy to receive, and able to guard the sacred
deposit of the rights and liberties of their fellow citizens, and that
they should be called io that charge without regard to wealth, birth or
other accidental condition or circumstance. . . ." The aims of public
higher education are by and large the same todayan educated citi-
zenry, social and economic opportunity, and development of produc-
tive talents.

The State governments early established State oolleges and acad-
emies. Before the beginning of the 19th century, State colleges had
been founded in Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont.State governments in this period and later also enoouraged the es-
tablishment of private caws and aided them through tax exemption
and direct grants. Rudolph, in his inquiry into the nature of 196-
century college financing, writes: \

Both tradition and lack of sufficient historical investigation still stand inthe way of complete understanding of tiu, often crucial role which govern-ment played in the financial life of the American college. But wixtre studyhas been done, it becomes clear bow much tt meant to many colleges to harelarge injections ot Rite funds added to their resources.'

Bowdoin, Columbia, Dickinson, Hamilton, Harvard, Union, Will ilLMS,and Yale are among the colleges enumerated in that, inquiry as re-cipients of early State grants. And there is some evidence that loansfrom the State governments to the church-related colleges of the OldSouth made it possible for many of these colleges to survive in the
1840's and 1850's.

"Seminary grants" under the Land Grant Ordinance of 1785 weremade to Ohio and Miami Universities, and all new States got land
eilleoseads eoasaitant. VA. Ole. of
Predarialt Itadelph. Who Paid the Ms? an limpitry tato the Nature at Ittiwtamitb-Century Callao Maass. Zarvord lidoesNosi Ian, Ira 111, Kirin an.
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grants for State tmiversities ning with the admission of Ohio in
1802. Grants authorized by the Morrill Act., now over a century old,
encouraged the founding of additional State collets. Today there
exists' in each State at least one landgrant institution of higher
education.

In the older States, Odell developed from the original colonies,
private collegesHarvard, Yale, William and Mary, and °them
aireadi were established .at the time of attaining statehood, and in
those States the private institutions still outnumber public on In

'the Far Wit., by way of contrast, the major share of higher educa-
tional opportunities if, provided by public institutions, although im-
portant and prominent private colleges and universities are located
there. Between the Atlantic coast and the Far West the institutional
pattern gradually shifts, thus creating the distinct regional pattern
characteristic of higher education in this country today. This
regional pattern explains many of the underlying differenow in State
polities with respect to higher education, the variations in public out-
lays for colleges and universities, and the differenoes in approaches
to the emerging problems of higher eduatt ion.

Almost all the State governments are now searching out ways and
means to meet their threefold mponsibilities for higher education
(1) to assure educational opportunities for the growing number of
qualified studenti, (2) to develop manpower capabilities in numbers
adequate to supply vital public service; and (3) to build the higher
education potential so necessary to economic progress in the State.
They are searching for ways to carry the financial load which these
threefold responsibilities impose upon them. Well over 4-0 percent of
the current expenditures for student higher education in the Nation's
colleges and universities now are paid from State and local taxes. The
proportion in public institutions is higherabout 1.5 times as high.
About 60 percent of the plant funds of colleges and universities in the
United &atm comes from State or local governments, and for public
institutions this proportion rises to almost 80 percent. Although most
State and local funds for higherKlucation go to public institutions,
some go to private colleges and universities, either directly, or in-
directly through student scholarship support or tai exemption.

Thii chapter deals with some of the major financial questions con-
fronting State governments in meeting the three responsibilities in the
period ahead. It draws in part on State-by-State comparisons of out-
lys for higher education and of tax support, and in part on the work
of recent State study commissions in States that have assessed their
higher education problems on a comprehensive basis. The range of
issues reported is wide. They run the gamut from such broad concerns
as financial arrangements to improve the quality of higher education
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to such detailed onetas techniques of budgeting funds' and of compen-
sating local governments for properties removed from their tax base
for use by State colleges.3 The subject of this chapter is limited pri-
marily to the larger financial issues.

A number of study groups have been appointed in the States to ex-
plore resources for higher education in relation to emerging require-
ments and to formulate action programs. In addition to comprehen-
siVe surveys in 8 or 10 States, a number of other studies have assessed
particular aspects of higher education such as enrollment prospects,
2-year colleges, cooperative arrangements among institutions wi lin a
geographic area, and special problems of financing. Martorana and
Messersmith, in a 1960 analysis of studies made in the States, identify
23 States whose legislatures have authorized statewide or interinstitu-
tional studies of higher education, and 20 in which studies have been
conducted under other auspices. Only in Alaska, Delaware, Georgia,
Hawaii, I o, New Hampshire, and South Carolina were no studies
on higher ucation reported either as completed or underway. More-
over, in 8 States statewide coordinating boards have been established
to promote continuing planning for public higher education, and in 37
States governing boards have been created, which have responsibilities
for the control of all public institutions of higher education, or of cer-
tain types of institutions, such as teachers colleges.

Recommendations made in the reports on the. comprehensive .sur-
veys follow a fairly uniform pattern. All the comprehensive studies
urge action to : (1) provide greater educational opportunities for
the growing numbers of young people, (2) improve the quality of
higher education in the State, and (3) develop new educational centers
for instruction, research, graduate study, and public service. All
urge that the number of college places be increased, and most advocatei
additional financial assistance to students. To aid in improving the
quality of education in the colleges and universities, these study groups

a advocate increased expenditures for faculty and equipment, introduc-
tion of new teaching methods, and expansion of facilities, either by
the State or qtrough interstate arrangements, for training students
in profession4 and technical skills. To help foster centers of research
and graduate study, new or expanded universities are proposed.

2 A. J. Brumbaugh. The Proper Relationships Between Stab!, Governments and State-
Supported Higher Institutions, The ildsseattonei Record, 42: 175178, July 1961: and also
Malcolm Moos and Francis B. Rourke, The Campo and the States, Baltimore, Md., Johns
Hopkins Press, 1959.

a Roy 11.,,Owsley and Pauline Maris Mayo. College and University Tea and "In Lies"
Payments to Municipalitiea. Chicago, Di., American Municipal Association Report o.
166, Mat` -1 48.

4 8. V.Alitirtiotata and James C. Messeramith. Advaace Planning ro Meet Higher
cation Needs, Recent Mate Studios 1951-51. U.S. Department of Health, IDdlieation.
Welfare, Oflice of Education Circular No. 6$3 1960.
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I. Providing Educational Opportunities
Perhaps the most urgent question before the States is, "How are

we to finance educational opportunities for the growing numbers of
our young people?"

GROWTH IN ENROLLMENTS IN PUBLIC COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES

In the decade of the 1950's, when the U.S. population of college age
increased about 1 percent per year, college and university enrollinents
rose by about 1.6 percent per year. In the last 5 years (1955-60)
enrollments increased annually by 2.6 percent.

A large share of the increased enrollments took place in existing
institutions, institutions with established traditions and aims. The
decade of the 1950's was not a period of rapid increases in the total
number of institutions, although there has been a rise in the number
of junior colleges and branches of institutions. In contrast, earlier
in our history, in the first part of the 19th century, large demands for
college going were frequently met by establishment of new colleges.°

Between 1950 and 1960 the total number of institutions of higher
education listed in the Office of Education's Directory of Higher
Education increased from 1,808 to 2,011; these figures include junior
colleges but not branches. The number of colleges an universities
newly listed in a single year ranged from 20 in 1955 to 89 in 1950.
Institutions dropped from the directory during this period also varied
in number from 7 in 1959 to 78 in 1954. A review of theinstitutional
listings suggests that of the newly listed private institutions, all but
a few were seminaries or small colleges supported by religious groups.
Many of these schools were ongoing institutions that requested listing
for the first time with a view to possible use of the directory listings
as a qualifying condition for public or private aid. Notable excep-
tions to this pattern were Harvey Mudd College in California and
Brandeis University in Massachusett& Most of the public institu-
tions added to the directory during this period were junior collpges;
only 11 degree-granting public institutions were newly listed. Six
of these were in California; two in Louisiana; one each in Georgia,
New York, and Oregon.

Wide differences exist among the States in the numbers of added
college students and in the public institutions' share of these increases,
as is indicated in table 1. In some States, such as Florida and Cali-
fornia, the public institutions' share of enrollments has been rela-
tively large and the number of added enrollees also has been large,
compounding the State's problem in finding ways to meet its
requirements.

Hee Homer D. Babbidge, Jr., Introduction to this publication.
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students has increasingly become a public responsibility. Of the
eighteen 4-year medical schools established since 1930-31, 13 are pub-
lic and 5 private. In addition, public medical schools have increased
their enrollments more than have the private ones. For example,
during the period 1930-31 to 1955-56, public medical schools ac-
counted for 987 new freshman places and private medical schools for
less than one-third this number, or 299 new places.'

As we look ahead to the next 10 years, the population of college age
is expected to increase by 1.9 percent a year, or a rate of increase
almost twice that of the 1950's. Enrollments, are expected to rise at
even a faster rate, and again it is anticipated by most observers that
a mayor share of the growth will take place in public institutions, with
the concomitant problems of financing falling primarily on State
governments. In the decade ahead, just as in the decade recently
ended, some of the States will experience increases in college-age pop-
ulation and in enrollments two to three times those in other States.
Projections of the population 18 to 24 years of age made by the Na-
tional Education Association suggest increases between 1960 and 1970
varying from a low of 6.5 percent in West Virginia to perhaps as high
as 133.3 in Arizona (table 2).

College going varies widely among the States. As Harris has in-
there is very little correspondence between (a) the pr6portion

of the total State population that is of college age, (b) the ratio of the
State's college-going population to its total college-age population,
and (0) the proportion of its college-going population that is enrolled
in public colleges.

For example, Harris finds that West Virginia ranks first among
thetates in the proportion of its population that are of college age,
but 46th in the ratio of its total college enrollment to its college-age
population ; 75 percent of this enrollment is in public institutions of
higher education. By comparison, Arizona ranks 12th in the pro-
portion of its population which are of college age, but sixth in the
ratio of its total college enrollment to its college-age population; 97
percent of this enrollment is in public colleges and universities. Mas-
sachusetts, by contrast, ranks 86th in the proportion of its population
which are of college age, but third in the ratio of its total college en-
rollments to college-age population only 12 percent of its enrollment
is in public institutions of higher education.?

U.S., Stall Report to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Mintiest
School Isituirt, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,
85th Cong., let sess., p. 9 and 11.

/ Based on revision of data from Seymour N. Harris. Financing of Higher Education:
Broad Issues, in F111000411. Hither iffiseetios 1,16-70, Dexter M. Keener, et New York
Me Graw-Hill Book Co., 1969. p. U. See American Association of Collegiate Registers
and Admissions Officer, Homo State and Mitrotion of American College Students, Pell
1958, March 1959, for data on the inmigration and outmigration of students among the
various States.

1111111 it
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TABLE 2.-Pereent change In population 18 to 24 years of age, 1960-70

Arbon&
Nevada_ _ _

Florida

New Mexico
Delaware__ _

_

Utsh...._ _

Colorado

Vkitais
Mamma_
Louiskes

State

Connecticut__ _

Tens
New Hampshire
Wadlthgton
Ohio

UNITED STATES

Carolina
klabodna

. ..... - - - -
ei

........

e. - - ......

Versnont....

Mloblgan
Kansas
1E/stocky.--- - .. - - --
Massachuutts-.

=Carolina
Alabama_

_NistrL

wanneasee.m-

nods Island__ __ _ _

N. York_

Arkansas .

North
South Dakota_ _ _ _ _ _ _

District of Columbia
WWest Virginia

Pro)ection
A

131.3
111.8
107.1
98.2
90.4
82 9
75.7
75.4
70. 7

66.0
64.5
64. 2
627
80.7
60. 2
69. 8
59 4
57.7
87.3

114.8
131. 1
96. 1
90.0
87 2
895
ha. 4
;9.9
79 9
9 9

M. 8
61.0
61.6
89.0
57.7
59 1
62.1
M.
59.
65.3

67 3 57.3

57.1 898
69 1 53. 3
6& 6 59 3
66 5 61.6
55.2 68.9
53.2 64.6
63.0 40.7
fit 5 83.6
61.3 494
61.0 *4
60.1 57.7
48.9 69 2
49 0 as.6
47.9 44. 1a 6 64.3
46.5 46. 3
41i. 9 a0.7
46.9 SO. 9
45.7 32.
41.9 422

40. 3 It 0
39.8 48.6
39. 0 St 3
38.5 37.6
31 4 IS.
322 a3.2
81.6 10.3
28.4 31
26.8 30.3
29 2 33. 4
9.7 a. 5

I Head on Bureau 0 the Cams=
111=iduring each lmar
ou Donau

fift
COM=

MiTaperVIA=YOCLUL

and
=U and III and adawning that the amount of net
will equal the amount which occurred in 195640.

projections II and III and 'dawning that the =own 0 net
911046 and will equal )4 the amount which occurred in the

goyim dsta from Bureau of Oensem projections prepand for the Natkatal Education Assocbiticeis MI (unpublished).

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN COSTS
os

Not only does college going vary among the States but also the
amount of expenditures per student A National Planning Associa-
tion study gives the estimated cost in the academic year 195748 of
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student higher education per full-time student or Nuivalent for the
United States and for each of 16 States (table 3) .

TABLE 3Estimated expenditures of public and private colleges and univer-sities for student higher education per estimated full -time student equivalent,total United States and 16 selected States, 195748

State

Total:
United States _ -
Id selected States .

Califrn-nht
Connecticut_ _

Illinois
_ _ _

Massachusetts
Michigan__ ...... _
Minnesota .
Missouri_ _..
New Jersey-

New York... _ _

North Carolina
Ohio _

Pennsylvania
Tens

-

WA"

...

Estimated student higher education ex-
penditures pa estimate. full-time studssit

equivlaent

Amount

$879
917

U0
L 228
1.070

926
799

1,119
1,033

I01
796
908

LOBO
813
910
913
638

759

Nrcent of
U.S. amount

Rank order of
16 States

100
104

94
140
122
106
91

17/
118
91
91

103

1113
92

104
104
73

N

10
1

4

13

2
6

12
14
9

3
11
8
7

16

15

I Includes Alaska and Hawaii; Canal Zone, Guam, and Puerto Rico.
Sotracz: Selma J. Mushitin and Eugene P. MeLoone. &ode* HigAer Eduraties.: Erpendftwrss end&liras income hi 18 mat &ales. Washington, D.C. Nistketal Planning Association, March 1980,p. 18.

The 16 States included in the study account for 70 cents of each
dollar spent for student higher education in the United States and
for two-thirds of total college and university enrollment. Approxi-
mately $880 per student is spent for this purpose in the Nation as a
whole. The estimated cost per full-time student or equivalent ranges
from $638 in Texas-4n amount 27 percent below the national aver-
ageto $1 : in Connecticut-40 percent above it. States with rela-
tively h' costs per full-time student generally are those with a
large n ber of graduate and professional school students. For
example, in New York, where such costs are high, 19.5 percent of the
resident degree-credit students are graduate and professional school

Student higher education expenditures represent the current costs of Wieling and theoverhaul allocable to teaching. Expenditures for student higher education as defined hereinclude expenditure. for instrution and departawntal research and the portion of ex-penditures for general administration, libraries, and gasysioal-plant 'maintenance that Isused for instruetion. It excludes expenditures for extension courses for 'wildfire* stu-dents, for other public iwrvices, and for organized research and overhead connected withsuch researeh, as well as expenditures related to organised aetivities and to educationaltkpartments sales and services. It also excludes expenditures of auxiliary enterprises andthwe for student aid.
Selma J. Mushkin and Eugene P. McLoone. Rimiest Higher Xduattios: 11s; {cuessad Seems o1 Income is 11 litleated Stotes. Washington, D.C., National Planning Alma-elation, Marsh USW
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students; and in Connecticut, another such State, 17 t. Lessthan 6.5 percent of the students in Missouri and Texas, here costsper student are low, are students in graduate and professional school&Similar estimates of costs per full-time student or equivalent havenot been computed for all the States, and the necessary enrollmentprojections are not now available to apply such data in arriving at anappraximation of expenditure requirements.
Some indications of the differences in financial loads arising fromprojected increases in population can be gained from data on teachingexpenditures in colleges and universities per person 18 to _24 years ofage in the population. These expenditures for student higher educa-tion in 195748 ranged from $54 in Alaska to $267 in Massachusetts.Expenditures per person 18 to 24 years of age are highest in theNew England States and lowest in the Southeast. Within the NewEngland area there are marked differences resulting from a variety ofcontributing factors. In Maine,'expenditures per person 18 to 24years of age are 20 percent below the national average; in neighbor-ing Vermont these expenditures are 76 percent above that average.In the Southern States, both the** in the Southeast and the South-west, the average expenditures for student higher education are belowthe national average. In 12 of the 16 Southern Mates such expendi-tures are 25 percent or more below the national average, and in 5 ofthe 12 at least 40 percent below it (table 4).

TABLE LiEstimated expenditures of colleges and universities for studdathigher education, total and per person in the population 844 years of age,50 States and District of Columbia, 1957-68
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Student higlw eduestical edit
Amountmutts

)

SO STATES AND DISTRICT OF
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District ot Columbia
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District ofComb
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innommarnmow
101 2

100.
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10.1
110
&

114.4
13.1
417

800. 2

288.
46.9

135.8
4.
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11 8

.4

.6

. 4
10

. 6
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1113
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While data on opportunities for college education, measured bynumbers in the population or by expenditures for gudent higher
education, emphasize variations among States, all Statm are con-fronted with the problems of expanding higher education. The
problems are made more complicated in some States by the inmigra-tion of population, and in othersprincipally in the poorer and
sparsely populated States---by the need to move faster to make upfor past deficiencies.

STATE STUDY GROUP PROPOSALS
Each of the State study commissions that made comprehensive

surveys seeks through its recommendations to make educational op-portunities available to young people who can benefit from advanced
education "without regard to wealth, birth or other accidental condi-tions or circumstances." As is indicated earlier in this paper, theways proposed to achieve this objective are (1) expansion of the
college plant, thereby assuring more college places; and (2) provaion
of financial aid to students to facilitate their college going.

hierecme in college facilities.Additional college places are soughtthrough a number of different methods. One method is to build newState colleges and universities. Angther is to encourage the creation
of additional junior colleges, community colleges, and branches ofexisting State colleges and universities. A third is to enlarge enroll-
ments in existing institutions, public and private, through expansion
of college facilities and more effective use of existing facilities.

Capital outlays for facilities of State institutions of higher educa-tion are summarized in table 5.

TABLE Se---Capital outlays' of State institutions of higher education, 195040
tin millioni

Amount
capital

Yew sagas Year1950 '$240
1951----- ---- ---- ---- _ - - -___ 290
1952 268
1953 lt 249
1954 243
1955 292

Includes capital outlays financed from ;vivito and public MUM&
I Setimated from mated data of spending for "education" to swim*, that portion not for higher adtios-lion and make energy ocanparable to figures kw later years.
!minas Alaska ($3 million In 1 and $0.7 !alike, M) and Hawaii, $3.3 WM= for Mt

&Mats: Cloespeadlians of Sisk Churstaisit Ammo, mania reports kw 196040. 0.8. Dvettineit oOonuneres, Dania of the Oensaa

A newel
ciaserna

1956_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ 380
1957 484,
1958 598
1959 '709
1960-_ '675

The Michigan survey report, prepared for the Stte's Legislative
Study Committee on Higher Education in 1958 by John Dale Russell,
gives priority to community colleges as a way to meet the expanding
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number of applicants and propck*Is a series of steps designed to im-
prove the basis and increase the amount of State support of local
communities in establishing and operating such facilitite." For
example, the report recommends that a foundation program of com-
munity college support be adopted, with the State paying half the
foundation program costs and that the existing program of State
financial participation in construction of approved projects be con-
timed. It takes a negative- pition on extension of college and
university facilities through establishment of branches of the State-
controlled colleges and universities. On the contrary, it urges that
existing branches of the State-controlled institutions be reorganized
as autonomous institutions and that new college and university facili-
ties be separately organized.

The State study groups are divided on the beat may to decentralize
college facilities. In Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin, in ac-
cordance with their study group recommendations, branches of the
State university have been v;tablisluxi in different locations. The
New York and Pennsylvania reports urge establishment of both types
of local institutionsjunior and community colleges and also branches
of the State university structure.0

The California report perhaRR goes further than the others not only
detailing expected future and the resulting college facil-
ities required, and indicating locations for new units, but also setting
priorities in expansion among types of institutions and specifying the
educational functions of each type and the minimum, optimum, and
maximum full-time enrollments in each." The report recommends
reaffirmation of the policy that "no new State colleges or campuses of
the university, other than those already approved, shall be established
until adequate junior college facilities have been provided" (p. 8).
More specifically, this report recommends an increase in the current
amounts paid to junior colleges out of State school funds from about
30 percent to about 45 percent by not later than 1975, and adoption of
a continuing program of State grants or loans to school districts for
construction of junior college facilities. The report also recommends
creation of two new State colleges, to be in operation by 1965; com-
pletion of the three new State university campussm; authorized by the

so John Dale Rash. Nigher Edsoetios M Michipon, tAi ?Mai Report of the Ritroop©f Higher Education in Michigan. Michigan Legislative Study Committee on Higher Edu-
cation, Lansing, Mich., September 1148. p. 175.

n Bee New York State : Committee on Higher Education. Meeting the lemming Do-stolid for Higher Rilsootion he New Teri State, Report to the Governer and the Beard
of Repasts. State Idnentiou DMartlust Albuits November 1960 ; alto Pennsylvania:
Committee on Education. rk. PfteI Report. ,Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Harris-burg, April 1961.

11 California : The Liaison Committee of the State Board of Education and the Regentsof the Univeridty of California. A Master Pion for Mew lidneatien M Oonfornin,
1110--75. Sacramento, California State Department a Education, 1900.
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State board of regents in 195 and, in the future, diversion of some
potential students from the Berkeley campus of the State university
to other university campuses.

More effective and efficient utilization of college facilities is urged
in each of the major study group reports. The Michigan report, for
example, urges such improved utilization as a fiseal nocemity, pointing
out that the wimated amount that would be required each year over
an 18-year period for physical facilities to keep up with the mounting
enrollments would be more than the tax-appropriating bodies and
philanthropic donors in the State are likely to provide on a continuing
basis. The report concludes that : "There seems to 1 only one solu-
tion possible., namely to .diwover means by which the present ratio
of plant facilities to student eruvliments can be altered, without
damage to the scope and quality of the educational program." 11

The New York State committee, Henry T. Heald, clia'rman, report-
ing in November 1960 to the Governor of New York State and the
board of regents, puts the problem of space utilization in this way :

If the State university were to continue to follow historically accepted
space utilliation practices during the next 10 to 15 yearn, appropriations
for new buildings to meet the enrollment demand would have to be greater
than the grand total provided for college buildings by the legislature during
the past century."

Methods of improving utilization of space urged in State study
reports include greater use of classrooms in late afternoons and eve-
nings, lengthening of the school week and the school year, better
planning of the size and distribution of rooms, and repackaging of
course units to fit better into instructional periods available.

Aid to private institutions is proposed in a few States to facilitate
expansion of enrollment opportunities. Even when direct financial
aid is not extended to such instiNtions, they are regarded as an
integral part of the State's educational capacity, and their facilities
are relied upon to help meet emerging enrollment requirements in the
State. It is true that the high-quality private college or university is
a national institution which draws its students and its financial sup-
port from all sections of the Nation, but in most States the in- and
out-migrations of students are more or less balanced. Notable ex-
ceptions are Massachusetts and New Jersey. In the few States that
give direct aid to private institutions, under State constitutional and
statutory provisions, such aid takes the form of support for (a) cur-
rent operations, (b) scholarships, and (c) construction of facilities.

Pennsylvania, a State that has supported private nonsectarian col-
leges and universities over many decades, continues to stand first
among the States in the size of its financial payments to such institu-

John Dale Rowell. op. eft. p. 57.
14 New York State : Committee on Bitter Education, op. cit.. p. 82.
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tions. In 1957-58, 14 private institutions in Pennsylvania received
State support, and the aggr_ (kgate of thee payments amounted to
almost $19 million. Payments are made to the aided irLitutions on a
per student basis. The Governor's Committee on Education in its
report points out the unique character of Pennsylvania's aid prop-am,
but emphasizes that no "measurable" program goals for it have been
eetaarshed over the years. The committee recommends that goals be
set for the period aheadgoals that would give assurance of expanded
enrollments in the aided private institutions."

Eighteen States and Puerto Rico provide s_cholarships that :tu-
dents may use either at public or private institutions. New York
State has by far the largest of theme programs, and further expan-
sion has been proposed by the Heald committee and also by the
State board of regents." In (*her States aLco, new and expande41
scholars. hip programs are proposed.

Assigance given to privately controlled colleges for construct ion
of facilities, when such awtistance is available, is as a rule limitedby the States to self-financing loans. However, aid to private ini-
tutions in meeting their specialized facility needs has been extendedin other wiys. For example, the new medical 9ehool at Seton llali
in New Jersey has been given the IL% of the city hospital for clinical
teaching, and the University of Miami has a similar arrangement
with Dade County.

Financial aid to studtnt4.The availability of facilities is onlypart of the problem of assuring opportunities for college going;
another, is the financial ability to go to college. An important factorfacilitating larger college enrollments has been the improved acces-
sibility of collegesan accessibility that makes the student awareof potential resources for an advanced education and at the sametime reduces the cost of his college going by permitting him tolive at home while attending. Report after report from the Statestudy groups emphasizes that, if opportunities for college going areto be provided to the greatest possible number of young people, insti-tutions of higher educatiovoinuA, be distributed widely throughoutthe State.

Historically the primary instrument used by States to insure edu-
cational opportunities is low or no student tuition. More recently
attention has been given to the costs of attending college other than
tuition charges, and policy issues have linked tuition charges and
scholarships. State study commissions generally reaffirm a policy
of low or no tuition, such as that set forth in the early State con-

11Pesnoyivania : Committee on Education, op. cit., p. 19.
New York State : The University of the State of New York. /sontsiont in the rts-hem Ties &wet. Prepeeolo for tho Ihrponsion and lowermost of Education *I ZooYore State 196l. Alba'''. N.Y., the State Featimi Department, December 1960.
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stitutions of the Midwestern States which recommend that tuition
should be gratis and equally open to an. The CAlifornia report
introduoes its recommendation on student fetv; with : "The two gov-
erning boards reaffirm the long-established principle that State col-
leges and the University of California shall be tuition free to all
residents of the State." " In most States where no student tuition is
required, however, fees are imposed as charges for specific services of
benefit to the student, Such os health, counseling, placanent, housing,
and recreational service&

sentially there is at issue, as evidenced by the State reports, an
important question of eligibility that relates not only to public higher
education but to most other public services: Is the service to be
available without charge to all qualified individuals who seek it, or
only to thoee who demonstrate financial need I The notion that tuition
charges be imposed where none hid been levied before, or that they
be increased, is anatrary to widely accepted educational policies in
many States and canna be expected to gain easy acceptance.

However, publicly controlled oolleges, between 1953 and 1960, in-
creased student tuition and other charges each year on the average
about 5 percent-----a rate only somewhat less than the increase in private
institution& In the 7-year period 19a-60, tuition rates rose 47 percent
in all institutions combined, and 86 percent in public ones. In many
States increases in studfflat fees came in response to the sharp pressure
of advancing costs of higher education, despite the institutiOns' ad-
herence to a general policy of charging no or low tuition.

Unlike other State reports, the New York report does not bark
into reccanmendation for increases in tuition or student fees, but
espouses a statewide tuition policy for.all public institutions of higher
education It called for a uniform $300-a-year tuition charge "at
all public colleges in New York Stateincluding units of the State
tmiversity, the community colleges, and institutions in the New York
City college system." le In recommending this tuition charge, the
committee has this to say : "Decisions on tuition made ten, twenty, or
even a hundred years ago are no longer relevant and should be changed
now that financial demands are mounting. . ."

A tuition -rthate plan and increases in scholarship aid were recom-
mended by the committee for students whose family incomes are low.
The committee noted that "a tuition-rebate plan administered by
student-aid officials of the various colleges in accordance with general
specifications laid down by the legislature, and making special provi-
skme for hardship cues, can prevent tuition from being burden on
students truly in need." 1° This recommendation was supported by

Califonila : The Liaises Committee of the State Beard of Repots of the UotTereityCalifon*, op. cit., p 14.
Is Now Torii State : Committee to Bieber ildscstioa, op. ett., p. U.
- ID t. p. U.
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the New York State Board of Regents " and adopted by the legislature
in W61.

While some States are expanding student assistanm by means of
scholarship grants through public colleges and univer'sities,t1 others,
as is Hated above., have adopted statewide programs in which students
may use the Belo! anhip grants to finance their attendance either at
public institutions or at private ones, as the student elect& In recog-
nition of the nature of the costs other than tuition, to students attend-
ing college., California has propceed subsistence grants to State
echolarship recipients, up to the amount required to defray living
costs while the student is at college.

The amount of State scholarship support is shown in table 6 for
States spending $1 million or more for scholarship aid. Financial
aid to students through scholarshim fellowships, and awards tendsto be much lower in the South than in the other areas of the Nation.In 1959-60 eight of the Southern States spent lase than $3 per person
of college age in the SWe for that purpose. Other States with low
scholarship expenditure's per person of college age were Massadiusetti
and Rhode Island, as well as Kansaa, Ohio, and South Dakota
(table 7) .
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TABLE 7.---State scholarship aid to students, per person 18-24 years of age in
State, 1959-60

State Amount Percent
per person U U.S.
18-24 years average

of age 1

Vermont____ $18.90 463Wyoming
13 -16 360Oregon 11.01 302Delaware 8.85 242Colorado g. 16 224New York 7.51 206Arizona 6-84 187

Michigan . 6.25 171New Mexico 8.07 166New Hampshire 589 161--Iowa 5.75 158Nebraska - - - 5_ 64 164W isconsin &57 153Virginia 6.40 148

Louisiana
Illinois
Mon tans
Hawaii
Oklahoma
M innesota
West Virginia
Washington

UNITED STATES

Maryland
A labama
California
Florida _
Utah
Maine.
Arkansas
New Jersey
Nevada

Indian
.., 2.60 4 71North akota 2. 44 67Idaho.

2 25 ..62
%

(Mt

& 39 148
& 34 146
4.77 131
4.58 126
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4.49 123
4.26 117
a 92 107

3.65 100
11.--
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3.48 95
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2_ 96 81
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2
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&STennessee 1. 86' 61Missouri 1.72 47Alaska 1.71 47
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South Dakota 1.37,
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1.65 46

*I 1.58 48
Peruutylvania . -1.24 34-Kansas

.Z3Rhode Island rqg 83Texas * 1.09 30e iKen tucky
. 96 . 26South Carolina, ., , . 70 19
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J

Anciudes scholarship ski and other student assistance expenditures of State colleges and universities,and also additional State scholarship aid through other public programs and the administrative expensesoonnected therewith.
I Computed -using population 18-24 years of age from 1960 Census of Population, U.S. Department ofCommerce, Bureau of Census.
SOURCE: Computed from unpublished data compiled from State fiscal officers and from the °Moe of Edu-cation by the U.B. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, for Compendium of State GovernmentFinances in 1960.

improved methods of student selection.-----States continue to accept
the principle that all high-school graduates should have ..mess to
higher education if they so elect. They recognize that opportunities
for advanced education are not only a matter of accessible physical
facilities and of student financial aids, but also of fitting the student
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to the college and the college to the student. Dropouts that resultfrom Aproper placements are wasteful, both of public funds and ofstudent energies.
The California study group goes further than the others in recom-mending classification of applicants for admission and restrictions onState university enrollments. It recommends that (a) all high schoolgraduates be eligible for enrollment in junior colleges, (b) State col-leges select first-tune freshmen from the top one-third of all graduatesof California public high schools, and (0) the University of Cali-fornia select from the top one-eighth. In discussing the effect of theproposed admission policy on the opportunity of graduates of Cali-fornia public high schools to continue their education in publiclysupported institutions in the State, the committee concludes that theplan, with its complementary provision for student transfers, "will notreduce the opportunity for students able and willing to meet therequirements for transfer to the upper division in the State collegesand the University of California." "

, II. Development of Manpower Capabilities
Not only do the States have a responsibility for assuring educa-tional opportunities for their young people, the number of whomgrows with each census, but they also have a responsibility for im-proving the quality of the higher education provided. The qualityof such education determines whether the talents of the students willbe developed so that "they are able to guard the sacred deposits ofthe rights and liberties of their fellow citizens." And because the

. quality of higher education determines the effectiveness of the servicesto the public--7-in medicine, in teaching, in the civil serviceof personswho are college or university graduates, State governments necessarilyhaw') a vital stake in the quality of the graduates. It is clear thatmaintenance of the educational levels of prior years is not enough atthis time of unmatched scientific progress and technological advance.States seek to develop the capabilities of the citizens through a seriesof measuresmeasures urged to improve quality of higher educa-tion; namely, (a) a broad range opportuniti te: for study beyondthe high school, and (b) adequate fitancial support.
MEETING MANPOWER NEEDS

A number of steps have been taken by the States to help meet theneeds of their residents for the services of professionally and tech-nically trained people, and additional steps are proposed by Statestudy groups. Although the action programs differ, they have
California : The Liaison Coandftee of the State Board of Idneation and the Regentsof the Usiversits of California. op. at., p. TI.
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common purposes, and the differences largely reflect the peculiar
demographic, geographic, economic, and educational characteristics
of the States. Among the steps taken by the State governments, or
proposed to thin, are the following:

Expansion of facilities for graduate and professional training.
An increase in fellowship; and other, financial aids for graduate

students.
Expansion of facilities for technical and semiprofessional

Interstate and regional cooperation in providing graduate and
professional education.

Statewide coordination of facilities for higher education, to-
gether with identification of the functions of each of the types
of such facilities, and centralization of specialized high-cost
facilities for graduate and professional training.

Expanded facilities.In a number of States action has been taken
since the end of World War II to expand facilities and opportunities
for graduate and professional training. Because of the urgent needs
for professional health personnel and the high cost of medical educa-
tion, considerable attention is directed to this special area. I have
noted earlier in this chapter the important part played by the public
universities in expanding opportunities for medical education during
the past decades. Establishment of new educational centers for the
training of physicians, nurses, dentists, and others in the health pro-
fessions is being urged by national, regional, and State groups."

In New York State alone, which now has 10 medical schools, con-
struction of "two or three new medical schools within the next 10 to 15
years" is proposed by the Heald committee. Arizona, California,
Connecticut, Indiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Texas
have authorized or given consideration to new medical schools. State
grants to private medical schools also are recommended in New York
to enable such schools to expand their teaching facilities.

The expansion programs are not limited to schools training for the
health professions. State colleges have been given university status
in increasing numbers to emphasize graduate education, and addi-
tional graduate education centers have been recommended in some
States. Teachers colleges in a number of States have been converted

" See Frank Bane. Organising Medical Education To Meet Health Needs. The Anse Se,
American Academy of Political and Social Selene., /137 t 29-95, September 1961 ; else
Report of the Surgeon General's Consultant Group on Medical Education. Physicians for
s Growing Americo, U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Public Bealtb
Service, Washington. D.C., 1959.

si New York State : Committee on Maker Edneatioi, op. cit.,
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into liberal arts (general purpose) colleges, and in a number of othersrecommendations for such action are being discussed.Fellowship and loan programs.--Several States have implemented,or are considering financial aid programs designed to encourage studyin specialized fields. For example, California's study committee urgesestablishment of a new State graduate fellowship program to divertmore college graduates into teaching and graduate study. In NewYork State which has a small graduate fellowship program, the Healdcommittee proposed "liberal financial aid" for undergraduate medical:-tudents and for interns and resident physicians at hospitals.Typical financial aid programs now existing in several States aredesigned primarily to encourage training in the specialized fields ofteaching, nursing, and medicine, and in some of these States studentaid carries with it the obligation to work in the State for a designatedperiod after graduation.
Expangion, of technical training progrwn.8.The concern of Stategovernments with manpower needs is not limited to graduate and pro-fessional workers. The Council for the Study of Higher Educationin Florida, reporting to the Board of Control of the State's institu-t ions of higher learning, says

The projected develoments of the 'Florida economy indicate the urgentneed for expansion of technical, vocational, and semiprofessional programsof education to supplement degree programs in order that more Floridayouth may qualify for a role in the developing technological economy of theState!'

The junior or community college in many places is looked upon asan appropriate institution to provide training in technical and sub-professional fields that require less than 4 years of college work.Earlier I described recommendations made to expand these facilitiesas a way of providing undergraduate study and the priority given tothem in California, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. In some otherStates decentralization of undergraduate study is sought throughestablishment of university branches. The issue of State institutionsversus local ones becomes more complex in the light of the require-ments of technical and subprofessional training. For one thing,operating and capital requirements of technical curricula are 50 per-cent to 100 percent higher than of liberal arts ones."Moreover, a relatively small proportion of all students seek trainingin any one field during a year. And programs for training in such
A. J. Braumbaugh and Myron It. Blee. Higher Education and Florida's "tors,vol. 1, Recommendations and General Staff Report University of Florida Press, Gainesvine, 1956. p. 9.
William P. McClure. 6Transition in Junior College Education," in Financing Educa-tion for our Okaltfitig Population. Committee on Educational Finance, National Educa-tion Association, Washington, D.C., 1961. p. 90.
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fields as aeronautical technology, graphic arts, or industrial photog-
raphy, can only be offered economically in large population centers.

Inter8tate and regional cooperation.--Increasingly there is recog-
nition by the various States of the importance of interstate coopera-
tion, both as an economy measure and as a step toward insuring high-
quality education. Three regional education organizations have been
established in the United States----the Southern Regional Educational
Board, the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education,
and the New England Board of Higher Education. These organiza-
tions not only serve as agencies for the administration of interstate
agreements in their regions but also, in cooperation with the Gov-
ernors' Conferences and the Councils of State Governments as well
as other groups, and have fostered cooperative planning and program-
ing for educational opportunities in the States in their regions."

Existing regional arrangements in the field of higher education
usually cover professional education in medicine, dentistry, veterinary
medicine, and in some instances public health and social work.
Among the purposes of existing regional arrangements are the fol-
lowing: (a) to enable States without specified types of professional
or graduate training facilities to provide educational opportunities
for their residents, (b) to strengthen institutions providing regional
professional or graduate programs, and (c) to save the costs that
would be involved in construction of expensive facilities for such pro-
grams of their own. Under regional arrangements students from
participating States enroll in colleges and universities in member
States, with the home States paying agreed-upon amounts per student
to the receiving institution. The students attending under these pro-
grams pay the same tuition fees as State residents.

The survey of higher education in North Dakota emphasizes the
importance of interstate compacts and arrangements as a way to
provide specialized educational opportunities in a State with a rela-
tively sparse population. The report notes that "Under these con-
tracts students can without extra financial burden to themselves attend
institutions outside their own State to study programs not offered by
colleges in their home State." "

Statewide coordination.--Viewing all institutions of higher edu-
cation in the State as parts of a whole, a number of State study re-
ports urge statewide coordination of facilities for such education.

r See for example, U.S. Public Health Service, W. K. Kellogg Foundation, and American
Dental Association. A Study of Dental Manpower in the West, Western Interstate Com-
mission for Higher Education 119501] ; Southern Regional Education Board, Financing
Higher Education Series, the Board, Atlanta, Ga. ; Western Interstate 'Commission for
Higher Ipducation, Proceedings of the Legislative Workshop on Financing Higher Educa-
tion, the Commistion, Boulder, Colo., June 1958 ; and various reports of the New England
Board of Higher Education.

le Ernest V. Hollis, S. V. Martorana, et oi. Higher Education is North Dakota,
Report of a Survey, vol. 1. U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education, October 1958. p. St
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The objectives of this coordination are many. Among them are de-
velopment of a greater diversity in educational program, improve-
ment in quality of specialized training, and reduction of needless
duplication."

Such coordination in a State, whether through voluntary action
or official requirements by a central board of higher education, re-
quires identification of the distinctive role of each institution. The
Texas Commission on Higher Education, for example, has continued
to emphasize the State's need for effective statewide coordination. Its
report defines the role and scope of each public college and universityin the State and suggests an appropriate allocation of functions
among them."

The California study report defines the functions of three types of
institutionsuniversities, 4-year colleges, and junior collegesas was
indicated earlier in this chapter.

In the North Dakota report the recommendation on statewide
coordination among institutions of higher education is stated as
follows:

The State board of higher education . . . should define the concept of a
single statewide system and a policy for developing three types of institu-tions for achieving the stated objectives. The three types of colleges andtheir primary functions should be : (1) complex institufions of the university
type, predominantly respowdble for providing graduate and professional
educatiod ; (2) 4-year, regional State colleges predominantly responsiblefor providing programs of teacher education; (8) 2-year colleges of the
community-junior college type, predominantly responsible for approved spe-cialised programs for tschnleians and sesniprofessional personnel."

In New York, State that unlike California and North Dakota
has relied upon private colleges and universities for the major share
of its higher education, tim3 task of coordination and statewide plan-
ning has not been neglected. The Heald committee urges a new
alinement of tiu3 organizatknal strutture of higher education in the
State, expansion of respcunlilitks for planning, and creation of a
Council of Mew Educat:fie Advisors "to recommend publicly and
loudly what ought to be tkak. to keep our system of higher education
in line with our weriofgatewtse, natkmally, and in view of the world
situation." 40

ADEQUATE STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Educational opportunities must be provided in the States for the

growing numbers of talented young people, and professional and
Ibld-t P-

*Texas Commission on MOW Blesealbs, Report to the Governor of Tease and theLegislature of the Moto of raw. Age* Tex., the Commission, December 1968.truest V. Honk 8. V. Illartorana, et ol., op. sit.. p. 87-88.
se New York Mato : Comadttoo ft Higher liktnentiont op. cit., p. 22.
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subprofessional education must be developed to meet the weds fortrained manpower. But college places of the appropriate kiwis arenot enough. The major issue confronting the States in the financingof public higher education is: "How are we to finance higher educa-
. lion of the quality required for today's complex society and tomor-

row's even greater complexities?"
The Texas Commission on Higher Education poses the question inthis way

. . . the Comminion !messes Um( emerging challenge to public higher
education in Texas in terms of valitative rather than quantitative con-
siderations. . . . It is na axmgh for the State to caleentnto its attention
on meeting the flood of enrollment, Quality maw be considered, and Wisedit must be eniphasined.°

State perforames.---liare the &ates in the past increased their
funds for higher eds3atkon in dm) anwunts required to improve the
quality of edwatike at the same time as tiwy enroll larger numbers
of students? In cunitig &A, State and local fviids going to
colleges and univaisitiei 1N7-58 were 20 times as hiii4a its they werein the early 1920's and 3 time as high as they were after World
War IL In On 4 years from 1N8-64 to 1957-68, the increases in
these expenditures averaged about 10 percent a year, and the increases
in enrolluwat in public imititutu averaged about 12 percent a year.

Historical comparison of State and local tax funds for higher educa-
tion, however, is hazardms. Neither the data for State funds .nor
those for enrollments are statistically comparable. Definitions of the
items reported are different from biennial survey to biennial survey,
and the completeness's of reporting varies. Moreover, State progriims
change, and they affect the data reported in different ways. Ale0, an
appropriate base year is difficult to select because of the specitil cir-
cumstances existing in each of the years. (See app. C for further ex-
planation of estimates of State and local funds for higher eduction.)

An analysis of the data for the most recent period, made by com-
bining the available information in different ways, seems to suggett
that State and local funds for higher education changed over the last
4-year period roughly by the amount required to acioommodate the in-
creased numbers of students in public colleges and universities and
did not include a margin for improvement in quality. Using one series
on enrollments in the computation, I found that Age and local funds
per student increased about 7 percent betwem 1951-52 and 1957-58.
With another enrollment series, State and local funds per student were
somewhat higher in 195844 than in 1957-68. And with still another

Texas : Import to the do or and the Legislature et the Oat** op. efts D. 1.
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enrollment, series, State and local funds per student were 11 percent
higher in 1967-38 than in 1958-44."

Thus the States' performance in the paA few years (measured by the
amount of State and local funds per student enrolled in public institu-
tions) indicates two things: (a) States and localities increased their
tax effort for higher education, and (b) the increase was pressured by
enrollment demands rather than by considerations of quality.

The larger scale of State and local financing for higher education
corresponds to that for State and local expenditure for all tax-sup-
ported public tervices. During the period from fiscal year 1649-50 to
1957-48, State and local expenditures for all public servicai increased
from $27.9 billion to $58.7 billion, and a further rise of over 18.5 per-
cent occurred in the next 2-year period. Total State and local ex-
penditures more than doubled in the decade of the 1950's and increased
from 9.5 permit to over 14 percent of groom national product.

Future State requirensonte.--"Can the States finance higher educa-
tion in the quantity demanded by its citizens and in quality adequate
to meet the manpower needs of the State and Nation I" In part the
answer to this question intently depends upon the costs of quality
education, taking account both of those quality factors that will in-
ems° costs and those which may permit reductions. The necessary
salary increases in the colleges and universities create an upward push
on costs."

State Andy report after report emphasizes the need for higher
salary payments to faculty. For example, the Arizona abd West
Virginia reports urge better faculty salaries. North Dakota's 1958
report noting that North Dakota institutions were not paying faculty
salaries comparable to those in (*her States, says

This fact has serious imigicatIonsi for the welfare of the higher education
In the State. . . . The gravity of the situation is made worse by the fact
that the level of faculty salaries over the Nation at large is dins to be
recognised u dangerously low.°

The report recommends that the legislature raise the level of faculty
salaries u rapidly as passible, and as a minimum "strive to reach and
maintain an average for its faculties that is equal to the average salary
level paid personnel of comparable ranks in institutions of like type in
the No Central region of the Nation."

The Florida report urges an upward adjustment of salaries as neces-
sary to attract and retain qualified staff in a highly competitive

si The three Isrellamist series for pnbIle institutions were : (s) total opening fall enroll-
ments ; ()). main fall enrollments for resident and *Manion students (degree and non-
deggree milt) ; and (e) de-year enrollments for resident students.

Sidney G. Tidttan. rissehing fisieries Thom sad Nele--A /soma Losb. Now York.
TM Matt for the Advanesmest et llidusationt M&y MIL

Wiest V. Hollis, & Y. Marton**, it Si., op. eft. p. 87. 88.
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market. The Council for the Study of Higher Education also recom-
mended such an adjustment." New York's Heald committee puts its
findings on the subject, this way : "Salaries have been too low for many
years, with top-grade faculty members substantially subsidizing, in
effect, the education of their students." "

While salary adjustments create an upward cost push, improve-
ments in methods of teaching, reorganization of curriculums, and in-
troduction of new techniques in the colleges and universitieet offer
some opportunity for modifying the upward trend. Much new insti-
tutional research in the colleges and universities of the States promisw
improvement both in efficiency and in quality. However, it is.gen-
erally recognized that the ongoing efforts have to be stepped up. The
Heald committee, for example, recommends that the State help col-
leges and universities to improve their techniques of higher education
and urges that a new agency be created in the State to help the institu-
tions create, develop, and adopt new policies and procedures, and to
encourage prompt use of new knowledge about administration and
educational practices.

Future financial requirements can be defined somewhat more pre-
cisely than heretofore, within the framework of illustrative estimates
presented in chapter 11 of this publication. If States increased their
tax efforts approximately in proportion to the numbers of students
enrolled in public colleges and universities, as indicated in tablp 4,
chapter 11, State and local expenditures from tax funds would/ in-
crease from $1 billion in 1957-58 to $2.9 billion in 1970-71 and to $3.8
billion in 1975-76. If they just maintained their 1957-58 relative tax
effort for higher education, State and local support would rise from
$1 billion to billion in 1970-71 and to $2.6 billion in 1975-76. The
differences between the amounts shown in table 4 and those that would
be raised if tax effort were maintained at a constant rate would be
added to the amounts required from other sources. If, however, they
finance about one-half the current expenditures required, States and
localities would have to raise about $4.5 billion in taxes for student
higher education by 1970-71 and more than $6 billion. by 1975-16.

Recent studies of the changes in State and local tax bases in re-
sponse to changes in income permit us to translate the State and
local contributions into tax rate increases. The studies by Netter of
the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank,4° by Eckstein for the Committee
for Economic Development," and by McLoone of the Office of Edu-

is Brumbaugh sod Mee, op. elt., p. 54.
New York State: Committee on Higber Education, op. cit., p. 14.

N Dick Netser. "Financial Needs and Resources over the Next Decade : State and
Local Governments" In Plano Pisances: /soda, flearposo mkt Utiiiirsties, a Report of the
National Bureau of Economic Research. Princeton, Princeton Unlvmult7 Press,
1961.

" Otto Eckstein. Trends 4* Pea*, llapas4Utereit 4 the Nee Deoade. Washington, D.C.,
Committee for Economic Development, Apt 1910.
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cation 41 indicate the sensitivity of State and local tax bases to changes
in gross volume of national output. While these studies suggest
somewhat different changes in State and local tax yields (at constant
ratim) in response to changes in State income and gross product, the
three studies suggest that the State and local tax bases grow alm(xst
proportionately to the groes product. Hence a rise in State and local
expenditure out of tax funds proportionate to gross national product
would require no rate increase. A rise beyond this amount would
call for increased taxes, or, stated differently, the growth in the twn-
omy will permit a doubling of State and local contributions to student
higher education a decade hence without an increase in tax rates:
State and local contributions in eacess of the amounts will necessitate
higher tax rates or new tax levies.

Writers on problems of financing higher education ex-press sharply
divergent views about the ability of the States to meet the mounting
needs of higher education. Interstate competition in a highly mobile

t- Nation, where people, goods, and property crass State lines without
trade barriers, imposes real limits c tax action by a single State.
States tend to be restricted in their tax policy by the taxes imposed by
their neighbors. Moreover, there are large unmet needs for other
public services of many kinds, and claims on the tax dollar multiply
with the rapid development of metropolitan areas." Because of the
major reliance on property taxes and sales levies, general or selective,
increased State and local taxation means heavier burdens on the low-
and middle-income groups than would a comparable Federal tax
load."

Intent-ate differenres.Tables S to 10 present= comparative inter-
state data on the financing of higher education. Table 8 shows the
wide variations in the shares of State and local governments in the
financing of educational and general expenditures (excluding re-
search) . Table 9 shows the estimated amount of State and local tax
dollars for higher education per person 18 to 24 years of age in the
States and in the regions; and table 10, the tax money as a percentage
of gross personal income of all the residents in the States and in the
regions.

Despite wide variations among the States in the share of public
funds going toward the teaching ,of students in colleges and universi-
ties, and also the variations in tax effort, each of the State study

4 Buten. P. licLoone. The Afoot. of Tao, Sioetioity on the ringitoial Support of
idieestios. Doctoral dissertation, Urbana, University of Illinois, 1960 (unpublished) .

a Seymour N. Harris, op. cit., p. 68, and Howard R. Bowen, "Where Are the Dollars for
Higher Education Coming From?" In 1110 Climes* /moo In Higher Education, Associ-
ation for Higher Education, National Education Association, Washington, D.C., 1960.

utrieorge A. Bishop. The Tax Burden by Income Class, 1958. Notional Tee Journat,
14 4-56, March 1961.
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groups concludes that their State can afford to finance an enlapublic program of higher education. Various indexes of the abilityof a State to finance higher education are used in the reports on Statestudies." The include (a) State expendituree for higher educationper student or per capita; (b) State expenditures for higher education
as a percentage of total State outlays or of total tax dollars; (r) State
e.xpenditums for higher education m a percentage of tc*al personal
income in the State. To gain a measure of relative ability, the indexes
are compared with the State's own tax effort for higher education
historically, and also with that of other States in the same region,with that of States of similar size, and with the Nation as a wholep.
Projections are made of personal income and of State resources to
finance higher Niucation, and chang% in tax effort are computed onthe basis of the relation of the estimated growth in expenditures forhigher education to the wth in the economy of the State.
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III. Fostering Economic Growth
We have previously discussed the financial problems facing the

States in providing higher education opportunities .for the rapidly
growing number of student/3 ind in ,developing the necessary man-
power capabilities. We tun now to the impact of higher education
on the economic development of the State and the way in which this
impact alters the financial problems. Increasingly, Governors, legis-
latilres, and educational agencies are coming to regard higher educa-
tion as an important component of economic planning in the States,
and the financing of higher education as an investment in economic
development.

6
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Rapid advances in science and technology give new perspective tothe role of c4eges and universities. New industries, with theirpromise of accelerated growth, originate in the research laboratory.Research and development outlays of industries kre growing rapidlyand.evidence the payoff of research. The facilities for this develop-ment work oft& are located in areas where the manpower and re-sources for research are most favorable--university centers. TheU.S. Department of Commerce's Office of Area De'velopnaent/ 'inreporting a discussion among officials pf pioblems of inaustri,a1 loca-tionincluding officials from the aircraft, pharmaceutical; and elgt-tronics industrieslisted characteristics of preferred sites forresaarchand development facilities. Among the characteristics of these sites.Ivor') a ratio of at least 2 engineers per 1,000 population; 1..Ph. 11 peape1,000 population; good library facilities; and opportunities for con-tin.ued higher education."
University centers attract ne ;Indus ies by providing a communityenvironment favorable to cultura (scientific activities.*' Suchcenters facilitate the recruitment and retention of professional andscientific personnel by a company located close by. The centers afford13rnployees of the company access to opportunities for continuing theireducation and also provide a pool of talent to draw upon for consulta-

ECONOMICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

five serviceEos
:. University centers thus are links industrial development inthe community and State in which they are iodated. The State'scontribution toward the financing of these centers becomes a part of itscontribution toward economic growth in the community and theStatean investment that pays dividends in expanded fiscal resources,improved public services, and employment opportunities.The gains to the State's industrial development from universitycenters of graduate study and research are a ttil-ther justification ofState taxpayer support oi these centers. Brumbaugh states the prob.*.lem as follows: "The real challenge in Florida during the years aheadis not to find ways by which the economy will be abld to supporthigher education, but rather to devise ways in which programs ofresearch, service, and ,instruction in -Phigher education can supportpotential developments." 4. Perhaps in a mom detailed way that in°Nix States the report of the Florida Council forthe Study of Higher
*U.S. Department of Comm. Business and Defense Services Administration, Indus-trial Location Division, Factors p the Looation of Research and DevelopmentFeeil4tilso (processed), Mar. 19, 1959 ; Notes on Plant Location Seminar (processed),Nov, 9-18, 1959.

Asa S. Knowles. The Influence of Industries on Local Academic Programs. The Edu-cational Record, 42:179-182, July 1961.a 8. y. Martorana uod Archie IL Ayers. Industry Likes To Locate Near a College orUniversity. College sod. University Busines, 29 : 29-82, October 1960.*Brumbaugh cud Blee, op. cit., p. 6.
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Education deals with the economy of the State as a backdrop for its
survey of higher education needs.5°

Of direct concern to the State officials is the magnitude of funds
granted to research centers in universities by private and Federal
agencies. Concentration of private and Federal research funds in
prestige institutions has set off a chain reaction that intensifies the
urgent need for attracting and retaining well-recognized scholars and
research workers, particularly in the physical and biological sciences.
The. financial requirements of the State university centers are in-
creased as a consequence. But the support from sources other than
State tixes is increased as wel1.51

Although most of the State groups concerned with higher education
have not emphasized the economic benefits of higher education, few
lose sight of the fact that higher education itself is a growing
"industry." 52

In summary, most States in the past few years have explored the
developing problems of higher education within their borders; less
than one out of each five States has made a comprehensive survey of
higher educational opportlqtities for their residents and the financial
problems involved. State tax funds for higher education have in-
creased rapidly, but the higher taxes-have not been sufficient to gain
qualitieducation in the quantity demanded. State interest in college-
trained manpower and in industrial expansion based on scientific ad-
vances suggests the possibility of new methods of financing, including
long-term borrowing. However, faced with the growing financial
load for higher education, States in some instances are turning to the
cities for a larger share of the costscities already burdened with the
-complex public service needs of metropolitan communities.

'10Wylle Kilpatrick. Florida's liconoiny----Past Trends and Prospects for 1970, vol. 2
of Higher Education and Florida's Future. Gainesville, University of Florida-Press, 1956.

51 The effect of research on the tinani4to of higher education is discussed in ch. 18 of this
publication.

t3 See, for example, S. V. Martorana, Ernest V. Hollis, et. al., Higher Education in South
Dakota, 4 Report of a Survey, vol. I, U.S.. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
°Mc* of Education. September 1960 ; and James W. Harvey, The University and the City,
a Study of Economic Relationships Between the University of California and the City of
Berkeley, Berkeley, University of California Bureau of Public Administration, December
1958 (processed) ; and various reports by the New England Board of Higher Education,
the Southern Regional Education Board, and the Western Lnterstate Commission for
Higher Education.
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CHAPTER 15

Corporate Support of Higher Education
Robert I. Pitchell*

CORPOCORPORATIONS increasingly have recognized the importanceRATIONS
institutions of higher education as a base of research and a

source of trained manpower. Post-World War II shortages of man-
power, particularly in science and engineering, have emphasized the
close ties of business corporations/6th the universities and colleges.
Corporations have expanded recruitment in the colleges and par-
ticipated in programs designed to attract additional students into
science, engineering, and business administration. They have reached
back into the high school to encourage young people through scholar-
ships and traineeships to further their education. And they have
helped in raising the scientific preparation of high-school teachers
through exchange and other programs between industry and col-
leges. Many corporations have financed advanced education for someof their employees as a way to aid in the recruitment and retention
of needed trained manpower.

The role of research in industrial development has long been recog-
nized. Some of the more important industrial laboratories date back
before the present century. But since World War II the accelera-
tion of scientific advances and technology has produced new require-ments for industrial research. Indeed, industrial research and
development have been accelerated by more widespread recognitionof the profitability and payoff of research. Industry's research and
development bill amounted to $8.2 billion in 1958; it is estimated
at $10 billion in 1960.1

There is every indication that the pace of innovation will befurther accelerated in the decade ahead. While research conductedby industry in its own laboratories is concerned principally with
application of knowledge to specific improvements of products and
processes of production, expansion of basic research is recognized
more and more as the cornerstone of applied research.

Associate director, Bureau of Government Research, Indiana University.I National Science Foundation, Rooiewo of Data Rare cod Development, 24 :1.December 1900.

250
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The story of corporations and higher educatiqn is not unlike the
story of government and higher education, or that of any other
segment of our society and higher education. It is a story of in-
creased dependence on collo_ and universities and greater respon-
sibility for these institutions. The more complex the base from which
we start, the greater the complexity of advancing further. The
knowledge of simple mechanics and mechanical arts needed in the
19th century is no longer the basis of technological progress. The
transformation is dramatized by man's achievement in outer space
and is brought coldly home in the destructive force of his splitting
of the atom. When machines are constructed that think and remem-
ber, the challenge to humkn brainpower becomes not less but more.
And it is in this climate that business firms are reassessing their
benefits from investment in education and their obligations for con-
tributing to development of the Nation's, brainpower.

The financial contributions of corporations to higher education
take many forms. Some corporate funds go out in the form of
educational fringe benefits to employees or even more directly to
training of employees as an expense of business. Some represent
contractual payments for research performed. Still other funds rep-
resent charitable giving. Some of the corporate funds spent for
higher education go directly into the financial accounts of colleges
and universities. Others are given as financial aid to students directly
by the corporations and do not appear in the financial accounts of
the colleges and univer4ities as corporate funds. Some corporate
funds are contributed through foundations; other amounts are paid
directly without an intermediary. This brief description is not in-
tended to set up a precise classification of forms or methods of cor-
porate contributions, but to suggest that the data available on amounts
of corporate contributions to higher education often relate to specific
forms of support and exclude others.

EDUCATION AND TOTAL CORPORATE GIVING
Corporate giving for all philanthropic purposes (defined to accord

with the definitions of "contributions" reported by corporations under
the Federal internal revenue laws) amounted to '.,95 million in 1958
and is expected to almost double by 1970 (table 1). In the prior
12-year period from 1946 to 1958, corporate giving for all philan-
thropic purposes rose from $214 million to $895 million. Charitable
and educational giving amounted to 1 percent of corporate net profits
before taxes.

The amount of corporate funds used for educational and welfare
purposes is greatly understated by such data. For example, corpo-
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rations have been expanding their provisions for health and otherinsurance protection for their employees at the same time as theyhave been increasing educational services and benefits for them.These activities properly become an expense of doing business odare not charitable or educational "giving," but the impact and effectsin the community as a whole are not very different from the effectsof philanthropic activities.

TABLE 1.Corporate philanthropic contributions, amount and as percent ofprofits before taxes, by year, 1936-48
[Amounts in millions)

Year

106
1937
193EL
1939
1940

1941_
1042
1943
1944
1043

1946
1947__
1048_4_
1949_-
19s4_

1951
1952
1953
1954
1055

19f4
1957
1958
=1.1110P

Contributions
Total

corporate
profits Amount Percent of

profits

$7, rn
7, 830 33
4,131 27
7,178 31
9, 348

16, 675 58
23,389 98
28, 126 159
28, 547 234
21, 345 266

25.399 214
31, 615 241
34, 588 239
28, 387 223
42, 613 252

43,496 341
38, 735 399
39, 801 495
36, 721 314
47,949 415

47, 413 418
45, 073 419
39, 224 395

0.39
.-42
. 66
. 43
. 41

. 35

. 42
57

1.24

. 84

. 76

. 69
. 78
. 50

. 78
1.03
1.24

. 86

. 87

. 93
1.01

Elouics: U.S. Treasury Department. Elatistics of Income, Corporation Income Tax Return,

Figures that are directly comparable, showing the distribution ofthese contributions by purpose, ate not available. However, surveydata throw some light on the pattern of corporate giving (table 2).The major share of corporation funds goes for welfare, health, andeducation. Changes in the distribution of corporation contributionssince 1947 and even since 1955 indicate that education is getting anincreasingly larger share of total corporate giving. The relativeshare for education has almost tripled since 1947. Moreover, a partof the giving for other purposes, such as gifts to voluntary healthagencies, are in turn devoted to purposes that channel funds intocolleges and universities. In 1958, for example, about $30 millionof the income received by voluntary health organizations thrbughcontributions was devoted to research, and a substantial share of this
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amount was for research in colleges and universities. About $9 mil-
lion was spent for research by the American Cancer Society, and a
similar arnokint, by the American Heart Association.'

TABLE 2.-Percentage distribution of corporate contributions, by area of sup-
port, 1947, 1948, 1955, and 1959 1

Area of support 1947 1948 1965 1969a
Total 100.0. 100.0 100.0 100.0

Community chests and united funds. 61.3 40.6 26. 4 I& 1National health agencies 2.4 1.7 1.3 1.6Hospital 13.1 * 17. 5 & 6 10.6EDUCATION 18.4 14.2 31.3 aft. 1All others 20.2 Z`7 31.4 13.7

1 Data derived from surveys oonducted by the National Industrial Conference Board and reported for1947, 1948, and 1969 In The Conference Board Business Record. New York, National Industrial ConferenceBoard, Inc., January 1960, p. 19, and June 1961, p. 16; for 1964 in ampany anbibutfons: III, Policia endPeocodures: studies in Business Policy, No. 89. New York, National Industrial Conference Board, Ina.,196& The samples re Led by these data oovered 71 corporations in AOC, 79 oorporations in MA 1B0-in 1965, and 282 In 1 .

The Council for Financial Aid to Education has estimated that
something over $136 million was given by American business -dan-
ce/11s (including company foundations) to higher education in 1958.1
This includes extensive grants in the form of fellowships and scholar-
ships given directly to students. Business gifts given directly to
institutions of higher education in the college fiscal year 1958 -59
amounted to $98.5 million, according to the council. Of the total,
$68.9 million was given for current operations and $29.6 million for
capital purposes. The money was contributed for the following
purposes.*

Amount
Purpose (millions) Peroent

Total $98.5 100.0
Unrestricted use 26.2 26.7
Physical plant 24. 7 26.0
Research 20.6 20.8
Student aid 15. 3 15.5
Faculty compensation 8. 7 8.8
Other purposes & 1 8.2

A roughly similar picture emerges from data compiled by Selma
Mushkin and Eugene P. McLoone of the Office of Education, -U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (table 3).

Previous surveys by the Council for Financial Aid to Education in
1954-55 and 19g6-57 indicate that the proaortion of unrestricted gifts

The Conference Board Businesi Record. New York, *rational Inthistrial ConferenceBoard, June 1961.
Voluntary Support of America's Colleges and Un4veroitise, 1058-1M. New York,

Council for Financial Aid to Mducation, 1959. p. 69.
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from business concerns has been increasing, as has `that. of indirectgifts given to colleges and universities through State, regional, andother joint fundraising associations, which then redistritceute the gifts
to the member educational institutions. t..

TABLE 3.---Gifta and grants by foundations and corporations or other businessfirma to colleges and universities, academic year 1957-S8 '

[In thousands)

Purpose

Gifts and grants for
All purposes

Corporations and other businesses
Foundations__

Current operation

Corporations and other busimmes
Foundations

Plant funds

Corporations and other businesses
Foundations.

Endowment funds_____.

Corporations and other businesses
Foundations

Other special funds

Corporations and other
Foundations

AllmftwomErMin

All colleges
and

uniVernities

$198, 610

76,1411
122, 362

Public col..
leges and

universities

$52, 769

23, 396
30, 371

105, 649
=i411111.111

M, 8.18
49, 811

0041Melet.ftr-!--

.
45,193

12,503
32, s5

47, OM

7, 590
, 465

613

212
401

61
241

t Computed by Selma J. Mushkth and Eugene P. McLoone from unpublished preliminary data oompiligifor Statistics of Higher Education, 196748, Biennial Ramey of Education in the United States, 195008, ch-Wisec. H, table 1. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Oftioetf Education.

The council also reports that corporations and business concernsincreased their contributions to higher education by 149.7 percentfrom academic year 1954-55 to 1958-59. However, most other groupsof donors increased contributions at a higher rate thail businessicon-cerns (table 4). Perhaps the most interesting and significant partof the table concerns the high level of contributions from individualsand from government. Alumni 4 and other individuals contributed$281.9 million, or 37.5 percent of the total, in 1958-59, and voluntarycontributions from governments amounted to 16.6 percent of the total.Corporate and foundation giving jtable 8) amounts to less than5 percent of total current-fund incomepf institutions of higher ed-ucation. In contrast, total payments from government amount to 42.7percent of current fund income. Overall, corporations appear to beincreasingly aware of their I : ibilitiee to higher-education. Theyare increasing their contributions. Yet their gifts do not constitute alarge share of total funds for higher edtication, and they remain oneof the great, largely untapped reservoirs of support.
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TABLE 4.---Voluntary contributions, by groups of donors to institutions of
higher education, 195445 and 1958-59

(Amounts in mitrionsi

Dons 1964-65 1956-59

Oovfrnmemits
Individuals and families I
A turnnl se)
Nonalumni, nonchurch groups
Governing board&
Business °mown.,
Omer's' welfare foundations
Religious denomination&
Other sources
Bequests, trusts, annuities

9 Total.

Institutions reporting.

$29. 9
30.9
821
1a 7

O. 7
39. 4
N3.2
42.9
l& 3
47.0

Pero
change

33& 1gt=====
728

3124. 8
129.3
132.8
82.4
24.4
98 `4
RS, 3
Al . 2
18.9

(I)

751.3

1, 071

In. 5

+47.1

I Does not include appropriations or other specific grants made by statute.
Covers individuab and families not included in other groups.
These gifts were credited to donxs in other catogories to 196t-60.
macs: Council for Financial Aid to Education. Voluntary Support of America's COLieffl and UM-

1N8-I969. New York, The Oconail, 1950. p. 9.

TABLE 5.--Current-fund income of institutions of higher education, by control
and source of income : 1957-48 1

[Amounts in thousands]

TOTAL CURRENT-FUND IN-
COME

Bducational and general income

Tuition and fees from student'

Federal Government

Veterans' tuition and fees ______
Land-grant institutions (regular
Rea4reariations)

Other purposes

matt governments
Local governments_
Endowment earnbigs
Private gifts and grants
Related activities
Bales and services_ 6.

Other sources

Auxiliary canorprises_r
Student aid income

Public and private Public Private

Amount Percent
of total

Amount Percent
of total

Amount Percent
of total

S4, 675, 513 100.0 $2, 656, 401 100.0 $2, 019,112 100.0= ----- M -- =.--......__--.... .....__....3

3, 762, 532 90.5 2,174, 074 81.8 1, 588, 458 7& 7

939,111 20.1 274, 181 10. 3 664, 929 32.9

i12,431 15. 2 392,521 14.8 319,910 15.3

5,058 .1 1, 336 .1 3,720 .2

83,937 1.8. 82, 295 . 3.1 1, 642 .1
534,389 11.4 22, ns 8.8 301,613 14.9

89,049 1.9 76,114 2.9 12,988 .6
=====

1,156,537 24.7 1,128,898 42.8 27, 643 1.4
129,389 2. 8 12, 843 4.7 3, 546 .2
181,638 3.9 18, 881 .6 165,758 8.2
324,971 7.0 le, 774 2.6 256,197 117
199,303 4.3 106, 400 4.1 90, 902 4.5
47, 448 1.-0 30, 864 1.2 16, 584 .8
71, 705 1.6 28, 716 1.1 42, 989 2.1

P841,5$9 19.41a.0 448,989 18.9 392, 550
71,442 1. a 1111, 338 1.3 38,104 L 9

Data are for aggregate United 8tatee-80 States and the outlying parts.
Includes tuition and fees for World War II apd disabled veterans only. Excludes tuition and bee forKorean veterans enrolled tinder Public Law 560.

BOUncut: Prellininery data complied * Statistic of Hither Bisseatlost, 11147-144 Biennial Survey of Ed-
wad= in the 111111d States, 1986-418, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Ones ofidneation.

885105-42----18
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PUBLICPRIVATE COMPETITION FOR CORPORATEFUNDS

Each crop of new entrants at our institutions of higher educationgreatly enlarges the needs of these institutions, and the amount offunds required to finance those needs. The facts of the financialproblem of higher education and of mounting enrollments are ascommonplace as is the concern that the lack of support may preverftcolleges and universities from meeting their responsibilities to indus-try and to the Nation.
Private institutions of higher education have been plagued by practical limitations on tuition charges and by the overall inadequacy ofalumni support and of private gifts, large ItS they may be. Publicinstitutions have borne the brunt of the student population explosionand the increasing competition for State funds required by programsfor mental health, welfare, and highways, and by local communities'demands for increased State aid to relieve the burden of local schoolmqts.

A striking characteristic of higher education tLy is competition--competition for students, faculty, and money, and competition in cur-riculum offerings and public service programs designed to achieveexcellence in teaching, stature, and influence. Such competition hasbeen instrumental in raising faculty salaries, attracting more ableyoung people to the academic world, increasing the quantity andquality of the college student population, and expanding the publicservice functions of our colleges and universities at home and abroad.This competition has gk lierally been on a school-to-school basis,except in financing. In fundraising, it has been "natural for theschools to split into two grouprkprivate and public. Public institu-tions have traditionally receivenhe bulk of their stpport from Statefunds, while private institutions have relied on tuition charges, alumnisupport, and gifts from wealthy individuals, corporations, andfoundations.
As the need for funds has increased, public and private institutipnshave invaded each other's financial preserves. Private institutions haveturned increasingly to governmental sources of revenue. Aid fromState and local sources has been limited for the most part to traditionalexemptions from property taxesexemptions that have been expandedin some States to include exemptions from other taxeson businessenterprises owned wholly or partly by educational institutions. Atthe Federal level, private schools have broken new ground by partici-pating equally or more fully.than previously in most Federalprogramsfor grants, research, and other aids for higher education. The latest
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available data indicate that private institutions actually receive a
larger proportion of their total incomes from the Federal Government
than do public institutions, 15.8 percent versus 14.8 percent (table 5).If appropriations to lamj-grant college l are removed from the totals,
private institutions are well ahead of public ones with 15.7 percent
versus 11.7 percent. Equal consideration has been given to public and
private institutions in awarding student scholarships, fellowships, and
loans, including loans for dormitories ; rearch grants made by the
National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, and
the Office of Education ; the various oversea Programs ; and the current
efforts to expand programs for facilities and student aids. Federal
funds for research comprise the largest part of the Federal outlay
for higher education.

Public institutions, on the other hand, have called on the major/
corporations and foundations for support:. They has' ed tha
they are unable to attain their greatest usefulness or m e extel-
lence of the best private collegc without supplement in it public
appropriations from private sources.

It would be easy to exaggerate the conflict for funds between publicand private institutions-. in some States, such aS Indiana and Ohio,
amicable arrangements have been worked out by the presidents of the
various institutions whereby the-priv_ata institutions are given exclu-
sive opportunities for solicitation of corporate support in the State,and they in turn.qither assist in justifying budget requests of public
institutions or at least give tacit support..

Nevertheless the scramble for funds from every available source is
raising what might betalled jurisdictional problems, mainly in the
area of corporate and foundation giving. The States are not likely
to contribute significant sums for the support of private institutions,
except possibly through aid to students. Whatever expansion of Fed-
eral programs or Federal support occurs will probably continue on
an across-the-board public-private basis. Both groups are expected
to look to corporation and foundation support with increasing com-
petitiveness, however.

METHODS OF DISTRIBUTING FUNDS
As corporate and foundation grants become larer and competition

for them intensifies, the basic question of "who gets what" will require
a reevaluation of present practices.

Harry W. Smith, executive secretary of the Westinghouse Electric
Fund, summarized the situation in 1956 when he said

The case for some emporate assumption of social responsibility for college
and university needs is now so clearly eitablished that current concern may
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be shifted to discovering best methods. A major tinsoireAt consideration is,of course, how much of our historically successful dual system of private andpublic education is to be paid for privately.'

Corporations and foundations have responded in a variety of waysto requests for funds to support higher education. Some selectivitywith regard to recipients has been inevitable. A common selectioncriterion has been proximity of the institution to corporate plant Kndoffice locations. Corporations also see.m to favor the institutionstheir employes attended. Increasingly they are making large grantsto fundraising associations of private collegialThe proximity criterion has several advantages. It is not difficultto`detine; it gives rise to favorable local relations ; and it allows small,poor schools to retvive aid that they might not otherwise obtain. Yetmany corporations appear to.be t%arcling for other criteria, especiallyas contribution budgets incraa*A.
Contributing to The schoolsithat employees had attended affords asatisfactory rationale for the selections. It can be presumed that asuccessful corporation is receiving benefits from the college trainingreceived by its employees, and the syslem is an obvious aid to employeemorale. Some corporations, such as General Electric, match em-ployee donations to their alma maters; some, such as General Motors,because of its large number of college-trained employees, contributeto schools of which a specified minimum number of employees aregraduates. Others, such as the Columbia Broadcasting System, con-tribute only to the alma nutters of a select group of key executives.'Administratively, one of the built-in virtues of this general techniqueis that in most instances the selectivity criteria are eith'er automaticor generally acceptable end :mil f=linit.ing:

Foundation grants for special research and corporate grants of asimilar nature, which would be of particular benefit to the donatingcorporation, have raised no comparable problems of allocation. Suchgrants usually go to persons selected on the basis of special compe-tence or to schools having adequate staff and facilities and a willing-ness to undertake special research.
Broader grants for scholarships, fellowships, faculty salaries, gen-eral research projects, or other general purposes have raised problemsof selection. Typically, private givimig to private institutions hasbeen favored as a way to preserve a balance between privately andpublicly supported institutions. The largest of such grants was themultimillion-dollar Ford Foundation grant of 1956 for facultysalaries, which excluded public institutions of higher education even
National/Industrial Conference Board. The Why end How of Corporate G4vtag. NewYork, The Board, 1956. P. 26.-I Ford's program, begun in 1960, matches employees' gifts to any university or highschool up to $5,000.
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though many public ins itutions had lower salary scales than similar
private institutions. The presumption obviously was that public
inAitutions could get equivalent salary money from their State
ogislat u res.

Similarly the major program initiated by the Ford Foundation in
1960 with a grant of it46 million to five specially se1ecte41 univemities
was, according to foundation president Henry T. He_ald, part of a
spocial program to consist of large, unreAncted grants to a few
privately supported universities. Announcing the grant, Mr. Heald
said : "It is t-x&i.zential to the welfare of the Nation that each part of
its traditional dual system of higher educationthe privately and
publicly supported colleges and universitiesremains strong and
reaches higher levels of performane." e The total exclusion Of public
institutionsfrom this program apparently presumes that public funds
will always bit\ adequaw to enable public institutions to achieve their
aims.

Many corporations have followed a similar pattern and have cut
off support to public institutions. The Columbia Broadcaming Sys-
tem's Frank Stanton, announcing the corporation's original higher-
educatiion-support program, which limit e4 aid to private schools,
said:

These institutions have a special problem which separate* *en) fromthe tax-supported State and other public institutions. . . . But because
the different basis of. support on which our privately endowed insdtutions
depmd, we are concentrating our contributions in this area. .

Although General Motors scholarship plans are not limited to private
institutions, its foundation program was conceived as exclusive as-
sista.nce for such schools. A General Motors spokesman, explaining
the company's decision, stated that

The public institutions can meet these coots through higher taxes. Theprivate institutions, on the other hand, face a more difficult firc)blem and have
turned to the corporation as one source of additional support, We believeit is sound to provide such assistance and* this way aid In preserving the
historic balance between enrollment in private college* and universities
and that in tax-supported institutions.'

The 1958-59 data of the Council of Financial Aid to Education arerevealing in this regard. Excluding junior colleges, public institutionshad about half of the enrollment. of reporting institutions, but receivedonly a fourth of corporate contributions. The comparison is evenmore dramatic between the major private and public institutions ona per pupil basis:.

Lositvitio Courier-Jeentai, Sept. 25. 1960.
National Industrial Conference Board. op. elt.. p. 98.p. 108,
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TABLE 6.lligh, median, and low of average gifts per student, 1c6S-49

0 Ms per atutUnit

11 lib
Median
Low

M. RULts
Instituikuas

14
S

Independentink* rat*
Institutions InstItutft

/s

Gifts from all sources show a similiar range among private andpublic institutions for the same Saar:

Type of orhool
Professional and typectallzed
Major private universitieit
Private men's colleges
Private cooluestional ______________Private women's colleges
State institutions
Municipal conesel5 and universities_________

40.

.4riga Oft
per et taeist

$875

5tX5

443
444
174
138

Ob. Ms

S wv...tos Ob. MP- me. am

if we look at institutions' financial accounts, we find that 29 per-cent of gifts and grants from corporations and business firms wererec,eived by liublic institutions in 1957-58, and 71 percent by privateones (table 3). These data include contract funds for research..For some corporations the rationale of cutting off all support forpublic -institutions has been : "We support you through our taxes."Other corporations have taken the middle ground. They continueto contribute to both private and public institutions of higher educa-tion, but reduce their grants to public institutions to compensate fortheir contributions to such institutions through State taxpayments.At least one major corporation has worked out a formula under whichit makes such an allowance for State taxpayments when making grantsto public institutions. Many, however, make no distinction betweenpublic and private institutions in their gift and grant programs.What is clear about this situation is that no one has adequatelysolved the problem of measuring the amount of support that corpora-tions contribute to public institutions through their taxes. Is it moreor less than their grants to private institutions? The corporationsthat contribute only to private institutions because they contributeitopublic institutions through their taxes obviously are not aware that ofsir Federal taxpayments which go to institutions of higher educa-in, 45 percent are received by privets institutions (see table 5).inilarly the corporations that contribute equally to all institutionshigher education are not aware that private institutions receiveonly 2.4 percent ofaall State and local appropriations for higher edu-cation. Even where a formula is 4sd to make an allowance for tax-ptyments, there is no well-developed basis for measuring corporate
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tax-payments or the proportion of such payments that, are received
by public institutions; and at best the results would be applicable only
to the corporation making the calculation.

its corporate grants grow, the fundamental question of allocation
among public and private schools will assume meter imix-wtanc* in
the financing of higher educational institutions. This would appear
to justify a more detailed examination of the situation, as follows:

MEASURING TAX SUPPORT BY CORPORATIONS
As far as the Federal tax dollar is concerned, it is clear that tlivre

iFt little ground for a wrporution's differentiation between public anti
private institutions of higher education in making private grants
NV hen all other factors and motivations are equal. Private institutions
which have apptoximately half of the total enrollment in the United
Statas, received a little less than half the total Federal grants to
higher education in 1957-M, the late&t yeiar for which data are avail-
able. Since Federal tax laws are uniform throughout the United
States, whatever proportion of the corporate tax dollar goes to higher
education ahamd by public and private institutions. In this sense.,
public and private institutions as a whole are in equal need of income
from private sources, corporate or otherwise, although there are
important differences among individual institutions in both categories
because the largest universities receive the bulk of Federal moneys.

The distribution of the tax dollar at the State level is in sharp
contrast to that at the Federal level. Only 2.4 percent of all State
and local public appropriations for higher education are reoeived by
private institutions. It is at this level that it will be fruitful to ex-
plore the problems of differenocm in corporate tax support, of public
and private institutions.

State corporate taxes are not uniform; nor are State appropriations
for higher education. Corporate tax burdens vary by State, and
the proportion of corporate tax dollars received by each State's pub-
lic institutions also varies. It is therefore necessary to compile data
in each of the 50 States in order to pinpoint whatever differential
exists in public and private support.

The answer to the limited question of corporate tax support of
public colleges and universities involves three basic sets of data in
each State. First, we must know how much tax money was received
by each pulAio institution of higher education in a given period.
Secondly, we must calculate the total pool of tax money. This infor-
mation enables us*to determine the percentage of tax money the
institution received, which can be used ss'a basis for measuring the
extant of public support for the institution. Thirdly, we must deter-
mine how much of the total tax pool was collected from corporations.
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This is the raw data for computing the corporations' proportionateburden of the State's tax collections. From these data it is easy tocalculate bow much all the corporations subject to the State's taxeshave contributed to the support of each public institution of highereducation in that State. At that point. we shall know what percentageof each corporate tax dollar in the State goes to higher education.With this informati=on, a particular corporation can calculate its owntax contribution to higher education in the future.The gathering of these data is beset with many pitfalls. Problemsof definition, methodology, and availability of reliable data abound.And complications arise from different. accounting procedures andfrom variations in State tax systems. tlome approaches to a workablesolution to the overall problem may be suggested here.When Nyyl speak of higher education in this context, we mean theacade i6ctivit ies of institutions of higher learning, not their "out-si " or commercial ventures. In gone colleges this implies instruc-tional activities only, but major universities today have three recog-nized academic functionsinstruction, research, and public service.These functions are carried out not only through student in-struction and other faculty activities, but also through agriculturalexperiment stations, agricultural extension services, hospitals asso-ciated with medical schools or devoted to the treatment of studentsor staff, speech and hearing clinics, extension centers (includingcourses for college credit and those not for credit) , athletic plants,dormitories, faculty housing, bookstores, student unions, laboratories,and research facilities of all kinds. Noneducational commercial en-terprises of any kind would obviously not be academic functions eventhough they are administered by the institution, but they may beimportant revenue producers.

AMOUNT OF TAX SUPPORT
The annual State appropriation cannot be considered equivalent tothe amotuit of State taxes spent for higher education. In some States,by constitution or by statute, all moneywihcluding tuition receivedby public educational institutions must be deposited in the State treas-ury, whereupon they are usually appropriated back to the institutionby legislative act. To get a meaningful and comparable figure foreach State, we calculate the net legislative appropriation by subtract-ing the amount of the appropriations for all nonacademic functionsand of any nontax income received by the school which has beendeposited in the State treasury and appropriated for the institution.Hence, if any of these activities are partially supported out of taxrevenues, that partand only that park ----is chargeable to the tax-Faye's*
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We are not out of the woods y.et. States often finance educationalwtivities out of bond revenues. These are not tax revenues, exceptwhen tax moneys are used to pay interest or principal on such bonds.On the other 'land, public welfare moneys paid to university-operatedhospitals for handling charity cases are in effect taxpayments insupport. of one of the university's academic functions.
A special problem arises for capital appropriations. In most. Statessuch appropriations are made only as urgent needs arise. To make afair test of tax support of higher education, an average figure ofcapital appropriations over an extended period of from 4 to 10 yearsmay be nekvssa

SOURCES OF TAX SUPPORT
It, is relatively easy to determine how much tax support a publicinstitution of higher education receive& It is more difficult, and morecrucial, to define the total pool of tax revenues out of which appro-priations for higher education are made. The three components ofthis problem are : (a) the separation of public revenues into tax andnontax categories; ) the distinction, if any, between general-pur-pose taxes and taxes levied for regulatory purposes or special uses:and (c) the inclusion or exclusion of local tax revenues.

We can easily set apart from other revenues intergovernmentalreceipts and receipts from State-owned or locally owned public facil-ities. Also not classifiable as taxes are fees received in the operationof medical facilities, toll roads, utilities, garbage and sewer systems,and commercial enterprises, such as liquor stoms, as well as insurancetrust receipts (including teachers' and State employees' pensionfunds), interest, and miscellaneous receipts from tines and the like.A more vexing problem emerges after tax revenues are properlydefined. Some taxes are obviously imposed for general revenue pur-poses; others, such as gasoline taxes, may be imposed for special pur-poses benefiting the taxpayers and the revenues put into dedicated orearmarked funds; still others, such as professional and businesslicense fees and severance taxes, may be levied in token amounts anddesigned specifically for regulatory purp(xses.
When the State imposes a levy on a particular group of persons forthe exclusive benefit of that group, or in the public interest as aregulatory measure, there is justification for treating such revenuesseparately from the general pool of State moneys available for educa-tion and other general purposes, just as it is necessary to exclude fromthe pool of public funds tuition fees paid by students,' .even thoughsuch fees are part of the funds available to institutions of highereducation. Tuition fees are used for the exclusive and direct benefit
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of the pateies just as motor vehicle taxes are used to build highway=s.
for motor vehicle taxpayers.

Care must= be exercised in dealing with this problem. It is onething to exclude severance taxes on oil when they are used exclusively
to control the rate of production of oil anQt gas, and it is another tt
exclude such revenues when they are used wholly or partly for educa-
tion or other zeneral puTpo.ws. The rule would be, then, that to the
extent that tax revenues or fees are classifiable as user taxes or regula-
tory taxes, they am not part of the revenue pool out of which publIc
institutions of higher education derive tax support ; to the extent that
such revenues are used for other purposes, they would have to be
considered as part of the total revenue pool, even though earmarked.

Hence all sources of general revenue such as property, sales, income,
and transfer taxes would be part of the revenue pool, except whet,
as in the case of motor fuel taxes dedicated for highway purposes or
alcoholic beverage taxes used for 'control of the alcoholic beverage
industry, they would come under the exclusionary rule explained
above. The same would apply to special businew taxes, such as
franchise, privilege, and occupation taxes, and to miscellaneous taxes,
such as poll, parimutuel, and admission taxes.

Usually when we refer to State taxes we mean just thattaxes
imposed and collected Since almost all regular appro-priations for public institutions of higher learning are made by theState, the total pool of taxes as defined above could be expected to belimited to revenue from State taxes. Yet even the most superficial
analysis of State tax structures reveals that States differ widely notonly in the proportions of taxes colleted at the State and the local
level but also in the amount of State aid given to local commqnitie%;and in the dependence upon business taxes to support State and local
functions. In Indiana, for example, many corporations pay extremely
light State taxes and heavy local property taxes. In West. Virginia:*the State taxes are much heavier and the local taxes lighter. In
Nebraska and California the total buiden is likely to be more evenly
balanced. Where State aid to local cornthunities is extensive, the
proportion of State taxes to local is high; and where State aid is
minimal, the State tax burden is comparatively light. In Stag when'local functions are locally financed, the total of State taxes will be
materially lessened and the appropriation for public institutions ofhigher learning will amount to a larger proportion of State tax reve-nues than it does in States where a major proportion of local functionsare financed by State aid. Under the latter conditions r .:s taxes will
be levied by the State ; and the appropriation for higher education,
even though the same as in the first instance, would appear to amount
to a much smaller proportion of thkotal tax pool.
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For all of these reasons no valid or consistent data can be derived
unless the amount of a State's total tax pool is calculatekl by including
both State and local taxes. This does not amount to a paper reduc-
t, )n in corporation support for higher education because corporate
Axpayments to State and local governments will neckNssarily be in-

, hided in the total of corporate taxpayments, from *hid' their tax
support of higher education is credited.

TAXES PAID BY CORPORATIONS

Having determined the, amount of tax upport of an institution
a State and the tax sources available for this support, we still must

4vek an answer to "How much is paid by corporations?" On the
lirface it would appear that corporate taxes are easily distinguish-

able from noncorporate taxes. The corporation income tax and the
personal income tax are obvious examples. But does the corpora-
n ion ultimately pay the corporation income tax? The economist will
trg:ue that such taxes are ultimately borne by the shareholder through
reduced dividends or are shifted to the consumer through increased
prices, or to the employee through reduced wages. This problem
need not concern us here because whatever the ultimate incidence of
corporation taxpayments, the same incidence would apply to corpo-
rate contributions to private institutions of itigher education.

If we limit our analysis to initial tax payments, we need only deter-
mine: (a) which tax payments are drawn from funds from which
the corporation contributes also to private institutions, and (b) which
payments are made by corporations while serving only as collection
agencies for taxes imposed directly on individuals and other
consumers.

The collection agency criterion is a simple one from a legal point
of view because the law, in virtually every case, will specify whether
a business entity is serving as a collection agency. Whenever the legal
liability for the tax is on the consumer (as in some sales, usl excise,
and grow-receipts taxes) or on the income earner (as in withheld
taxes), such taxes would not be counted as taxpayments by the cor-
poration, although the corporation may be required to collect the tax
and turn the money over to the State. But sales and excise taxes
paid by corporations as consumers of taxable goods would be treated
as corporation taxes.

Legal liability should not be the only criterion for determining
who directly pays a specific tax. The legal liability of a sales tax
may, for example, rest upon the retailer primarily for administra-
tive convenience. If, however, the law allows the retailer to collect
the tax from the consumer, and retailers generany do SON that tax
should be considered a direct tax on consumers. For determining
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tax payments attributable to consumers or income earners, (tilercriteria would be a) the allowances to business firms for collection,and (1)) eligibility for tax refunds or for tax deductions.
In general, sales, use, and excise taxes as well as withheld incometaxes would be allocated to consumers and income earners. Manu-facturers' excise taxes, payment of which is a legal obligation ofthe manufacturer unless there are mandatory provisions in the lawfor shifting them, would he attributed to business firms. Gro%;s-

reeeipts, bU91fltS at value--added, gross-Tnargin, and insurancegross premium taxes would be counted as business taxes except wherethe law explicitly requires or allows shifting.of the tax to the eon-!,umer. l3tility gross receipts can be assumed to be consumer taxeswithout regard to the legal obligation to pay because of the six
circumstances of rate fixing.

Even if these concvpts and definitions provide an adequate and
sat isfaetory basis for determining the extent of Corporate tax supportof public institutions of higher education, there remains the questionof the availability Of required data in State and local records. As faras is known, no State segregates taxpayments by corporations withtegard to all State and local taxes. Data on taxes that are paidexclusively by corporations can be readily obtained from officialreports in most States. On taxes paid by corporations and none

taxpayers, ci)rporate payments must be segregateki and totaled.On taxes paid directly to the State, it is possible to examine adminis-trative records to make this breakdown.
Local taxes, especially the property tax, present formidable prob-lems, because property tws on corporations are not wparately

recorded and administration is usually decentralized. Sampling pro-etx-iures would normally have tot.* used.
The are the major considerations in calculating the amount ofcorporate tax support for public institutions of higher education.A rundown of the situation in one State A will perhaps give a clearerpicture of the recommended technique.°
Total revenue of State and local governments in State A in 1959 was$1,137 million, of which $106 million was intergovernmental revenuefrom the Federal Government and $213 million, nontax receipts,making total State and local tax revenues i.:18 million, as follows:

AmountIt.,,, (millions)
General property $414
Income 170
Motor vehicle 111
Excises 85
Public utility 86

lemmasI tem (minions)
Employment security $27Inheritance and gift.
Insurance 8
Occupations licensing 8

*The following data are prelinaluary gores In one State from a pilot study of revenueIn five States in which the author Is currently. engaged. The Stites will be ickntieed whenthe Anal report is made.
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Motor vehicle, employment security, and all but one-half million
of the occupations and license taxes are cla&sitied as user or regulatory
taxes as defined previously. Hence the State and local total tax pool
out of which the State university received its appropriation that year
was almost $675 million.

Surveys of tax records revealed that corporations paid $100 million
.11 property taxes, $48 million in income taxes, ti;t26 million in utilitY
property taxe_s. and (is'zi million in insurance taxes for a total of $1.2
million, or slightly over a fourth of the State and local tax pool.

The nct appropriation from State and local g'veriitiients to the
State university for academic purpot.sks (operating and capital)
amotmted to $2.S millionabout 4 percent of the total revenue avail-
able for general State and local purposes. The university therefore
received the equivalent of about $7 million from corporate taxpayers
in the State. Furthermore, 4 cents out of each corporate tax dollar
was allocated to the support of the university.

Each corporation paying taxes into the total tax'pool in State A
could easily calcalate its contribution to the university by multiplying
its total taxpayments by 4 percent, being careful first to deduct motor
vehicle, employment security, and occupational taxes from its total
tax bill. Similar -calculations could be made for each public and
private institution of iiiigher education receiving appropriations from
State and local goveranlental sources.

These data could be combined with known information about volun-
tary corporate and governmental support of public and private insti-
tutions and about enrollment, out of which meaningful comparisons
could be made by educators, public officials, and corporate and founda-
tion officers in planning for equitable financing of institutions of
higher education in the United States. To be useful on so broad a
scale, it would be necessary to calculate corporate tax support in every
State or at the very least in a representative sample of States, and the
results would have to be revised whenever significant changes were
made in State and local tax burdens.

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS OF CORPORATIONS

This chapter has left unanswered the question of how much corpo-
rations should contribute to higher education. We have emphasized
the problem of how corporations should allocate contributions because
the record indicates that corporate support is quite low in relation to
other sources of voluntary support, and that corporate benefits from
institutions of higher education will continue to increase rapidly.
As corporate contributions increase, need for a solution to the problem
of equitable allocation of support among institutions of higher edu-
cation will become more urgent.




